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PREFACE 
Spatially varied flow, in which water enters a channel 
all along its length, is the natural mode of flow for many 
natural and constructed channels. Spatially varied flow is 
quite unlike uniform or nonuniform flow. However, until 
recent years, most channels conveying spatially varied flow 
have been designed by uniform flow methods. This thesis 
deals with spatially varied steady flow in a vegetated 
channel . While it is only a small contribution in relation 
to the amount of work that must be done to fully understand 
spatially varied flow in open channels, perhaps some of the 
findings can help determine where additional research is 
needed and suggest possible avenues of approach to the 
problem of spatially varied unsteady flow. 
The experiments reported herein were conducted in a 410-
foot long bermudagrass-lined test channel located at the 
Stillwater Outdoor Hydraulic Laboratory. 
An outdoor experiment of this type presents many 
problems . The Oklahoma wind affected the inflow during 
spatially varied flow experiments, so it was necessary to 
conduct experiments immediately following the dawn or at 
dusk . The necessity for extreme accuracy and precision 
necessitated great care and unusual procedures in referencing 
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the data gathering equipmento However, the results obtained 
were gratifying and more than justified the additional efforto 
The author acknowledges with gratitude the suggestions 
and assistance of his major adviser, Dro James E. Garton, 
in collecting and analyzing the data and his interest, 
enthusiasm, and assistance throughout the preparation of 
this manuscript o 
This project would not have been possible without the 
continuing support of Wo Oo Ree o The author expresses his 
thanks for suggestions on setting up this project and 
collecting and analyzing the datao 
To the members of the advisory committee, Professors 
Eo Wo Schroeder i Fo Ro Crow, Dro Go L o Nelson, and Dro R. B. 
Deal, go the author vs thanks for their suggestions and 
assistance as sought at various times during this study. 
Two others who have assisted the author are Wo Ro Gwinn, 
who assisted with the computer programming and collection 
and analysis of data, and Albert L. Mink, who assisted with 
setting up t he complicated profile prediction programs. The 
author expresses his thanks to them and to Charles E. Rice 
and the other members of the Hydraulic Laboratory Staff for 
their cooperation and assistance through many pre-dawn 
arisings to conduct the spatially varied flow experiments. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
Graded terraces and diversion channels are important 
soil and water conservation measureso Graded terraces are 
used principally to reduce erosion, retard runoff, and 
increase intake. The main uses of diversion channels are 
to protect bottom lands from runoff, divert excess water 
from active gullies, and to prevent the concentration of 
water on a long, gentle slope too flat for standard terracing. 
Much time and money are spent annually on the construction 
of terraces and diversion chan.nels o From 1936 through 1961, 
1,413,000 miles of graded terraces were constructed in the 
United States (1, p. 559)0 
To obtain the maximum return for the time and money 
invested in terracing systems, :tlte most economical but 
practical and adequate combinations of size, shape, and 
grade should be used. 
The method of design should be based upon the best 
concepts of hydraulics in order to prevent unnecessary and 
costly overdesign . At present, most terraces and diversion 
channels are designed using methods developed for uniform 
1 
2 
flow and modified by field observation and experienceo 
Observation and experience play an overly important role, 
for when time-variable flow enters a channel all along its 
length as in a terrace or diversion channel, the use of 
uniform flow equations is unrealistico The added water 
disturbs the energy or momentum content of the flow, and the 
uniform flow methods do not account for the water stored in 
the channel at the time of the peak inflowo At the time of 
the peak inflow a graded terrace system might contain an 
inch or more of runoff in storageo 
The type of flow in which discharge enters the channel 
all along its length is called spatially varied flowo A 
theory has been developed to describe both the steady and 
the unsteady state, and the steady-state phenomenon has been 
investigated for the small, short channels used in water and 
sewage treat ment plants and for large lateral spillway 
channels for dams o However, little work has been done toward 
applying the theory to terraces and diversion channels where 
the inflow per unit length is small and the energy loss 
due to the impact of the entering flow is probably small. 
Investigation of the spatially varied flow phenomenon in 
vegetated channels is prerequisite to placing the design of 
agricultural conservation channels on a sounder theoretical 
basis o 
3 
Objectives 
1. To predict water surface profiles for spatially varied 
steady flow with increasing discharge in a vegetated 
channel using existing mathematical theories. 
2. To determine experimentally the water surface profiles 
for spatially varied steady flow with increasing 
discharge in a vegetated channel for various inflow 
values and roughness conditions. 
3. To compare the results obtained from objectives one and 
two. 
4. To modify, if necessary, the existing equation to more 
accurately predict the actual water surface profiles. 
Scope of Investigation 
The investigation was limited to spatially varied steady 
flow with increasing discharge. Only one channel was avail-
able for testing. The range of discharge as well as the 
initial channel cross section, length, and slope were 
determined by available resources and facilities. During 
the course of the testing the slope of the channel could 
not be altered because of the time required to re-establish 
vegetation. 
Definition of Terms 
The terms used in this paper correspond to those pre-
sented in "Nomenclature for Hydraulics," published by the 
American Society of Civil Engineers (41, pp. 19-497). Any 
terms not appearing in "Nomenclature for Hydraulics" are 
defined where they occur. 
Definition of Symbols 
Unless otherwise defined in the text, the following 
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symbols are used throughout this paper. Insofar as possible, 
these symbols correspond to those presented in "Nomenclature 
for Hydraulics" (41, ppo 12-18). The original workers' 
definitions are followed in some cases. 
Symbol 
a 
A 
b 
w 
B 
c 
c 
c 
c 
D 
f 
f 
Quantity 
acceleration 
area 
width, water surface 
coefficient 
speed of sound 
coefficient, Chezy 
coefficient, discharge 
coefficient, exponent 
diameter 
force 
resistance coefficient, 
Darcy - Weisbach 
Dimensions 
2 ft./sec. 
ft. 2 
ft. 
nonhomogeneous 
ft./sec. 
ft. 112/sec. 
ft. 112 /sec. 
nonhomogeneous 
ft. 
lb. 
dimensionless 
• 
' 
Symbol 
F 
F 
g 
h 
k 
L 
m 
m 
n 
n 
n 
Quantity 
total force on a body 
force (basic quantity) 
force, gravitational 
force, pressure 
force, shearing 
gravitational • acceleration 
head 
head, resistance 
head, pressure or piezometric 
head, velocity 
head, total (Bernoulli) 
roughness height 
length (weir, pipe, stream tube) 
mass (basic quantity) 
coefficient in Bazin formula 
coefficient in Manning formula 
coefficient in Kutter formula 
coefficient, exponent 
Cauchy number 
Froude number 
Mach number 
Reynolds number 
Weber number 
pressure 
*See Chapter II, Review of Literature 
Dimensions 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
2 ft./sec. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
2 lb. sec. /ft. 
nonhomogeneous 
* 
nonhomogeneous 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
2 lb. I ft. 
5 
Symbol ~uantity 
P perimeter 
q discharge per foot of length 
Q discharge 
R hydraulic radius (A/P) 
s distance along stream tube 
S slope (sine of.incltnation a~gle) 
S0 slope, bed 
Ss slope, shear 
t time 
T time (basic quantity) 
v local velocity 
V mean velocity 
x arbitrary direction 
x coordinate in direction of flow 
y depth of flow 
Ye 'depth to centroid, critical depth 
ym depth, mean 
z vertical distance from a datum 
a angle 
a Coriolis coefficient 
S Boussinesq coefficient 
y specific weight 
Dimensions 
ft. 
cfs./ft. 
cfs. 
ft. 
ft. 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
sec. 
sec. 
fto/sec. 
ft./sec. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
dimension.less 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
3 lb. /ft. 
e inclination angle of channel bottom dimensionless 
µ viscosity, dynamic lb. sec./ft.2 
v viscosity, kinematic (µ/p} 
2 ·. 
ft. /sec. 
6 
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Symbol Quantity Dimensions 
p density 2 4 lb .. sec. /ft. 
a surface tension lb./ft. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This chapter, Review .of Literature, qontains not only 
a review of previous thought and rese~rch, bgt also a develop-
ment of some of the concepts presentedq This development is 
thought necessary because preceding researchers were not in 
complete agreement on some qf the·concepts of fluid flow, 
and any conclusions reached in this section on these subjects 
must be supported by analysis o; data~·· 
The material in this chapter consists of a brief summary 
of some of the basic concepts of flui4 mechanics necessary 
for considering gradually varied flow and spatially varied 
steady flow; a detailed review, anaiysis, p.nd discussion of 
' . ·-
gradually varied flow, velocity distribution, and resistance; 
a review of spatially varied st~ady flow equations and methods 
for their solution; and a brief.review of analysis and 
research on rectangular weirs ·o 
8 
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One-Dimensional Flow 
According to Sears and Zemansky (53, p. 237), when 
proper conditions are fulfilled the flow of a fluid is of a 
relatively simple type called laminar or streamline. If the 
flow is of a laminar or streamline type, every particle 
passing a point follows exactly the same path as the pre-
ceeding particles which passed the same point. These paths 
are called lines of flow or streamlines. Flow will be of the 
streamline type provided the velocity is not too great and 
the obstructions, constrictions or bends in the conduit are 
not such as to cause the lines of flow to change their 
direction too abruptly. If these conditions are not fulfilled, 
the flow is of a much more complicated.type called turbulent. 
Rouse (48, pp. 35-36) defined a streamline as 
an imaginary curve connecting a series of particles 
in a moving fluid in such a manner that at a given 
instant the velocity vector of every particle on 
that line is tangent to it. 
He defined a stream filament as 
a small filament or tube of fluid, bounded by 
streamlines and yet of inappreciable cross-
sectional area •••• This stream filament 
might be considered, in either steady or 
uniform flow~ as the passage through space 
of a fluid particle, and as such is the basis 
of the one-dimensional treatment of certain 
flow problems. Indeed, elementary hydraulics 
is based largely upon this conception, a single 
filament being assumed to have the cross-
sectional area of the entire flow. 
Rouse (48 9 Po 37) stated that 
in certain types of fluid motion the stream 
filaments are arranged in a very orderly fashion, 
and may be made visible experimentally by the 
introduction of colored fluid at some point in 
the flowo More generally, however, there occurs 
a complex interlacing of the actual streamlines; 
the various particles not only follow completely 
different and intricate courses but suffer con-
tinuous distortion and subdivision, so that no 
particle exists as an individual for more than a 
short interval of timeo· In such.cases it is 
often practicable to represent by streamlines 
or filaments the temporal average of conditions 
throughout the movemento Such representation 
does not ignore the actual complexity of the 
motion, but serves only as a convenient aid in 
visualizing the underlying pattern of the 
flow. 
Bernoulli's Equation 
Sears and Zemansky (53, Po 238) derived the Bernoulli 
equation for an incompressible, nonviscous fluid flowing 
with streamline flow. They considered a fluid-filled 
portion of a pipe consisting of two lengths of different 
diameters joined by a transition section. They then con-
sidered a cross section in each of the uniform diameter 
lengths and displaced the fluid some small distance. The 
10 
net work done on the system was equated to the sum of the 
increases in the kinetic energy and gravitational potential 
energy of the system. The final equation is 
+ y = Constant (1) 
This is Bernoulli's equation applicable to streamline flow 
without resistance. 
11 
Rouse (48, ppa 42~49) used a more sophisticated approach 
in his derivation of Bernoulli's equation. Rouse's derivation 
follows~ 
Consider a fluid with zero viscosity, surface 
tension, and compressibility. Weight and pressure 
will then be the only forces under consideration. 
Then the forces exerted in an axial direction upon 
an elementary cylinder of fluid as shown in Figure 
1 will be the pressure at either end and the com-
ponent of fluid weight acting parallel to the axis. 
The rate of pressure variation in any direction is 
the pressure gradient. The ,difference in pressure 
intensity on the two ends of the fluid cylinder is 
given by the pressure gradient in the axial direction 
times the distance between the two ends. The total 
force acting upon the fluid volume will be 
dFx = p dA - (p + !.£ dx) dA + ydx cos a dA 
ax 
Introducing the rate of change of elevation, h, in the 
x direction (cos a= - ab/ax) this becomes 
dF = - .!£ dxdA - yah dxdA 
x ax ax 
In words, the force per unit volume, f, acting in any 
direction is equal to the rate of decrease of the sum 
Cp + yh) in that direction. 
fx = - .1.. (p + yh) 
ax 
This force per unit volume divided by the density 
of the fluid will equal the force per unit mass, 
or, in accordance with the Newtonian equation, the 
rate of acceleration of the fluid in the given 
direction 
·a x 
... p 
···;·,--,.···,c.: 
dA 
dW=7dxdA 
h 
COSCC =-
x 
Figure lo Elementary Forces Due to Pressure Gradient 
and Weight 
12 
/ 
/ 
~ ix_ (p + Yh) 
If any component of the substantial acceleration is 
zero, th.ere can be no variation in the sum (p + ~h) 
in that direction. In other words, the distribution 
of pressure intensity must be hydrostatic in any 
direction in which no acceleration takes place, 
For the acceleration component along a streamline 
= 
avs + avs ".\ 9_· . av· av g s + v s 
at as at--~ as 
aCv2/2) 
as 
This equation may be combined with equation (2) to 
give 
av~- a{v2/2) 
-·+ -----at as 
This may be rewritten 
'l a c P + yh) pis 
avs a 2 
P--rf' + is (p~ + p + Yh) = 0 
The three tet>ms within the parentheses may be set 
equal to_ the energy per uni~_vol\lme, Ev.· Then for 
steady flow along a streamline 
f dE J . v 
s_ 
2 
=PT+ p + yh = f(1:) 
This equation states that whiie the velocity must 
not change with.time the pressure intensity of the 
flow may vary with time, and this variati9n will 
exactly -e9,ual the chan~e in Ev with time. and will 
extend.uniformly over the entire length of the 
streamline. It will have no effect whatever upoh 
the velocity at any point. If E is not a function 
of time, along any streamline v 
13 
(2) 
2 
E = p~ + p + yh = Constant v . ~ 
Eaqh term of equation ( 3) has the dimension of 
energy per unit volume, the equation embodying 
a complete statement o{ the energy principle, 
or the essential balance between.· kinetic energy 
and potential energy ·over eyery part of a 
strea.mlirie in steady flow. · Equation ( 3) · is 
commonly known as the Bernoulli equation. 
14 
( 3) 
If each term in equation (3) is divided by the specific 
weight of the fluid, the result will be· 
2 
EW;::~+l?.+h 
~g y (4) 
Each term has·· the dimension of energy per unit weight of 
fluid. Since this is E!quivalent to length, the several terms 
are characterized as heads, and are called, respectively, the 
total head, the velocity head, the pressure head, and the 
geodetic ?r elevation head. Since the pressure head and 
elevation head represent potential energy as distinguished 
from the kinetic energy embodied in the velocity head, the 
sum (p/y + h) is known as the potential head, It follows 
that the sum of velocity and potential heads will not vary 
with distance along any streamline in steady flow. However, 
no restriction is placed upon variation 'from one streamline 
to another. 
Dimensionless Groupings. 
Dimensional analysis is a powerful analytical tool that 
is very useful in model analysis ~nd des~gn. Through tl:le 
years, some of the dimensionless groupings applicable to 
fluid flow have been evaluated and tabulated for a great 
number of experiments. Much can be learned about a parti-
cular flow condition by considering the numerical value of 
these dimensionless groupings in the light of previously 
recorded experiments. A short general discussion of the 
factors influencing fluid flow is presented by Murphy (38, 
pp. 164-170). 
According to Murphy, a particular condition of flow 
will be influenced by the dimensions of the system, the 
properties of the fluid, and the applied forces aiding or 
retarding the flow. 
p 
v 
L 
p 
µ 
<J 
e 
g 
These factors may be indicated as 
pressure FL- 2 
velocity 
control distance 
outline dimensions 
cross section dimensions 
density 
viscosity 
surface tension 
bulk modulus 
acceleration of gravity 
LT ... l 
L 
L 
L 
ML- 3 
ML-1T-l 
FL-l 
FL- 2 
LT- 2 
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According to the Buckingham Pi Theorem, seven dimension-
less terms are required to express a relationship among these 
variables. The following combination is usually chosen: 
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e,, pVL, v2 2 2 
_£__ 
= f r' 
_, pV L, E.Y_) 
pv2 L µ gL a e 
= f ( A. ' r; n ' 'C NR, NF, Nw, Ne) 
The first two terms pertain to geometrical characteristics; 
the four following terms are the Reynolds number, the Froude 
number, the Weber number, and the Cauchy number, respectively. 
The Reynolds number expresses the ratio of the inertial 
forces of an element of fluid to the viscous forces. It is 
of great value in pipe flow problems. It is useful in all 
flow problems in determining if a particular flow condition 
is in the laminar or turbulent mode. For pipe flow the 
Reynolds number is defined as 
N - VD R - v 
It is usually defined for open channel flow as 
= VR 
\I 
However, the open channel Reynolds number and that for pipe 
flow cannot be compared directly, because, for. a pipe, D = 4Ro 
For consistency the Reynolds number for pipe flow will be 
used in this paper for both pipe and open channel flowo 
Thus, 
=~ 
\I 
The value of the critical Reynolds number when flow changes 
from laminar to turbulent is approximately 2,000 by this 
definition (49, p. 129). 
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The Froude number is an expression of the ratio of the 
inertial forces to the gravitational force developed on an 
element of fluido It is the most important criterion when 
designing models of prototypes in which gr~vitational forces 
cause fluid motiono The Froude number is usually defined as 
The Weber number expresses the ratio of surface-tension 
forces to inertial forceso It can be of major importance 
in small models in which free-surface flow occurs. The Weber 
number is usually defined as 
N - V w - Ca/pL> 
The length term could be the depth of flow or the hydraulic 
depth, or some other lengtho 
The Cauchy number is dimensionally equivalent to the 
ratio of the inertial force to the compressibility force. 
It is the criterion used when describing the motion of objects 
moving at a high speed in a fluid. The Cauchy number is 
defined as 
V2. N - p c - -;-
Another dimensionless group closely related to the Cauchy 
number is the Mach number. The Mach number is defined as 
the ratio of the velocity to the speed of soundo 
= v 
c 
It can be shown that the Mach number is the square root of 
the Cauchy number 
1/2 
N - V (~) M - e 
Gradually Varied Flow Equations for Open Channels 
Introduction 
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The flow of water in open channels is usually nonuniform 
in both depth and velocity distributiono Equations derived 
to describe gradually varied flow express a relationship 
between the depth of water in a channel, the variation of 
this depth with distance along the bed of the channel, the 
mean velocity in a section, the variation of this velocity 
with distance, the slope of the bed, a coefficient of resis-
tance, and a coefficient to account for the nonuniform velocity 
distributiono Both the energy and momentum concepts have 
been used to derive gradually varied flow equations. However, 
there is controversy between hydraulicians concerning the use 
of the momentum concept and the meaning of the resistance 
involvedo There is some controversy concerning the form of 
the velocity distribution coefficient for use with the energy 
concept, and also concerning the equations used to describe 
the resistance in the two methods. 
In classical mechanics, momentum is defined as the 
product of the mass of a body and the magnitude of its 
instantaneous velocity. Momentum is a vector quantity 
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having both magnitude and directiono The principle of 
momentum is applied by summing the external forces acting 
upon a fluid body and equating them to the change of momentum 
of the fluid body. In deriving varied flow equations, the 
forces on a length of stream tube are frequently considered 
first and then an integration is carried out over all of the 
stream tubes between two cross sections. Some hydraulicians 
use the momentum principle to derive an equation of the 
Bernoulli form to describe gradually varied flowo Others 
state that the momentum principle-can be used to derive a 
Bernoulli-type equation only for special conditions, if at 
all. Hydraulicians have different concepts of the resistance 
involved in the momentum approach. Some feel that it 
describes only the boundary shear, others that it describes 
all of the energy losses. 
The energy approach is frequently applied by equating 
the rate of change of energy to the rate at which work is 
done upon an elementary free body of fluid in a stream tube 
as it passes between two cross sections. The resulting 
relationship is integrated along the stream tube and then 
over all of the stream tubes between the two cross sections. 
All of the equations derived by the energy principle are of 
the Bernoulli form. However, some variation is found in the 
velocity distribution coefficients used by different 
investigators. 
The velocity distribution coefficients used in the 
gradually varied flow equations are of either mean-square 
or mean-cube formo The mean-square coefficient is defined 
as 
f3 :: 
The mean-cube coefficient is defined as 
a = 
Momentum Concept 
Bahkmeteff (2, pp. 232-234) used the momentum concept 
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(5) 
(6) 
in deriving an equation to describe phenomena such as the 
hydraulic jump where internal energy losses are quite high. 
The equation relates the change in momentum content of the 
entire fluid movement across two cross sections a short 
distance apart, each in reaches of uniform flow in a hori-
zontal channel, to the difference in pressure force on the 
cross sections and the shearing force on the boundary of the 
channel between the two cross sections. The equation is not 
in Bernoulli form and no velocity distribution c9efficient 
is includedo 
Keulegan (28, pp.·97-111} used the momentum concept in 
deriving a differential equation for gradually varied flow. 
The equation contains the mean-square velocity distribution 
coefficient and a friction coefficient that he stated is 
directly related to the wall friction. 
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Eisenlohr (15, pp. 633-644) derived a momentum equation 
by considering a channel to be divided into stream tubes 
and examining two cross sections in the channel a finite 
distance apart to see what happens when the fluid is allowed 
to displace and flow across these sections for unit time. 
The stream tubes are assumed to remain of constant area over 
the finite length. Forces are summed for a single stream 
tube between the two sections and then over all the stream 
tubes. The resulting equation has the form of a Bernoulli 
equation with a term for shearing stress and with the mean-
square coefficient applied to the velocity-head term. 
Eisenlohr was taken to task for his original paper by 
several hydraulicians. Kalinske (26, pp. 645-646) pointed 
out weaknesses in Eisenlohr's derivation. Kalinske thought 
that Eisenlohr should not have considered a finite length 
of stream tube, but should have integrated along the tube. 
Also, Kalinske disagreed with Eisenlohr's assumption that 
variation of the stream tube area was negligible, since he 
did not at the same time assume variation in the stream tube 
velocity to be negligible. Without this assumption con-
cerning stream tube area, Eisenlohr's equation will not 
assume the form of a Bernoulli-type equation. Kalinske 
stated that the momentum concept deals only with the 
external forces on the fluid body. 
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Taylor (55, pp. 646-648) pointed out some of the flaws 
in Eisenlohr's basic assumptions. He presented no alternative 
derivation. 
Van Driest (57, pp. 648-651) also touched upon errors 
in Eisenlohr's basic assumptions. He stated that Eisenlohr's 
momentum equation would be approximately correct provided 
that the difference between the mean-square coefficients 
approached zero faster than the difference in the mean 
velocities in the two sections under consideration. He 
also stated that the loss term for the momentum equation 
would describe only the losses due to external forces. 
Rouse and McNown (SO, pp. 651-657) stated that Eis,enlohr's 
,., 
J\ 
approach was oversimplified. They presented an altern~te 
Rouse and McNown irived derivation that was more complete. 
their momentum equation as follows: 
Write the basic vector ~elationship between 
force per unit volume and the rate of change of 
momentum for an infinitesimal body of fluid and _ 
integrate over the entire volume. The basic vector 
relationship for an infinitesimal body of fluid is 
f _ d(pv) _ Pdv = Pa 
- dt - dt 
If this equation is written for the components in 
the three Cartesian coordinate directions, the 
integral expression for any direction, x, will be 
F = l(f) = pf ax d(vol) 
x x vol 
The term on the left includes the x component of 
all forces acting upon every particle in the volume 
at a given instant. However, since every force 
upon a particle within the volume requires the 
existence of an equal and opposite force upon 
the neighboring particles, all such internal 
forces will counterbalance each other so that 
only the external forces need be considered. 
The term on the right of the equation may be 
made more explicit by considering the fluid volume 
to be composed of a great number of fluid filaments 
representing the temporal average of conditions 
throughout the flow. The surface of this volume 
will then consist of the walls of the outermost 
filaments and the sum of all the cross-sectional 
areas at either end of each one. 
Consider the incremental volume of a stream 
tube or filament as shown in Figure 2. The 
external forces acting upon this elementary 
free body are the attraction of the earth and 
the pressure and shear exerted by the surround-
ing fluid, which may be resolved in any direction, 
x, and equated to the product of the mass of the 
element and the corresponding component of its 
accelerationo 
The component of acceleration, ax, of the incre-
mental volume may be expressed in terms of a 
differential, ds 
dv 
a - x x - - dt 
Furthermore, dm may be written as pds dA, so that 
av 
l(dF)x = pv 3~ ds dA 
Equation (7) expresses the equality between the 
impulse per unit tirne and the accompanying rate 
at which the momentum of the fluid element is 
changed. 
Before it is possible to integrate over the 
volume, which means a double integration along 
the stream tube and then over the end areas, it 
is necessary to express dA in terms of a variable 
which is independent of So This can be done by 
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(7) 
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Figure 2o Incremental Volume of Stream Tube 
using the relationship vdA = dQ, the rate of 
flow through the stream tube, which is neces-
sarily the same at all cross sections. Thus, 
av l (dF)x = p a~ ds dQ 
and for a finite length of stream tube, Cs 2 - s 1 ) 
s2 f L(dF) = p(vx - vx) dQ 
s 1 x 2 1 
This may then be integrated across the volume to 
yield 
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(8) 
f 
vol 
= f 
Q 
= f pvx v2 dA 
A2 2 
Internal shears and pressures cancel in the 
process of summation. The left side represents 
the x component of the resultant of all external 
forces which can be evaluated only through measure-
ment or arbitrary assump~ion as to type of varia-
tion. The right side, which represents the 
difference in flux of the x component of momentum 
past the two end sections, requires equally 
explicit knowledge as to the corresponding 
velocity distribution. Only if the flow at 
the two end sections is in essentially the 
same direction can the equation readily be 
applied to conditions in wh·ic_h the velocity 
varies across the flow, under which conditions 
it reduces to the alternative forms 
or 
(9) 
(10) 
A nearly identical derivation was presented at an earlier 
date by Rouse (48, PPo 52-54). According to Rouse (48, p. 54), 
,1,• 
In the general case of curvilinear flow, in which 
average values of neither velocity nor pressure 
intensity may be used, equation (9) must be 
followed strictly, actual curves of velocity 
and pressure distribution forming the basis 
for integration, and the actual volume of the 
fluid being used to determine the component of 
the fluid weight in the given direction. Yet 
such methods will require experimental measure-
ment of velocity and pressure distribution at one 
section or the other, for.the general principles 
of momeptµm, energy, and continµity have as yet 
provi4ea no means of determining these characteris-
tics by~rational analysis. 
In his qlosing discussion Eis,nlobr (16, pp. 657-668) 
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altered oroclarified his origin~l assµmptions and methods of 
stated that the momentum equationin the 
form of a Bernoulli-type equation was only an approximation, 
due to the restriction of the use of the average area of the 
stream tube in the derivation. 
Daugherty and Ingersoll (13, pp. 76-77) derived a 
momentum equation by considering an infinitesimal length of 
fluid in a horizontal pipe of uniform diameter and equating 
the shear and pressure forces to the momentum change of the 
free body. According to Daugherty and Ingersoll, if the 
fluid is incompressible, the resulting equation can be 
written in Bernoulli form even if the pipe is not of uniform 
diameter. The shearing force term seems to represent the 
entire head loss of the body of fluid. In a later section 
of their text (13, pp. 333-334), Daugherty and Ingersoll 
applied a mean=square velocity distribution coefficient to 
their original equation. 
Chow (9, pp. 49-52) derived a momentum equation for 
gradually varied flow in open channels by considering two 
cross sections a finite distance apart and equating the 
external friction force, the resultant pressure force, and 
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the weight component in the direction of flow to the change 
in momentum across the enclosed body of water per unit time. 
The initial equation is not in the Bernoulli form and includes 
the mean-square velocity distribution coefficient, a term 
for the weight component, a term for the difference in 
pressure on the two ends, and a term for external friction 
and resistance. Chow then assumed a rectangular channel 
and used the average depth in rearranging this equation 
into a Bernoulli-type equation with mean-square velocity 
distribution coefficients and a term for external losses 
only. The equation is quite similar to Eisenlohr's original 
momentum equation that he later stated was really only an 
approximation. 
Energy Concept 
Keulegan (28, pp. ~7-111) used the energy concept in 
deriving a differential equation to describe gradually 
varied flow. The equation contains the mean-cube velocity 
distribution coefficient and a term for energy loss. 
Eisenlohr (15, pp. 633-644) derived an energy equation 
by considering a channel to be divided into stream tubes and 
examining two cross sections in the channel a finite distance 
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apart to see what happens when the fluid is allowed to dis-
place and flow by these sections for unit timeQ The work 
done on the fluid in each stream tube is then summed for 
the finite length of tube and then over all the tubes. The 
resulting equation has the form of a Bernoulli equation with 
a term for energy loss and with a mean-cube velocity distribu-
tion coefficient. 
Kalinske (26j pp. 645-646) made much the same comments 
about Eisenlohr's energy equation as he did about the momentum 
equation. Kalinske further stated that the energy principle 
as used by Keulegan and Eisenlohr probably should be called 
the power principle, since the terms calculated are really 
the flow of energy per unit time and the work done per unit 
time. Furthermore, Kalinske stated that the important thing 
to recognize in the use of this principle is that all external 
and internal energy losses and work done must be taken into 
account; in using the momentum principle, only external 
forces need be considered. 
Van Driest (57, PPo 648-651) stated that not only could 
an energy equation containing mean-cube coefficients be 
obtained, but that an energy equation containing mean-square 
coefficients could also be obtained. According to Van Driest, 
this equation containing mean-square coefficients is easily 
obtained by considering the work done on an element of fluid 
in a stream tube as it moves between two sections. The work 
done is integrated across the cross sections. He stated 
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that the work done and the energy changed is per pound of 
fluid which traverses a distance such that each element of 
it has a common displacement and occupies the cylindrical 
region that one pound would occupy at any section of the 
channel. 
Rouse and McNown (SO, pp. 651-657) presented an alternate 
to Eisenlohr's derivation. Their derivation of the energy 
equation follows: 
Equate the rate of change of energy to the 
rate at which work is done upon an elementary free 
body such as is shown in Figure 2 by the external 
forces of pressure, shear, and fluid weight. The 
component of these forces must be written in the 
direction of displacement, s. The energy of a 
particle will change as the result of both accelera-
tion and dissipation. A term for energy change due 
to acceleration may be written in terms of an in-
crease in kinetic energy, but a term for energy 
change due to dissipation can be written only in 
terms of the decrease in the total head of the 
element. Thus, 
2 d(v /2) dH 
pds dA dt - yds dA dt 
Rearranging the terms on the right side, 
L(dF) 
s v = 
pds dA 
a<v 2 /2) 
as 
ds - yds dA 2l! ds 
at as at 
a<v2/2) aH . 
: P~~0-s-- ds dQ - Yas ds dQ 
Since dQ, unlike dA, is a constant along the stream 
tube, this equation may be integrated at once with 
respect to s: 
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This equation may be integrated over all of the stream 
tubes 
pl p 
J (- + zl) v1 dA -I c-f + z 2 ) v2 dA 
Al 
y 
A2 
v 2 v 2 
= I [(2) - H2] v2 dA I [( 1, - H ] 2g 2g 1 A2 Al 
The foregoing general energy equation may be 
applied to a given state of flow only if the 
distribution of velocity and pressure is known 
at both end sections. Unlike the momentum 
equatiori, this energy equation involves only 
the magnitudes of the velocities. However, 
the velocity distribution here affects both 
sides of the equation, with the result that 
the energy principle may usually be applied 
only if both sections under consideration are 
located in essentially uniform zones. Then 
the pressure distribution is hydrostatic and 
the general energy equation reduces to the 
form of the Bernoulli equation 
v 2 v 2 
1 P1 2 P2 
a 1 ( 2g) + y + z 1 = a 2 ( 2 g ) + y + z 2 + h L 
in which 
h 
L 
v 
H2 2 dA v 
2 
v 1 
Eisenlohr (16, pp. 657-668) also attempted to derive 
dA 
(11) 
an energy equation containing a mean-square coefficient. He 
considered two cross sections a finite distance apart and 
let the fluid in a stream tube displace a small distance. 
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He wrote an expression for the energy change of the fluid in 
the stream tube between the two cross sections and integrated 
along the tubeo He then considered the fluid in every stream 
tube to have moved the same distance and integrated over all 
of the stream tubes. The resulting equation is of Bernoulli 
form with mean-square coefficients. 
Eisenlohr then proceeded to develop a power equation 
which contains the mean-cube coefficient for velocity distri-
bution. He did this by considering two cross sections a 
finite distance apart and letting the fluid in a stream tube 
flow by these sections for unit timeo He wrote an equation 
for the power change between the end sections. The resulting 
equation was then integrated over all the stream tubes and 
divided by the weight of water flowing per unit time. The 
resulting equation of Bernoulli form contains the mean-cube 
coefficients and has the units of foot-pound per second per 
pound per secondo The term for loss in a reach represents 
the average energy lost per second by each pound of water 
passing through the reach pe~ second. 
The energy concept was also discussed by Bakhmeteff 
(2, pp. 26-31), Rouse (48, pp. 47-52), Rouse (47, ppo 57-59), 
Rouse and Howe (49, pp. 69-72), Daugherty and +ngersoll 
(13, ppo 68-73, pp. 252-254), and Chow (9, PP• 3S~40). 
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Discussion 
There seems to be little agreement on the application 
of the momentum concept to gradually varied flowo Bakhmeteff 
(2, pp. 232-234), Rouse (48, ppo 52-54), Rouse and McNown 
(50, pp. 651-657), Rouse (47, pp. 55-57), and Ippen (47, 
pp. 506-507) did not derive the Bernoulli-type momentum 
equation. Eisenlohr (16, pp. 657-658) and Van Driest (57, 
pp. 648-651) wrote it with reservations. Keulegan (28, 
ppo 97-111), Daugherty-and Ingersoll (13, pp. 76-77), and 
Chow (9, pp. 49-52) wrote the momentum equation in Bernoulli 
form although Chow's equation was derived for a rectangular 
channelo 
A Bernoulli~type momentum equation may be obtained from 
equation (10) if appropriate assumptions are made. Consider 
equation (10) as applied to a finite length of the fluid in 
the condition of gradually varied flow in an open channel as 
shown in Figure 3o 
(10) 
This can be written as 
The term on the left of the above equation can be considered 
as the sum of all of the external forces of pressure, gravita-
tional acceleration, and bed shear acting in the x direction 
upon the body of water between sections (1) and (2). 
y 
L 
-X 
CHANNEL 
BED 
HORIZONTAL 
(I) (2) 
Yz 
Figure 3. Gradually Varied Flow Diagram 
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If hydrostatic pressure distri.bution can be assumed, then 
from Stoker (54, ppo 454-455), the resultant pressure force 
on the body can be written as 
F = yA 6x .9l. 
Px avg ax 
The force caused by gravitational acceleration can be written 
as 
- yA 
avg 6x tan e 
For small inclination angles, tan e =sine =fz1 - z2)/6x 
F = YA (z1 - z2) gx avg 
If it is assumed that the variation from section (1) to 
section (2) is approximately linear in depth, area, and 
velocity, then 
F = YA (yl Y2> Px avg 
l F = PA avg cvl + v2 ) (B2V2 - £\V1) x 2 
PAav1 2 2 
B2VlV2 - B1V1V2> = 2 CB 2V2 BlVl + 
If it is assumed that the differenc~ between the velocity 
heads at sections Cl) and (2) is proportionately larger than 
the difference-between momentum coefficients at sections Cl) 
and (2), (the assumption of Van Driest (57, p. 649)), then 
Then by grouping all terms, 
yA (yl - y2) + yA (zl - z2) - Fsx avg avg 
pA 
= . avg 
2 
Rearranging and simplifying, the following Bernoulli-type 
momentum equation can be obtained: 
v2 v2 
l 2 1\ 2g + Y1 + zl = B2 2g 
F 
sx 
YA avg 
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(12) 
The conditions assumed in the derivation should be kept 
in mind when using equation (12). As has been stated pre-
viously, there is not complete agreement concerning the 
validity of this equation. 
Most of the hydraulicians cited agreed that the resistance 
in the momentum equation is only that of the boundary layer. 
However, Daugherty and Ingersoll (13, p. 77) implied that 
the loss terms in the momentum and energy equatio~s could 
be interchangedo 
There was general agreement on the form of velocity 
distribution coefficient to use with momentum equations. 
In all of the derivations in which a nonuniform velocity 
distribution was considered, the mean-square velocity 
distribution coefficient was used 0 
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There seems to be more general agreement on the form 
and meaning of the energy equation than on the momentum 
equation. In all of the derivations cited, the final equa-
tion was developed into the form of the Bernoulli equation, 
or a derivative of this equation. The resistance term 
always represents all the losses in the channel. 
Most of the investigators developed energy equations 
containing mean-cube velocity distribution coefficients. At 
least two of those cited, Van Driest (57, pp. 648-651) and 
Eisenlohr (16, pp. 657-668), developed energy equations 
containing mean-square velocity distribution coefficients. 
Each considered an element of a stream tube and wrote an 
equation for the work done on this element of stream tube as 
it moved between two sections. Then each considered the fluid 
in every stream tube to have moved the same distance and 
integrated across the entire cross section. The result is 
an energy equation with mean-square velocity distribution 
coefficients. However, because of the nonuniform velocity 
distribution, the fluid in some tubes is moving faster than 
in others, making it erroneous to obtain an average energy 
per pound of fluid in this manner. Therefore, the energy 
equations containing mean-square coefficients are invalid. 
It is more proper to consider the energy change of the 
quantity of fluid flowing across a section per unit time. 
This method leads to the equations with mean-cube coefficients. 
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It seems that these Bernoulli-type energy equations containing 
the mean-cube velocity coefficients should really be called 
power equations because in reality the dimensions are energy 
per unit time per unit weight across a section per unit time, 
rather than energy per unit weight. This idea was mentioned 
by Kalinske (26, p. 645), Eisenlohr (16, pp. 664-668), and 
Ippen (47, p. 507). 
The means for evaluating boundary shear and energy loss 
are. also a matter of controversy. Keulegan (28, Po 110) 
stated that the Manning equation describes the magnitude of 
frictional force in channels, and hence Manning's n should 
be computed using a momentum equationo Eisenlohr (15, p. 640) 
stated that both the Chezy and Manning equations were momentum 
equations, and hence should be used only in evaluating boundary 
shear. He further stated that these equations would not 
yield practical results when used to evaluate energy loss 
except for uniform velocity distribution. He offered no equa-
tion to evaluate the energy loss under conditions of nonuniform 
velocity distribution. 
According to Rouse and McNown (SO, pp. 656-657), 
however, the Chezy and Manning equations were derived solely 
for the case of uniform flow, under which conditions boundary 
shear and energy loss are directly proportional. The customary 
loss coefficients of nonuniform flow, on the other hand, are 
0 
simply means of evaluating the head loss in terms of boundary 
geometry and have no source in the momentum principle. 
Apparently Chow (9, p. 332) was of the same opinion 
concerning the loss coefficients. 
According to Rouse and McNown (SO, p. 656), 
The common failure to distinguish between the 
evaluation of boundary shear and energy dis-
sipation in gradually varied flow is actually 
tantamount to assuming that a= S = 1, for 
under such condit~ons (but only then) the 
energy and momentum equations become 
identical. 
Conclusions 
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Considering the present appa~e.nt lack of understanding 
of the momentum concept as applied to gradually varied flow, 
it would seem best to use the energy or power concept for 
this type of flow and reserve the momentum concept r~r such 
phenomena as the hydraulic jump--where there occur very high 
internal energy losses unpredictable by the energy equation. 
However, when considering spatially varied flow where 
turbulence caused by the entering fluid is quite high and 
energy losses are unpredictable, it may be necessary to use 
the momentum approach. Then the appropriate shearing loss·· 
term would probably have to be obtained from uniform or 
gradually varied flow,by the use of equation (12). 
The mean-square velocity distribution coefficient should 
be used with the momentum equations and the mean-cube 
coefficients with the energy or power equation of Bernoulli 
form. 
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Conclusions concerning resistance equations to use with 
the momentum and power equations will be given at the end 
of the section on resistance .• 
Velocity Distribution 
Most ordinary calculations involving the total momentum 
content at a channel cross section or the total power crossing 
the section are based on the assumption of a uniform velocity 
distribution. The mean-square and mean-cube coefficients are 
assumed to be nearly one or of only theoretical interest. 
However, the velocity in a conduit is never uniform. Even 
away from the boundary layer the velocity is not uniformly 
distributed. This is particularly true of natural channels 
where there are irregularities in cross section and where 
there may be large or small obstructions to flow. 
According to Chow (9, p. 27), Coriolis (12) was the first 
to propose the mean-cube coefficient to apply to the velocity 
head as computed from the mean velocity. The Coriolis, mean-
cube, or velocity-head coefficient, a, is defined as 
, 1 I 3 ,a::::'3 v dA 
, AV A 
(6) 
Boussinesq (7) proposed the mean-square coefficient as 
defined by equation (5) 
13 = 1 
AV 2 ! 2 v A dA (5) 
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to be applied to the computation of the momentum content at 
a channel cross section. 
Examination of equations (6) and (5) shows that the 
momentum coefficient will be less than the velocity head 
coefficient, since the local velocities are cubed in equation 
(6) and only squared in equation (5). 
O'Brien and Johnson (42, p:; 215) presented a graphical 
method for obtaining energy and momentum coefficients from 
velocity measurements in a conduit. The velocity data are 
plotted on a cross section of the channel, Lines of equal 
velocity are drawn and the areas between the lines are 
obtai.ned with a planimeter, Values of velocity, velocity 
squared, and velocity cubed are plotted versus mass area. 
The areas between the .latter two curves and the axis and 
bounding lines are then the integrals of equations (5) and 
( 6 ), respectively. These areas may be found by the use of a 
planimeter. The total discharge may be found by the mass 
plotting of velocity versus area. With the total cross-
sectional area known, the momentum and velocity-head 
coefficients are easily obtained. 
Chow (9, p~ 29) presented the following approximate 
formulas for velocity-head and momentum coefficients where it 
is possible to assume a logarithmic velocity distribution: 
a= 1 + 3 e 2 - 2 e 3 
B = 1 + e 2 
v 
·c e = m -1) v. where v = maximum velocity m 
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According to Chow, Rehbock (45) assu~ed a linear 
variation of velocity with depth in obtaining the following 
equations: 
a= 1 + c 2 
£2 
a = 1 + T 
For a logarithmic velocity distribution in a pipe Streeter 
(47, p. 401) arrived at the following equation~ for velocity-
head and momentum coefficients: 
a = 1 + 2.93f - l.55f312 
a= 1 + o.9Bf 
O'Brien and Johnson analyzed data from several previous 
investigations and obtained· the·· values for a and a presented 
in Table<_r>C42, p. 215). They pointed out that the highest 
value of a they had obtained was that for the Rhine River . 
(Item 7 in Table :o, which yielded an a of 1. 35. The 
corresponding value of a was 1.121. The highest value of a 
they obtained was 2. 0 8 ( Item 18 in Table I> , obtained upstream 
from a weir. 
King (31, p. 7.11), in discussing the·data in Tabler, 
stated that in fairly straight uniform channels a appears 
to vary from. about L 04 to l.10. Upstream from weirs or in 
the vicinity-of obstructions or:pronounced irregularities in 
alignment, a-may have any value from l.lO to 2.0 or even 
more. 
Maximum Hydraulic 
Item Width Depth Radius Area 
-----
1 1. 97 2.83 .73 5.59 
2 3.28 2.88 1. 07 9.64 
3 3.28 2.87 1. 07 9.62 
4 3.3 1.41 • 76 4.65 
5 34.6 10. 6 6 .11 250.5 
6 6.52 4.92 2.07 31. 2 
7 523. 12.51 8.0 4365. 
8 8.5 4.54 2.28 36.92 
9 8.75 4.01 2.13 32.4 
10 9 • 3.0 1. 8 23.59 
11 8.9 2.03 1. 35 15.24 
12 8.75 1. 51 1. 07 10.92 
13 0.87 .58 
14 0. 8 .40 
15 4 .• 2 2 2.5 
16 4.22 5.0 
17 4.22 5.0 
18 4.22 5.0 
19 4.22 10.1 
20 4.22 9.0 
TABLE I 
VALUES OF VELOCITY-HEAD AND MOMENTUM COEFFICIENTS 
FROM O'BRIEN AND JOHNSON (42, p. 215) 
Critical Mean Coefficient Coefficient 
Depth Velocity a e Source Remarks 
0.65 1.05 1. 20 1. 07 34 ) Rectangular channel 3 ft. above 
0. 71 1.16 1. 22 1. 08 34 ) weir with obstructions upstream 
0.72 1. 20 1. 41 1.12 34 ) 
1. 63 8.41 1. 0 7 1. 0 3 34 Simplon Tunnel, center of 
straight reach 164 feet long 
4.67 3.32 1.10 1. 05 34 Trapezoidal channel 
2.52 4.88 1. 0 7 1. 03 34 Horseshoe conduit, straight 
reach 
6.27 3.36 1. 35 1.121 34 Rhine River, 1,200 feet below 
bridge, long curve 
2.25 2.91 1. 06 1. 01 19 ) 
2.16 2.87 1. 04 1. 014 19 ) 
1. 97 2.60 1. 04 1. 014 19 ) Sudbury Aqueduct, bottom slope 
1. 74 2.16 1. 04 1. 01 19 ) = 0.000189 
1. 64 1. 87 1. 04 1. 012 19 ) 
1.17 7.59 1.16 5 Bazin weir experiments 
0.47 0.68 1.14 40 Nikuradse experiments 
1.07 36,52 ) 
1. 08 36,52 ) Computations by Lindquist of 
1.6 36,52 ) Schoder and Turner weir 
2.08 36,52 ) experiments. 
1. 8 36,52 
2.0 36,52 
.i= 
...., 
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According to Chow, in channels of complex cross section, 
the coefficients for velocity head and momentum can easily 
be as great as 1~6 and 1.2 respectively. He stated that the 
coefficients are usually highe~ in steep channels than in 
flat channels. Table II from Kolupaila (33, pp. 12-18) was 
presented as containing possible values for design (9, p. 28). 
In a grass-lined V-shaped channel with 1 on 10 side 
slopes and a flow depth of less than 0.8 foot, Ree (43, 
p. 187) found velocity-head and momentum coefficients of 
3.48 and 1.70,respectively. 
Rouse (47, p. 59) quoted values of velocity-head and 
momentum coefficients as being as high as 2.0 and 1.33 
respectively for parabolic velocity distributions in 
circular pipes. 
Resistance 
Introduction 
The flow of liquid in a conduit or channel can follow 
one or another of three distinct modes of behavior: laminar 
flow, turbulent flow past a smooth surface, turbulent flow 
past a rough surface (3, p. 34). The three modes are 
revealed successively when the flow through a moderately 
rough pipe is changed from zero to some high velocity 
(20, p. 556). 
Roughness does not appreciably affect the resistance in 
laminar flow because the velocity distribution is parabolic 
TABL;E II 
DESIGN VALUES FOR VELOCITY-HEAD AND MOMENTUM 
COEFFICIENTS FROM KOLUPAILA 
(33, PPo 12-18) 
Value-of Cl Value of~ 
Channels Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. 
- -
Regular channels, flumes, spillways 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.03 1.05 1.07 
Natural streams and torrents 1.15 1.30 1.50 1.05 1.10 1.17 
Rivers under ice cover 1.20 1.50 2.00 1.07 1.17 1.33 
River valleys, overflooded 1.50 -1. 75 2.00 1.17 1.25 1.33 
+' 
~ 
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and there is no velocity at the surface of contact. The resis-
tance is dependent upon the viscosity of the fluid. An 
increase in velocity will eventually lead to turbulent flow 
past a smooth boundary or turbulent flow with a laminar 
boundary layer. The boundary roughness does not materially 
affect the resistance in this partially turbulent flow, 
because the roughness elements are shielded by the boundary 
layer. As the velocity is increased a point will eventually 
be reached where the laminar boundary layer is thinned 
sufficiently that the boundary roughness becomes exposed to 
the direct action of the moving fluid, and the flow goes into 
the fully turbulent mode. In this mode the resistance will 
depend upon the roughness of the boundary, and will be 
independent of the viscosity. 
Pipe Flow Formulas 
King and Brater (32, p. ~6) presented a short discussion 
of the origin of pipe flow formulas. According to King, many 
empirical formulas have been developed from test data. One 
of the earliest was developed by Chezy in 1775. Most of the 
formulas wer.e based on the assumption that the energy loss 
depends only on the velocity, the dimensions of the conduit, 
and the wall roughness. The work of Hagen, Poiseuille, and 
Reynolds showed that the density and viscosity of the fluid 
also affected the energy loss. Finally, principally as a 
result of the work of Nikuradse, it became generally recognized 
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that the effect of roughness does not depend on the actual 
magnitude of the roughness, but on the ratio of the roughness 
size to the diameter of the pipe. 
According to King and Brater (32, p. 6,16) of all the 
formulas that have been used to determine energy losses in 
pipes, only the Dar~y-Weisbach formula permits the proper 
evaluation of all the factors that affect the loss 
2 
hL = f L V IT 2g (13) 
It is dimensionally correct and can be used for any liquid. 
The Darcy-Weisbach equation can be derived analytically 
for the laminar flow of liquid in a pipe form the equation 
of Poiseuille (32, p. 6.8). 
= 32~VL 
YD2 
The equation (14) can be derived by considering a cylinder 
of fluid moving under conditions of laminar flow in a pipe 
of uniform diameter. If the Reynolds number is factored 
from equation (14) it can be seen that 
from which, for laminar flow: 
f = 64 Ni 
However, for turbulent flow past a rough surface the 
resistance coefficient remains essentially constant over 
(14) 
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a wide range of velocities. This is known as the quadratic 
resistance law. For turbulent flow past smooth surfaces 
the resistance is proportional to the velocity raised to 
the 1. 75 power. 
According to Bakhmeteff (3, pp. 26-27) these equations 
for pipe resistance may all be derived from a general equation 
obtained by dimensional analysis 
££, = ~ p(~) 2-n 
dx D.j-n p 
The exponent, n, does not remain constant but changes with 
the Reynolds number. The exponential formulas with constant 
coefficients are thus useful and applicable only within given 
limited ranges. The usual procedure is to use the Darcy-Weisbach 
equation and to place in the resistance coefficient all the 
error caused by the constant exponent. 
Open Channel Formulas 
For laminar flow in a wide, open channel an equation 
similar to the equation of Poiseuille (14) can be written 
S: 3µV 
Yy2 
Laminar flow is of only passing interest in this paper. 
Therefore, no further discussion will be presented. 
Many empirical equations have been developed for 
(15) 
computing the resistance of turbulent, uniform flow in open 
channels. In 1918 Houk (24, pp. 226-261) made a very 
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comprehensive review of the existing open channel formulas. 
He divided the various formulas into four classes as follows: 
(1) German formulas developed on the assumption that a 
roughness factor is unnecessary, (2) Formulas of the exponen-
tial type in which roughness conditions are accounted for by 
a coefficient, (3) miscellaneous formulas, and (4) the 
formula .of Bazin and that of Kutter. 
The German formulas that did not include a roughness 
factor would have to be used with the assumption that the 
flow is of the laminar or partially turbulent modes. Among 
the authors of this type of formula, Houk included Siedek, 
Greger, Hessle, Christen, Hagen and Gaukler, Hermanek, 
Matakiewicz, Lindboe, Teubert, and Harder. 
The exponential formulas are those having the general 
form 
V = C; RxsY 
in which x and y are constants determined from experimental 
data and c- is a coefficient. In some formulas the values 
of x and y are assumed to be the same for all classes of 
wetted perimeters and the coefficient c- is to be varied 
according to the roughness, size, slope, and shape of the 
channel, and according to any other conditions that may 
affect the velocity. In others, the value of x and y are 
varied for the different classes of roughness, and the 
variation in the coefficient C' is not supposed to be as 
great as it is in the former. 
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The most prominent of the equations with constant 
exponents is that of Chezy: 
v = c I~ (16) 
The Chezy equation has been criticized by some investi-
gators who state that C increases with S. Equations of the 
constant-exponent type were also proposed by Williams, and 
Williams and Hagen . Ellis and Barnes each proposed an 
equation with variable exponents x and y. 
Among the authors of miscellaneous formulas Houk cited 
Manning, Biel, Schmeer, and Elliott. Houk presented the 
Manning formula in its abbreviated form as 
(17) 
A formula presented by Biel was distinct in that it contained 
a temperature correction. Houk dismissed the Schmeer and 
Elliott formulas without discussion. 
Houk considered the Bazin and Kutter formulas to be the 
most valuable open channel formulas. Both of the formulas 
express a relationship for the Chezy coefficient in terms 
of other coefficients and parameters. The only essential 
difference between the two formulas is that the Kutter 
formula includes a slope correction. 
The Bazin formula in English units is 
c = 87 m 
0.552 + 
rR 
The Kutter formula is 
1.a11 + ~i~s++ o.002a1 
C = n s 
1 + ( 41 • 6 + 0.00281) n 
s IR 
Them and n are variable coefficients. 
As the result of applying the various formulas to a 
range of channels Houk reached the following conclusions: 
1. Of the German formulas which have been developed 
on the assumption that a roughness coefficient 
is not necessary, not one possesses sufficient 
merit to warrant its adoption as a general 
formula. 
2. It is not possible to develop a satisfactory 
formula for velocities in open channels with-
out introducing therein a variable term to 
allow for changes in roughness. 
3. No exponential formula so far advanced could 
be recommended for general use. 
4. The effect of temperature should not be intro-
duced into a formula for the flow of water in 
open channels unless its magnitude is greater 
than that assumed by Biel. 
s. Manning's formula in its original form is 
practically as good as Kutter's for channels 
of small or ordinary dimensions, but is in-
ferior to Kutter's for large rivers. 
Although its algebraic form is somewhat more 
simple than Kutter's equation, it does not 
seem advisable to adopt it for use even in 
ordinary instances, since the latter equation 
is now in general use and, moreover, is 
applicable to extreme cases. 
6. No definite effect of the slope on the Chezy· 
coefficient is shown by the experimental data 
for small open channels. 
7. Data available at present show a decrease in C 
with an increase in Sin large rivers with flat 
slopes. 
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8. The Ba zin f ormula i s inferior to Kutter's for 
all types of open channels. The constancy of 
the factor mis less than that of the f actor 
n in all instances . 
9. Although the Kutter fo r mula is not i deal , i t 
is the best equation available at the present 
time. 
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Since the time of Houk's work no new resistance formulas 
for open channels have attained any degree of acceptance. 
The Manning formula in the form in English units of 
V = 1.486 R2/3 81/2 
n 
has come into wider acceptance because of its simplicity. 
The Kutter formula is less widely used, partly because of 
its more complex form and partly because the gagings of 
the Mississippi River by Humphreys and Abbot, on which the 
(18) 
slope corrections were based, are known to be quite inaccurate 
(9, pp. 94-95). Brater deleted the Kutter formula when 
preparing the fifth edition of Handbook of Hydraulics 
(32, pp. 7.1-7.80) . 
According to Rouse (47, p-p. 114-115), the Manning, 
Kutter, and Bazin formulas are applicable only when flow 
is in the fully turbulent mode, since the roughness para-
meters n and m of these formulas are directly comparable to 
the roughness parameter k and hence cannot logically be 
applied to conditions in which viscous action is appreciable, 
This same thought was expressed by Keulegan (29, pp. 707-741). 
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He found that the Manning formula described quite well the 
flow in rough channels when the relative roughness is large. 
There has been much discussion concerning the dimensions 
of the Manning n. Directly from the Manning formula, the 
dimensions of n are see.~ to be TI L l/ 3• The following 
·~.,, 
discussion was p~esented by Chow (9, pp. 98-99): 
, . , .Since it is unreasonable to suppose that the 
roughness coefficient would contain the dimension 
Tl some .authors assume that the numerator contains 
g 12, thus yielding the dimensions of Ll/6 for n. 
Also, for physic;l reasons, it will be seen that 
n = [• (R/k)] kl 6, where ••• •<Rik) is a function 
of Rik. If• (R/k) is considered dimensionless~ 
n will have the same dimensions as those of kl/ , 
that is, Ll/6. 
On the other hand, it is equally possible to 
assume that the numerator of 1.486/n can absorb 
the dimensions of Ll/3;T; or that• (R/k) involves 
a dimensional factor, thus leaving no dimensions 
for n. Some authors, therefore, preferring the 
simpler choice, consider n to be a dimensionless 
coefficient. 
It is interesting to note that the conversion 
of the units of the Manning formula is independent 
of the dimensions of n, as long as the same value 
of n is used in both systems of. units. If n is 
assumed dimensionless, then the formula in English 
units gives the numerical constant 3.28081/3 = 1.486 
since 1 meter= 3.2808 feet Now, if n is assumed 
to have the dimensions of Ll/6, its numerical value 
in English units must be different from its value in 
metric units, unless a numerical correction factor 
is introduced for compensation. Let n be the value 
in metric units and n~ the value in English units. 
Then n~ = (3.28081/6) n = l.2190n. When the formula 
is converted from metric to English units, the 
resulting form takes the numerical constant 
3.2808(1/3 + 1/6) = 3.28081/2 = 1.811, since n 
has the .dimensions of Ll/6. Thu~, the resulting 
equation should be written V = 1.811 R273sl/2;n~. 
Since the same value of n is used in both systems, 
the practical form of ·the formula in the English 
system is 
which is identical with the formula derived on 
the assumption that n has no dimensions. 
In a search of early literature on hydraulics, 
the author has failed to find any significant dis-
cussion regarding the dimensions of n. It seems 
likely that this was not a problem of concern to 
the forefathers of hydraulics. It is most likely, 
however, that n was unconsciously taken as dimen-
sionless in the conversion of the Manning formula, 
because such a conversion, as shown above, is more 
direct and simpler •••• 
In computing resistance coefficients by the various 
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formulas for data obtained under natural channel conditions, 
the loss has usually been computed by an equation of the 
form 
V2 P2 
z - 2 + + z + h 1 - 2g y 2 L 
(19) 
This equation is the same as the power equation (11) or 
the momentum equation (12) if the velocity is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed across the channel. However, in 
developing the empirical resistance formulas used in open 
channel work, equation (19) has been applied to natural channels 
with neither uniform flow nor uniform velocity distribution. 
The error from these assumptions has been left in the 
resistance coefficients. 
Because the loss term in equation (19:) describes neither 
shear loss nor power loss for nonuniform flow with nonuniform 
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velocity distribution, and because the resistance equations 
developed therefrom to compute and systematize loss coefficients 
under these conditions are strictly empirical, it seems 
illogical to insist that these resistance equations are 
momentum equations rather than power equations, even though 
the shearing stress on the walls of a conduit or channel is 
sometimes used in demonstrating a derivation of these equa-
tions. Rather, it seems that these resistance equations 
could be used to systematize either shearing losses or power 
losses. 
Resistance in Vegetated Channels 
Probably the most extensive and complete information on 
resistance in small vegetation-lined channels available at 
present was presented by Ree and Palmer in 1949 (44). The 
work was conducted at the outdoo·r hydraulic laboratory of 
the Soil Conservation Service located at Spartanburg, So~th 
Carolina. Eleven different plant species adapted to the - ' • 
• • 
southeastern and south central parts of the United States 
were tested under various conditions of season, growth, and 
maintenance. The channel bed slopes ranged from 1 to 24 
per cent, with most slopes between 3 and 6 per cent. Two 
general types of channel, trapezoidal and rectangular, were 
tested. The dimensions and vegetal conditions are presented 
in Table III . 
Test data were analyzed using the Chezy, Manning, and 
Kutter resistance formulas. The slopes involved were large 
TA.BIE III 
Dil\JJENSIONS A.ND ilEGETAL-LINING CONDITIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
CHANNELS AT OUTDOOR HYDRAULIC IABORA.TORY AT 
SPARTANBURG, S 0 C. TABIE .. PHOTOGRAPHED 
FROM REE AND PA. LMER (44 !I p. 6) 
Nominal channel 
dimensions 
Vegetation and r----~----,-----r 
channel No. 
Bermuda grass: 
i!l-1 ...... . 
Bl-2 
Bed Bottom Side 
·slope width slope 
Percent Feet 
1.5 
1.5 
1:1 ... 
1.5 :1 ... 
1.5 4:1 ... . 
t 
Bl-6 
Bl-3 
Bl-5 
23.7 
20.0 
20.0 
10.0 
10.0 
1.5 1.5:1 ... { 
1.5 4:1 .. · · .. · i 
4.0 1.5:1 1 B2-7 
B2-8 
B2-18 
B2-19 
B2-17 ..... . 
Supply canal 
Centipede grass : 
Bl-4 ...... . 
Dallis grass and 
crabgrass: 
3.0 
3.0 
10.0 
B2-6 ....... { ..... _:_:~. 
Kudzu: B2-9 · · · · · · · · · 
Lespedeza: 
B2-2 .. "' .. . 
B2-5 ...... . 
B2-11B ..... . 
B2-16C .... . 
B2-15B .... . 
B2-15A ... . 
Sericea lespedeza : 
B2-1 ...... . 
B2-4 ...... . 
B2-10C .... . 
B2-10B .... . 
B2-14C .... . 
B2-14B .... . 
B2-14A .... . 
Sudan grass.: 
B2-3 ...... . 
Grass mixture: 
B2-12C .... . 
B2-12B .... . 
B2-16C .... . 
B2-16B .... . 
B2-16A .... . 
No vegetation: 
B2-3 ······· B2-13C .... . 
B2-13B .... . 
1 Cut shortly before test. 
2 Kept cut. 
3 Changed by plowing. 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.5 
6.0 
1.6 
4.0 
1.5 
2.0 
4.0 
1.5 :1 . . . { 
4:1 .... 
Vertical 
.... do ... . 
.... do ... . 
... do ... . 
4:1 ... ·. 
1.5:1 .. . 
Ui :1 . . . { 
3 :1 ... . 
1.6 :1 .. . 
2 3:1 ... . 
2 3 :1 ... . 
2 Vertical 
2 .... do ... . 
2 .... do; .. . 
2 .... do ... . 
2 3:1 ... . 
2 3:1 ... . 
2 Vertical 
2 .... do ... . 
2 .... do ... . 
2 .... do ... . 
2 .... do ... . 
2 3 :1 ... . 
2· Vertical 
2 .... do ... . 
2 .... do .. . 
2 .... do .. . 
2 .... do .. . 
2 3 :1 ... . 
2 Vertical 
2 .... do .... 
4 Cut to 6-inch height 2 months before test. 
6 Cut previous fall. 
Experi-
ment 
number 
Condition of 
vegetation 
1 Green, long. 
2 Dormant, long. 
1 Green, long. 
2 Dormant, long. 
1 Green, short.1 
1 Green, long. 
2 Dormant, long. 
1 Green, long. 
2 Green, short.2 
1 Green, long. 
2 Dormant, long. 
3 Dormant. "Long in test l, 
shoot in tests 2 to 10. · 
1, Green, long. 
.2 G'reen. Long in test 1, short 
in tests 2 to 10. 
1 Green, short.1 
l Dormant, short.2 
1 Do. 
1 Do. 
1 Do. 
1 Partially dormant, llbort.2 
4 Green, short.2 
1 Green, long. 
2 Dormant, long. 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Green, long. 
Green, long, first season. 
Green, long, second season. 
Dormant, mulch of vines and 
leaves. 
Green, cut.1 
Dead vines ( test a). 
Green (tests b, c; and d). 
1 Dead, uncut. 
1 Green, uncut. 
1 Do. 
1 Dead, uncut. 
1 Green, uncut. 
1 Green, short.1 
1 Dr.,rmant, long. 
1 Green, medium long, woody.4 
1 Dormant, short.5 
l Green, lr.>ng, not yet woody. 
1 Dormant, long. 
1 Green, long. 
1 Green, short.1 
1 Dead, long. 
1 Green and dormant, short. 
1 Green and dormant, long. 
1 Green and dormant. short. 
1 Green~ long. · 
1 Green and dormant, short. 
1 
1 
1 
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enough that the slope term in the Kutter formula was of 
such small magnitude that it was ignoredo Wher~ the flow 
was nonuniform, losses were computed using equation (19). 
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The usual procedure used in testing was to run a series 
of tests at different discharge values in each channel, 
usually beginning with a low discharge value and increasing 
the discharge for each succeeding testo Different types of 
vegetation reacted in different manners; the reaction being 
a function of the season and maintenance as well as of the 
type of vegetationo 
Water flowing at slight depths through vegetation 
encounters resistance from stalks, stems, and foliage. A 
large proportion of the channel cross-sectional area may be 
blocked out by vegetation, and the resistance to flow will 
be high o As the discharge and hence the depth of flow is 
increased, the force exerted by the flowing water causes 
the vegetation to bendo The vegetation is bent over when 
the bending moment exceeds the resisting momento The bending 
moment is a function of the depth and velocity of flow, the 
resisting moment a function of the length and type of 
vegetation o When sufficient bending moment is exerted to 
flatten vegetation to the channel bed and free a portion of 
the cross section of the channel, the resistance decreases 
sharplyo If tests were run starting at high discharge values 
and going to low discharge values, the sequence of events 
probably would not be reversed, since the vegetation would 
$7 
not recover f~om the flattening produced by the high flows. 
Test results for bermudagrass showed that while the. 
discharge was low and flow ws3,s entirely within the area 
occupied by the grass, the Manning coefficie_nt was practically 
constanto As the discharg~ was increased a point was reached 
where the flowing water exerted sufficient b~nding moment 
to start to bend and submerge the vegetation, and the 
resistance coefficient decreased.rapidly with increased 
discharge. When the grass was completely submerged and 
lying flat the re~istance reached a constant low value. 
Furthef chariges in resistance were caused by roughening of 
the channel bed by erosion. 
Sericea lespedeza in the tall green condition exhibited 
somewhat different resista.nce characteristics from highly 
flexible bermudagrass. The resistance increased slightly 
from an initial low=discharge value~ reached a peak value, 
and then started to decline as discharge and depth.increased. 
The physical explanation is as follows: The initial value 
of resistance coefficient was obtained with low discharge 
and the cross=sectional area of flow including only the 
lower part of the stalks below the first leaves. As the 
discharge was increased the water rose to include some of 
the lower leaves in the cross-sectional area of flow. Thus 
the resistance coefficient increased. The resistance 
coefficient increased until the fairly stiff plants started 
to bend and submerge and a portion of the flow area was 
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clearedo Even after the plants bent, they did not lie flat 
as did the bermudagrass, but continued to offer considerable 
obstruction to the flowo 
The product of mean velocity and hydraulic radius, VR, 
was used as a criterion for systematizing the resistance 
coefficients o The resistance of vegetatio'n to flow was 
thought to be a function of the degree of flattening of the 
vegetation~ which is influenced by the velocity and depth 
of flowo Results of a large number of tests with bermudagrass-
lined channels of a range of shapes and slop~s showed that 
the VR product could be used with a great deal of confidence. 
Log-log plottings of Manning's n versus the VR product yielded 
a straight=line relation with a negative slope from a VR value 
of Oo2 foot squaredper second to a VR value of 3 to 3.5 feet 
squared per second, the latter value depending upon the grass 
lengtho Then resistance ceased to be a function of VR. Tests 
with other vegetation yielded consistent relations, although 
few were of straight=line form over as large a portion of 
the range of data. 
Spatially Varied Steady Flow with Increasing Discharge 
Spatially varied flow is defined as flow having a non-
,, 
uniform discharge resulting from the addition or diminution 
of fluid along the course of flowo Several hydraulicians 
have attempted to solve the problem of spatially varied 
steady flow with increasing dischargeo The principle of the 
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conservation of linear momentum has been used by nearly all 
of the investigators mentioned in this dissertationo However, 
these investigators have made various assumptions as to the 
effect of the entering water upon the main flow~ and as to 
the amount and evaluation of the energy loss in the flow. 
Some have assumed that all of the momentum of the entering 
• 
water will be lost; others have assumed that the component 
of the momentum of the entering water in the direction of flow 
I ' 
will add to the momentum of the main flow. Some have assumed 
that the momentum losses will balance the shearing losses; 
others have assumed negligible shearing losses; and still 
others have assumed that a uniform flow resistance equation 
may be used to determine shearing losseso 
According to Chow (9, p. 327)~ Hinds (22~ pp. 881-927) 
was probably the first to develop a substantially correct 
theoretical analysis of spatially varied steady flowo Hinds 
assumed that g · ( 1) all of the energy of impact of the entering 
fluid is lost, (2) the entering fluid has no component of 
momentum in the direction of the main flow. As Hinds stated, 
the first assumption is tantamount to assuming the collisions 
between water molecules to be completely inelastic and that 
the particles of fluid flow away together with approximately 
equal individual velocities. Hencej the velocity in the 
channel is uniform over the cross sectiono Because it was 
assumed that all energy of impact is lost~ and that the 
average and individual velocities are equals only the law 
of conservation of linear momentum is necessary in the 
treatment of the problema 
On the basis. of the conservation of linear momentum, 
Hinds developed an equation for the case of uniform inflow 
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-- by considering an incremental length of the channel, equating 
the momentum change across the length to the external forces 
acting on the length, and-letting the length become infinitesi-
mally smalla The resulting equation can be integrated directly 
-- if an exponential velocity - law is assumed a However, for 
more general conditions including nonuniform inflow it can 
be solved only by approximate methods. No term for shearing 
·loss was included in the equation, although Hinds showed how 
·· to- include -a correction at the time of computing a water 
-- surface profile o For channels in which the control point 
- · is not located at the downstream end, Hinds developed a method 
-- -for- locating the con-trol;; - The computations then proceed 
·upstream and downstream from· the control sectiono 
The theory was verified by both model and prototype tests. 
-- --_ The model spillway tested was 16 feet long and was of 
:trapezoidal section with 10-inch bottom and 2 on 1 side 
slopesa Fifteen tests were run in the model, the maximum 
discharge was 3lal cubic feet per secondo The prototype 
testing consisted of measurements taken on the Arrowrock 
Reservoir spillway in the spring of 19230 The spillway 
·consisted of six 62 6 foot sections separated by piers. The 
maximum discharge measured was approximately 10,000 cubic 
feet per secondo 
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Camp CBs ppo 606-617) developed a theoretical analysis 
. of spatially varied steady flow quite similar to that of Hindso 
Camp assumed uniform inflow and a negligible momentum com-
ponent of the inflow in the direction of the main flow. His 
derivation was based on the concept of the. , conservation of 
linear momentumo The only difference between the Hinds and 
Camp equations is that the latter contains a term for shearing 
losso 
Camp developed an analytical solution for rectangular 
channelso The resulting function was implicit in deptho The 
function was written in dimensionless form and a graphical 
solution was developedo ·He also developed a method to apply 
the solution to flow in channels with parallel sides 
extending below the water surface but with other bottom 
shapeso 
The theory was applied to the channels used in water 
and sewage plantso. Free outfall was assumed at the outlet 
ends and the control section was estimated to occur at a 
distance upstream from the end equal to three to four times 
the critical deptho 
Tests were conducted on several small lateral spillway 
channels-0 Total discharge ranged from 10237 to 7306 cubic 
feet per second, total length of channel ranged from 20o0 feet 
to 4::L O feet o 
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Thomas (56~ pp. 627-633) stated that the hydraulic 
theory underlying Campvs analysis does not apply to sharply 
curving streamlines and therefore fails in the vicinity of 
the outfallo Thomas wrote of experimental evidence that 
indicated a wider variation in the position of the effective 
control than suggested by Camp. According to Thomas, the 
uncertainty of the location of the control section frequently 
obscures the refinement of introducing the shearing loss term 
into the formulaso Consequently, the inclusion of the shearing 
loss term is often superfluouso 
Thomas proposed an alternate method whereby a parabolic 
shape was used to approximate the water surface. The shear-
ing loss was ignoredo Tests were conducted in a small lateral 
spillway channelo The channel was 4 inches wide and 5 feet 
11 inches long, with level top edges and adjustable bottom 
slopeo The bottom slope was varied from Oto 3.1 per cent. 
Calculated profiles were compared with experimental profiles 
and percentage errors were given. It was noted that with 
increased slope the velocity became larger and the percentage 
error increasedo 
Beij (6~ ppo 193=213) conducted a study of spatially 
varied steady flow in roof gutterso He first approached 
the problem by using dimensional analysis, conducting tests, 
and obtaining empirical equations. However, he was able to 
analyze only level channels in this manner due to the 
complexities involved in analyzing sloping channels and so 
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turned to a theoretical approach using the conservation of 
momentumo As a basis for his theoretical analysis he assumed 
uniform inflow and no momentum component in the direction of 
flowo For the general case he neglected the effects of sur-
face tension and viscosity but included a shearing loss term 
and a slope termo A theoretical equation was derived by 
considering a short increment of channel and equating the 
momentum change across the free body to the external forces 
acting upon the bodyo The length of increment was then 
allowed to become infinitesimally smallo The resulting 
differential equation could not be integrated in its general 
formo 
Beij assumed negligible shearing loss and applied the 
differential equation to level channelso Under these condit-
ions his equation can be integrated directly for a particular 
channel shapeo He assumed critical depth at the outfall and 
developed par~icular solutions for the depth at the upstream 
-· 
end and for the capacity of rectangular, triangular, trape-
zoidali and semicircular gutters. He then compared theoretical 
results for depth at the upstream end with experimental data. 
Favre (37~ ppo 520=522) developed a more complete equation 
that includes a shearing loss term and a component of inflow 
velocity in the direction of the.axis of the channel. The 
Favre equation was used to predict water surface profiles in 
a model of the Boulder Dam that was tested at the Swiss Federal 
Hydraulic Research Laboratory at Zurichj Switzerland. 
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Jaeger (25J Po 181) cited De Marchi (14), who developed 
a graphical method of predicting water surface profiles for 
spatially varied flow based on the assumption that the 
momentum of the entering fluid has no component in the 
direction of flow, and that the component of the weight 
parallel to the sloping bed is balanced by the wall shear. 
Li (35, ppo 255-274) also used the principle of the 
conservation of linear momentum in his analysis of spatially 
varied flowo He did not neglect the momentum component of 
the added fluid in the direction of flow as did Hinds and 
Campo Howeverj he did not deal with it directly. For 
conditions for which the shearing loss is of secondary 
importance, Li assumed that the momentum component of the 
entering fluid would balance the shearing force at the 
channel wallso A differential equation was derivedo A 
closed form solution could not be obtained for the general 
' 
case, but he developed rather lngenious methods of solution 
for channels of level or constant bottom slope with either 
parallel or sloping side walls. Various outlet conditions 
were treatedo 
Li assumed that the shearing loss would be important 
only for channels with level or gradual slope. For these 
conditions he treated only channels with level bottom, thereby 
removing the momentum component in the direction of flow. A 
differential equation was derived and solutions were developed 
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for the percentage increase in the depth at the upper end of 
level channels with either parallel or sloping side walls. 
Tests were conducted in both l~vel and sloping channels. 
The test channel with level bottom was of rectangular cross 
section with 9-inch bottom and variable length of from 4.38 
to 7o50 feeto Water was added to the channel over the level 
tops of both side wallsa Total discharge ranged from 0.88 
cubic foot per second to 3o06 cubic feet per second. The 
outlet end of the channel w·as continued 6 feet beyond the 
end of fluid introduction. The flow at the outlet of the 
test channel was subcritical. The test channel with sloping 
bottom was of rectangular cross section with 3-inch bottom, 
length of 4 feet 6 inches, and slope of ·1.3 per cent. Water 
was added uniformly over a weir on one side and free 
discharge was allowed at the outlet. 
Chow .(9,.PPo 329-332)-used the momentum concept in 
deriving an equation for spatially varied flow. He assumed 
that the inflow occurs uniformly along the channel and that 
i~ possesses no momentum component in the direction of flow. 
A_ term for shearing losses is included. For nonuniform 
. •. , .. 
distribution of velocity the Coriolis coefficient rather than 
the ·Boussinesq coefficient is used because, according to 
Chow, the friction slope is evaluated by a formula for 
energy ·1oss, such as the Manning formula. He then derived 
the same equation by an energy approach (9, pp. 332-333). 
However~ this derivation seems to contain a fallacy in the 
· .... 
term for the kinetic energy needed to speed up the added 
fluido The Chow equation with Coriolis coefficient is as 
follows: 
~= dx 
So - SS,- 2 aQq ~ 
A finite difference method was devised whereby the 
equation can be used to predict the water surface profile 
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(20) 
in any channel provided a control point is known (9, pp. 341~ 
346). 
Woo and Brater (58, ppo 31-56) derived an equation 
nearly identical to the Chow momentum equation. No velocity 
distribution coefficients were included. The Darcy-Weisbach 
resistance equation was used to evaluate boundary resistanceo 
A finite difference method quite similar to the Chow method 
was presented. 
The Woo and Brater equation was tested by conducting 
experiments in which simulated rainfall fell on an impervious 
surface. The test flume was 29 feet 7 inches lon.g and 6 1/14-
inches wideo The bed slope was varied from Oto 6 per cent. 
Rainfall intensities of 1.65, 2.95, and 5.04 inches per hour 
were simulated. 
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Numerical Integration of Initial Va~ue Problems 
The calculation of water surface profiles for either 
gradually varied flow or spatially varied flow involves a 
situation in which the water surface elevation is known only 
at some control point and the derivative of the depth with 
respect to the distance down the channel is a function of 
the depth and the distance. Mathematically this can be 
called an initial value problemo The calculation of the 
water surface elevation all along the channel must start 
from the known point and be projected to all points of the 
channel by use of the expression for the derivative. 
Several methods have been developed to solve initial 
value problemso Open-type formulas express a relation for 
the ordinate at some value of the independent variable in 
terms of only previously calculated ordinates and slopes. 
Closed-type formulas involve previously calculated ordinates 
and slopes as well as the unknown slope at the projected 
point. Closed-type formulas usually must be solved. by 
iteration, because they involve~the value of the ordinate 
at the unknown point in both siaes of the equation (21, p, 192). 
A Taylor series expansion is sometimes used to obtain 
initial points from which to start either open-type or 
closed-type formulas that require more than one known value 
of the ordinate and slope (21, pp. 192-193). The Taylor 
series expansion has the disadvantage that it involves higher 
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order derivatives of the ordinate. These may not be easily 
obtained for complicated equations. 
The simplest method for solving initial value problems 
is that of Euler.(39, pp. 224-227). Euler's method consists 
of projecting from a point where the ordinate is known to a 
point where the ordinate is unknown by simply evaluating the 
derivative at the known point, multiplying by the interval 
between values of the independent variable and adding this 
product to the value of the ordinate at the known point. 
The predicted ordinate is then taken as a known point and 
prediction is made to another unknown point. The solution 
is continued in this manner. Euler's method should be used 
with caution since it can be very inaccurate. 
Euler's method can be modified to improve the accuracy 
by altering it to make it a closed-type formula (51, p. 119). 
In this modified Euler method the ordinate at the unknown 
point is calculated using the derivative at the point where 
the ordinate is known. Then the derivatives at the predicted 
point and the known point are averaged and a new prediction 
is made using this averaged slope. Tqis modified Euler 
method can be iterated until the prediction does not change 
within some small limit. This method is well suited to the 
digital computer. 
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The Milne method is somewhat more complicated than the 
Euler method and requires knowledge of the ordinate and the 
derivative at four pivotal points to start the solution 
(51, po 120)0 It is a closed-type formula involving both 
a predictor and a correctoro 
The Adams method is an open-type formula developed from 
the Newton backward~difference formula (21, pp. 198-199). 
It can involve any number of pivotal points. If no differences 
were retained in the Newton backward-difference formula, the 
Adams method would be identical to the Euler methodo 
A closed-type formula developed from the Adams method 
is called the modified Adams method or Moulton's method 
(21, PPo 200-201)0 
The Runge-Kutta method is an open-type averaging method 
involving only one known point (39, pp. 232-236). It is 
self-starting and has no check on the computation. It has 
the advantage that the interval length can be changed readily 
in the middle of computing a series of pointso 
Frequently the solution of an initial value problem is 
started with one of the self-starting methods such as the 
Taylor ser~es expansion, the Euler or modified Euler method,· 
or the Runge-Kutta methodo Then the solution is continued 
wi.th a more sophisticated method such as that of Milne. 
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Rectangular Weirs 
For many years experimenters worked to obtain an exact 
and general formula to describe the flow over weirs. Finally 
it became apparent that the number of variables involved is 
so great as to defy an exact analytical approach. The usual 
approach to the problem is to assume that gravitational forces 
are predominant and ignore the effects of viscosity, surface 
tension, weir height, shape and condition of crest, condition 
of approach channel~ and the approach velocity in deriving an 
approximate equationo The resulting equations do not describe 
the flow over weirs with a great deal of accuracy, and 
corrections must be applied to account for the secondary 
effectso 
The approximate equation for flow over weirs is derived 
from the theorem of Torricelli which states that 
the velocity of a fluid passing through an orifice 
in-the side of a reservoir is the same as that 
which would be acquired by a heavy body falling 
freely through the vertical height measured from 
the surface of the fluid in the reservoir to the 
center of the orifice. (23, pp. 10-11) 
Horton (23, PPo 10=13) presented a mathematical development 
of the general formula for weirs and orifices. The following 
development is patterned after that in Horton's paper. 
Consider a rectangular opening in the side of a 
retaining vessel as shown in Figure 4. From Torricelli's 
theorem the velocity of flow through an elementary layer 
whose area is L dy will be 
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Figure 4. Rectangular Orifice 
v = (2g y)l/2 
The discharge through the entire opening .will be, per unit 
of time, neglecting contractions, 
h Q: f 2 (2g y)l/2 L dy 
hl 
This equation can be considered a general approximate 
equation for the flow through any weir or orifice, if Lis 
considered to be a variableo For a rectangular opening, L 
is a constant and the equation can be integrated into the 
following form: 
2 1/2 · 3/2 3/2 Q = J L (2g} · Ch 2 - h 1 ) 
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(21) 
For a weir or notch, the upper edge will be at the surface, 
h1 = o, and if h 2 is replased w.~t!1 h, then equation (21) 
can be written 
Q = ~ L ( 2 g) . 1122 h3.f/. 
According" tp Horton . ( 2 3, p • . 1:30), practical: wei:r? 
for.-mulas, differ fr~µ,i eq~_etion < 2} > i.p that ~'- ve,i9city of 
approach m':J:_St b.e C:?.ns,idep~d an<;i the<~ ciisch,a.rge tf\µ~t .: be 
\ ' ), ' ·' ' , '· I 
corrected by a contracti.c:m coeffi.c.ient to a~l6w fo,r .. the 
C.2 2 )· 
diminished section of the nappe as it' pas~es OVfar the -: c~e§lt ·.: 
iip. Equation (22) is t"requen;tly written as 
. ~ . 
Q = C L h 3·/2 
This is the general equation f9r flow over horizontal-crested 
weirs. 
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The vertical contraction expresses the relation of the 
thickness of nappe in the plane of the weir crest to the 
depth on the crest. It comprises two factors, the surface 
curve or depression of the surface of the nappe, and the 
crest contraction or contraction of the under surface of 
the nappe at the crest edge. The latter factor varies with 
the form· of the weir cross section. In general, variation 
of the vertical contraction is the principal source of 
variation in the discharge coefficients for various forms 
of weirs, according to Horton (23, pp. 13-14). 
If the sides of the notch have sharp upstream edges so 
that the nappe is contracted in width, the weir is said to 
have end contractions. If the crest length is the same as 
the width of channel, the sides of the channel above the 
crest thus becoming the sides of the notch, the notch suffers 
no contraction in width, and the weir is said to have end 
contractions suppressed. The ,·end contractions tend to 
reduce the effective length of a weir. 
Weirs that opera~e with a negative pressure beneath the 
nappe do not have the same discharge characteristics as 
weirs that are fully aerated. The effect of these negative 
pressures is to increase the effective head operating on the 
weir and hence increase the discharge for a given measured 
head. Even with well-aerated nappes there is a tendency 
for the nappe to adhere at low heads. Little information is 
available on this condition. It is avoided if· at all possible. 
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Corrections have been proposed for the velocity of 
approach, because the velocity head should be added to the 
potential head when computing the effective head on a weir. 
Many experimenters have attempted to determine formulas 
to correct the approximate equation for the rectangular sharp-
crested weir. Most of the experiments prior to 1907 were 
described by Horton (23). King (31, pp. 4.5-4.7) summarized 
the Horton information. Horton reported on early experiments 
in France that involved relatively small quantities of water 
and the results from which are of only limited useo 
Francis (17) performed experiments at Lowell, 
Massachusetts,in 1852. The lengths of weirs were 8 and 10 
feet; the weir heights were 2 ·· and 5 feet; the range of heads 
was from 0.6 to 1.6 feet; the velocities of approach ranged 
from 0.2 to 1.0 foot per second. 
Fteley and Stearns (19, pp. 1-118), in 1877 and 1879, 
experimented with two sharp-crested suppressed weirs, respec-
tively 5 and 19 feet long, 3.17 and 6.55 feet high, and with 
maximum heads of 0.8 foot and 106 feet. Experiments were 
also conducted on a weir with end contractions. 
·-·:~·-. 
Bazin (4) conducted 381 experiments on suppressed weirs 
in France in 1886. Heads varied from 0.3 foot to 1.7 feet, 
heights of weir ranged from 0.79 foot to 3.72 feet, and 
lengths of weir were 1.64, 3.28, and 6 .• 56 feet. 
The Frese (18) experiments were performed at Hanover, 
Germany, prior to 1890. Comparatively large volumes of 
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water were used in testing weirs under a wide range of 
conditionso 
The Rehbock (46, pp. 1143-1162) experiments were conducted 
at the Karlsruhe Hydraulic Laboratory in Germany. The 
; 
quantities of water used were not large, but conditions were 
favorable for unusual accuracy and for conducting experiments 
under a wide range of conditions. Rehbock also presented 
the results of extensive experiments by the Swiss Society 
of Engineers and Architectso 
The experiments of Schoder and Turner (52, pp. 999-1110) 
were performed at Cornell University between 1904 and 1920. 
With the published results of these experiments were in-
cluded 1,162 experiments by others. In all, 2,438 separate 
volumetric measurements for 152 different heads were made. 
Heights of weir ranged form 0.5 to 7.5 feet, heads from 0.012 
foot to 2.75 feet, and lengths of weir from 0.9 foot to 4.2 
feeto 
All of the preceding experimenters considered the 
velocity of approach when correcting equation (23). Francis 
developed an equation to determine the effective length of 
a weir when end contractions were not suppressed. 
Cone (11) conducted weir experiments at the Fort Collins 
Hydraulic Laboratory. His testing program included 226 tests 
on rectangular notches of crest lengths o.s, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 
3.0, and 4.0 feet. End contractions were not suppressed. 
Cone presented a general equation similar to equation (23) 
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in which the exponent on the head term was a linear function 
of the crest length, rather than the constant value of 3/2. 
Cline (10, pp. 396-413) reanalyzed the data presented by 
Schoder and Turner and presented an empirical equation which 
considered the exponent on the head term in equation (23) a 
variable related to the head, rather than a constant. 
According to Cline it was possible to obtain good correlation 
between measured and computed-discharge, even at low heads. 
He also stated that correction for velocity of approach 
depends entirely upon the physical dimensions of the weir, 
and can be applied directly. 
Kandaswamy and Rouse (27, pp. 1-13) reported on various 
experiments conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technologi and at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
that showed the effect of the height of the weir. 
Kindsvater and Carter (30, pp. 1-36) conducted tests 
on weirs with end contractions suppressed. The weir lengths 
ranged from 0.10 to 2.68 feet, heights from 0.30 to 1.44 feet, 
and heads from 0.10 to o.72 foot. They chose equation (23) 
as their basic equation, but corrected the length and head 
terms to effective values. The discharge coefficient was 
considered a function of various dimensionless ratios. 
Brater (32, pp. s.11-s.12)~plotted the discharge 
coefficient versus the head-over-height ratio for several 
of the previously mentioned experiments. His conclusions 
are as follows: 
In general II it must be conclude.d that even among 
tests for which conditions appear to be quite 
similar, there are rather great differences in 
discharges for the same head, and that although 
the weir is a very useful measuring device, its 
limitations should be recognized and understood. 
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Two of the factors that seem to be of great importance 
in the flow over weirs are the crest condition and the 
condition of the upstream face of the weir (31, pp. 4.11-
4.12). However, these conditions are difficult to evaluate 
quantitatively, and for a given weir the conditions will 
change with agej and a rating that is accurate when a weir 
is new may be completely inaccurate when the weir is older 
and perhaps slightly rounded or perhaps encrusted. 
Head measurements on weirs should be made far enough 
upstream to be unaffected by the surface curvec However, the 
head should not be measured so far upstr~am as to be affected 
by head losses due to resistance. Cone (11, p. 1111) stated 
that head measurements should be made at least 4 h upstream, 
or sidewise from the end of the crest in the plane of the 
weir a distance of at least 2 h6 King (31, p. 4.12) stated 
that head should be measured at lea·st 2. 5 h upstream from 
the weir. Brater ( 32, p. 5. 30) changed this recommendation 
to 4 h for the horizontal-crested weir. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
Much of the material.which might otherwise appear in 
this chapter is presented in Chapte~ II, Review of Literaturea 
Therefore, only two subjects, the derivation of an equation 
for spatially varied steady flow with increasing discharge, 
and the method of solution of this equation, are presentedo 
Spatiq.llyVaried Steady Flow With Increa~ing Discharge. 
Spatially varied steady flow with increasing discharge 
can be analyzed by the principle of·· the conservation of 
momentumo .The change in momentum. g.long an incremental length 
of channel can be equated to the sum 0£ the forces acting on 
the body. If it is assumed that the inflow enters the 
channel with no velocity or momentum component in the 
direction of the main flow; and if the original concept of 
streamline flow is stretched som~what further, then equation 
(10) is directly applicable to the·problem. 
(10) 
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The term on the left of equation (10) can be considered as 
the sum of all of the external forces of pressure, gravita-
tional acceleration, and bed shear acting in the x direction 
upon the body of water between sections (1) and (2) of 
Figure So 
If hydrostatic pressure distribution can be assumed, then 
from Stoker (54, ppo 454-455), the resultant pressure 
force on the body can be written as 
F = yA AX QYX Px avg ax 
The force caused by gravitational acceleration can be written 
as 
F = YA AX tan e gx avg 
For small inclination angles, tan e = sin e = S 
0 
F = YA Ax S gx avg o 
The force caused by the bed shear can be written as 
If it can be assumed that the variation from section (1) 
to section (2) is approximately linear in depth, then 
::: YA Ay 
avg 
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Figure 5. Spatially Varied Flow Di~gram 
Grouping all the terms, 
- yA 6X SS avg 
Rearranging and dividing_by YA , 
avg 
6X S 
0 
2 V2A 
6y = - B2V2A2 - 81 1 1 + (S - S) Ax 
. g xavg O S 
If A can be written as 
avg 
. ': ".• ~·--· . .-~ ' ' 
A Q1 + Q2 = 
v1 v2 ,ev~ + 
Then 
Vl V2 2 2 1 + (S 6y = - - (Ql ~2) Ca2V2A2 BlVlAl) + -g + 0 
But since 
VlAl = Ql 
V2A2 - Q2 = Ql + A.Q 
Then 
2 V2A (Ql B2V2A2 - al - 62 + 6Q) v2 BlQlVl 1 1 
= Ql (132V2 BlVl + 
62 V2 6Q) 
- Q 1 
The expression for 6y can be written 
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. I 
SS) Ax 
+ (S - S) 6x 
O S 
This equation for spatially varied steady flow is nearly 
identical to an equation presented by Chow (9, p. 341) 
and King and Brater (32, p. llo5)o The only difference is 
in the inclusion of a variable momentum coefficient. 
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(24) 
The following assumptionswere made in deriving equation 
(24)g 
lo The flow is such that·it can be represented by 
at least temporal streamlines. 
2. The flow at the two ends of a reach is in essentially 
the same directiono 
3. The pressure in the flow is approximately hydro-
statically distributed. 
4. The angle of inclination of the channel bottom is 
relatively small. 
5. The variation in depth and area between the two 
ends of a reach is approximately linear. 
These assumptions are approximately the same as those used 
in deriving equation (12) for gradually varied £low, with the 
exception of the restrictive assumption concerning the 
variation in momentum coefficient in gradually varied flow. 
Equation (24) in its present form can be solved by 
numeric~! integration. If a constant Boussinesq coefficient 
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is assumed, a somewhat simpler differential equation can be 
obtainedo While this differential equation is no more 
amenable to solution than equation (24), it can be classified 
and examined for possible discontinuities. 
and 
Let 
Then 
Consider equation (24) and assume 
equation (24) 
fly= - ~ g 
A 
avg 
can be 
(V + 
= A + t AA 
written as 
fl v - v + (V 
A + l AA ! 
+ (S - S) Ax 
O S 
+ 
~ 
llV) flQ) 
Simplifying and ignoring the product of the increments, 
v 
Ay: - .!£.(AV+ Q AQ) + {S - S) Ax 
g A + r AA o s ~ 
S) Ax 
s 
But since 
or 
V + AV : Q + Ai A + 2i 
AV= i + A2 - V + K 
The preceding equation can be written as 
This equation can be simplified to the following: 
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_ B 2Q AQ - iV AA+ VA~ 
AY - - i c cA + !7 xx,cA + KA~ AA)+ (S - S) Ax O S 
If the products of the increments and the product of the 
area and the increment of area can be assumed to be relatively 
small, then the preceding equation can be written as 
Ay = - ! ,29 AQ -~gv AA)+ (S - s) Ax 
g A o s 
Divide by Ax 
~ = .. 1 c2Q ~ - i. ~) + s - s Ax g ~ Ax A3 ~x o s 
Assume the necessary conditions to .form the derivative and 
let x become infinitesimally small. Then 
~ 
dx 
2 · .... 
= - ! (~ dQ - q- ~) + s 
g A2 ax ;:t dx O 
But 
+ 
s 
s 
And 
Thus 
1 dA 
A ax = 1 dA ~ A ay' ax 
£9. = q dx 
L~ y dx 
m 
2 
~=-l!Q.g.+~~+S -s dx ~ gA y ax o s 
m 
This equation can be rearranged into the following form: 
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(25) 
Equation (25) is identical to the Chow equation (20) except 
for the presence of the Coriolis coefficient in equation (20) 
and the Boussinesq coefficient in·equation (25). 
The resistance losses due to bed shear in spatially 
varied flow can be estimated by any empirical resistance 
formula. The Manning formula (18) can be rearranged into the 
following form: 
Q2 n2 
avg s = -
s 2a21 ~2 R273 
avg avg 
The Manning coefficient to use in equation (26) should be 
(26) 
· obtained under uniform flow ,conditions, or if it is obtained 
under nonuniform flow conditions where velocity distribution 
is not uniform, equations (10) or (12) should be used in 
calculating bed shear losses. 
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Solution of Spatially Varied Steady Flow Equation 
The differential equation (25) describing spatially varied 
steady flow is a first order, first d~gree, nonlinear ordinary 
differential equationo It can be solved analytically only 
for the simplest cases in which the shearing resistance can 
be assumed to be negligible. Furthermore, the denominator 
in equation (25) corresponds to (1 - a N2). At the critical· 
F 
depth the Froude number, NF' will be one, and if the Boussinesq 
coefficient, a, should be approximately one, then the 
denominator will be zero and the derivative undefined. For 
a channel in which the only point of known water surface 
elevation is near a free outfall where the depth is near 
critical, the denominator can be of such small magnitude as 
to adversely affect the accuracy of the computation. This· 
influence might extend for some-distance upstream from the 
control point. 
This same effect should be kept in mind when working 
with equation (24). However, equation (24) shows no possi-
bility of having a zero denominator, and the only possible 
difficulty would be with the relative magnitudes of the 
various terms. The only way to be certain about this 
possibility would be to apply the equation to a given 
situation and calculate the individual terms in equation 
(24). 
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Equation (24) can be solved as follows: Starting from 
a control point or location, x, where the ordinate, y , is 
n n 
known, estimate the depth, y , some incremental distance 
n + 1 
upstream or downstream, depending upon whether the bottom 
slope is subcritical or supercritical. Then solve for Ay in 
equation (24). Use this Ay to reestimate yn + 1 , and recalcu-
late Ay. When the calculated Ay values cease to change 
within some small limit, assume that the iterative process 
has been carried far enough and take yn + 1 as a known 
ordinate and proceed to calculate yn + 2 • Continue this 
procedure until the water surface elevation has been 
calculated all along the channel. 
The preceding method is approximately equivalent to a 
modified Euler method with iteration. It is readily adapted 
to a digital computer. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
General Description 
The experimental setup was a full-size outdoor model 
as shown in Figures 6 and 7. It consisted of an asym-
metrical V-shaped test channel approximately 410 feet long 
with design side slopes of 3 on 1 and 6.6 on 1 and with 
design bottom slope of 0.001. The maximum depth was approxi-
mately 2,7 feet" Free outfall occurred normally at the lower 
end of the channel, although a set of end sills could be 
used to block the end of the channel and raise the water 
surface elevation in the lower ion of the channel. The 
usual outlet condition is shown in Figure 8. The channel 
was lined with bermudagrass which was clipped with a rotary 
power lawnmower. Figure 9 shows a typical stand and 
vegetal condition. 
Flow was measured and introduced into Forebay 1 with the 
two-foot modified Parshall flume shown in Figure 10. The flow 
could then enter the channel either at the upper end or all 
along the upper 399.2 feet over the adjustable weir shown 
in Figure 11, depending upon the position of a set of movable 
entrance gateso This flow introduction scheme and the possible 
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Figure 7. Over-All View, Spatially Varied Flow 
Experimental Setup 
Figure8. Outlet Weir, FC 31 
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Figure 9. Grass Condition in 1964, FC31 
Figure 10. Two-Foot Modified Parshall Flume 
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Figure 11. Spatially Varied Flow into FC 31 
exit conditions allowed uniform, nonuniform, or spatially 
varied flow experiments to be conducted. The total system 
capacity was 40 cubic feet per second. 
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The water surface profile wa9 measured with the. gage 
wells equipped with manual point. gages and FW-1 recorders as 
shown in Figure 12. The farthest downstream well was approxi-
mately 10 feet from the outlet; the next was 25 feet upstream 
from this well; all the rest were on a SO-foot spacing. For 
spatially varied flow experiments the head on the adjustable 
weir was measured with the three gage wells in Forebay 2 and 
with a special point gage that was moved down the weir. This 
gage is shown in Figure 13. 
During the 1964 testing season, three current metering 
stations were installed in the channel. They were located 
27, 200,and 396 feet, respectively, from the upper end of the 
adj us table weir. Figure 1·4 shows a current meter in place 
at one of the stations. 
Detailed Description 
Test Channel and Outlet Structure: 
The design shape and slope of channel were not exactly 
realized in the field. The final grading left a few irregulari-
tiesj some settling occurred, and some erosion took place during 
establishment of the vegetal cover. 
A concrete retaining wall with apron was installed at 
the downstream end of the channel. The retaining wall was 
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Figure 12. Gage Fell and Equipment 
Figure 13. Direct-Measuring Weir-Head Point Ga ge 
95 
Figure ]4. Current Meter and Velocity Direction Vane 
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built to the design cross section of the channel. The apron 
and downstream channel were low enough that free outfall could 
occur over the wall. A galvanized angle, 2 x 2 1/2 x 3/16, 
was mounted on the retaining wall to serve as a weir lip. 
The angle was attached to the top of the wall with the 2 1/2-
inch side flat and the 2-inch side about one inch upstream 
from the downstream face of the retaining wall. Vertical 
slots were constructed on the downstream face of the retaining 
wall so that 2-inch lumber of various widths could be dropped 
into the slots and used to raise the downstream water level 
in the channel. This structure is shown in Figures. 
Gage Wells: 
The gage wells were of 16-inch steel pipe. Each was 
connected to the channel with one l 1/2-inch_ galvanized pipe. 
This pipe was installed with the invert at the design channel 
bottom at each station. Each gage well was equipped with 
an FW-1 recorder with 5:12 pen-float ratio and 6-hour time 
scale. A 4-inch float was used. A 3-foot Lory point gage 
accurate to 0.001 foot was mounted in each gage well. Figure 
12 shows a gage well and equipment. 
Referencing Systems: 
A bench mark was mounted in a concrete monument sunk 
into the ground near the channel and approximately 200 feet 
from the upper end. Two permanent mounts for engineers' 
levels were located approximately 100 and 300 feet, respectively, 
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from the upper end of the channelo The levels were used for 
referencing the elevation of the gage wells and for leveling 
the adjustable weiro The mounts were constructed of 3-inch 
pipe set in concreteo Shades were provided so that direct 
rays of the sun would not heat the level bubbles unevenlyo 
Prior to the 1964 testing season a mariifold system was 
installed such that the point gages in each well could be 
referenced to a common water surfaceo A plastic pipe was 
laid beside the wells and a teej valve, and inlet were 
provided at each wello By plugging the pipe to the channels 
the wells could be filled by a pump feeding one end of the 
manifolda Then the wells were allowed to drain to the 
elevation of an outlet slightly above the elevation of the 
highest point of the manifold systemo This provided a common 
water surface relatively unaffected by windo 
Inflow Introduction and Measurement: 
The adjustable weir was 399023 feet long and was mounted 
on a concrete retaining wallo The weir plate was aluminum and 
was 1/8 inch thick and 3 1/4 inches tall. It was notched 
for adjustment and was bolted on 3 x 3 galvanized angles 
mounted on the wallo The weir plate and angles were installed 
in sections approximately 12 feet longo Waterproof tape and 
calking compound were used to seal joints between the 
sections and between the weir plate and angleo The adjustable 
weir and wall are shown in Figures 11 and 13. 
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Three gage wells similar in form and equipment to those 
connected to the channel were installed in Forebay 2 near th~ 
upper endj middlej and lower end of the weir to provide 
information on the water elevation in Forebay 2o 
The direct-measuring weir-head. gage shown in Figure 13 
was used to obtain the head on the adjustable weir. It was 
constructed of a precision level and a micrometer depth gage 
capable of measuring to OoOOl incho The depth gage was 
clamped to the levelo The end of the depth gage rod was 
sharpened and used as the point gage. When in use, the point 
was approximately 6· 5/ 8 inches upstream from the upper edge 
of the adjustable weiro 
A pair of leveling wells were constructed to aid in 
leveling the adjustable weir~ These consisted of two small 
round plexiglass wells connected with clear plastic tubing 
and with micrometer depth gages mounted on topo The wells 
had angle irons on the bottom such that they sat astride the 
weir plate. The difference in elevation between two points 
on the weir could be determined to be approximately 1 or 2 
thousandths of an inch. 
Velocity Distribution Measurement~ 
Three current metering stations were installed in the 
channel in the summer of 1964. At each station the channel 
was spanned with an open-web steel joist on which was mounted 
a 3 x 3 angle running the length of the joist and marked at 
half=foot intervalso This angle supported a small rider and 
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clampo The rider was equipped with a mount for a Lory point 
gagea A Gurley pygmy current meter was mounted on a rod on 
the point gageo Use of the point gage allowed exact knowledge 
of the depth of the current meter while taki~g a series of 
readings. For testing spatially varied flow, a vane and 
protractor were used to determine the direction of current. 
This latter arrangement is shown in Figure 14. The vane 
was OalO foot above the meter at Stations A and Band the 
same elevation as the meter at Station Co A headphone and 
a stopwatch were used at the upstream and middle current 
metering stations. A signal counter and stopwatch set was 
used at the downstream statione 
The gage well and current meter station locations are 
presented in Table IV. The reference point is the end of the 
adjustable weir nearest.,the upstream end of the channel. The 
distance from this reference point was used in all computations 
involving distance down the channel. 
Rating of Adjustable Weir: 
A length of the adjustable weir was mounted in a model 
basin to obtain a rating curve. The basin was 5.66 feet 
wide and the weir extended all the way across the basino The 
configuration was as shown in Figu_re 15 o This was intended 
to match as closely as possible the approach conditions in 
the field installations. The head was obtained with a Lory 
point gage in a small gage well whose inlet was greater than 
4 h upstream from the weir, and also with the direct-measuring 
weir-head gage. The weir was divided into four parts of 
equal length~ and the direct-measuring gage was set at the 
center of each length when obtaining readings. 
TABLE IV 
LOCATIONS OF GAGE WELLS, CURRENT METER STATIONS, 
AND OUTLET WEIR 
Distance From 
Upper End 
Gage Well Nominal Of Weir 
Number Station ( ft O) 
1 0 + 25 23.6 
2 0 + 75 73.6 
3 1 + 25 123.6 
4 1 + 75 173.6 
5 2 + 25 223.6 
6 2 + 75 273.6 
7 3 + 25 323.6 
8 3 + 75 373.6 
9 4 + 00 399.2 
Lip Of Outlet 4 + 10 409.6 
Weir 
Current Meter 26.8 
Station A 
Current Meter 199.8 
Station B 
Current Meter 396.2 
Station c 
100 
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WEIR 
I" 2 BOLT 
3 X 3X-;t.ANGLE . 5" 
'a 
6" 
DETAIL OF WEIR PLATE AND MOUNT 
SHEET METAL 
1'-10" 
BASIN FLOOR 
SECTION OF ADJUSTABLE WEIR AND BULKHEAD 
Figure 15. Setup to Rate t\djustable Weir 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
General Procedure 
The. general experimental procedure was to conduct uniform 
and nonuniform flow experiments to determine a resistance-
vegetal condition relation for the test channel and then to 
conduct spatially varied steady flow experiments to test water 
surface profile predictions made using theoretical equations 
solved by digital computer with the resistance-vegetal condi-
tion relation as input information. The first experiments 
were conducted in 19630 Analysis of the spatially varied 
flow data indicated the need for obtaining a rating curve for 
the adjustable weir. This was done in the winter of 1963-64. 
Experiments were continued in .the summer of 1964 and included 
repetitions of the 1963 experiments as well as measurements 
of velocity distribution for nonuniform flow and spatially 
v.aried steady flow o 
Details of the 1963 Experimental Procedure 
The 1963 testing schedule is presented in Table V. The 
first three experiments in 1963 were uniform flow experiments. 
End sills were used to raise the outlet until a condition 
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TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF TESTS CONDUCTED, FC 31,·1963 
Discharge 
Length Through 
Of Typ~ Water Parshall Corrected 
Expt. Test Culms Of Temp. Flume Leakage Discharge 
No. No. Date (in.) Test op• ( cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
1 1 8-20-63 3.08 Uniform 83 2.035 0.000 2.035 
2 8-20-63 3.08 Uniform 82 5.043 0.000 5.043 
3 8-20-63 3.08 Uniform 82 9.832 0.000 9.832 
4 8-20-63 3.08 Uniform 80 20.154 0.000 20.154 
5 8-20-63 3.08 Uniform 80 29.92 0.000 29, 92 
2 1 8-23-63 4.00 Uniform 81 2.050 0.000 2.050 
2 8-23-63 4.00 Uniform 82 5.087 0.000 5.087 
3 8-23-63 4.00 Uniform 82 9.002 0.000 9,002 
4 8-23-63 4.00 Uniform 81 20, 32 0.000 20.32 
5 8-23-63 4.00 Uniform Bl 29.98 0.000 29 • 9 8 
3 1 8-26-63 4.19 Uniform 83 2.144 0. 000 · 2.144 
2 8-26-63 4.19 Uniform 83 5.076 0.000 5.076 
3 8-26-63 4.19 Uniform 82 8.907 0.000 8.907 
4 8-26-63 4.19 Uniform 81 20.04 0.000 20.04 
5 8-26-63 4.19 Uniform 81 29.73 0.000 29.73. 
4 1 8-27-63 4.30 Nonuniform 83 2.200 0.000 2.200 
2 8-27-63 4.30 Nonuniform 83 5 .131 0.000 5.n1 
3 8-27-63 4.30 Nonuniform 84 9.016 0.000 9. 016 
4 8-27-63 4.30 Nonuniform 84 20.26 0.000 20.26 
5 8-27-63 4.30 Nonuniform 84 29.90 0.000 29 .• 90 
5 1 8-29-63 3.04 Nonuniform 82 2.248 0. 000 · · 2,248 
2 8-29-63 3.04 Nonuniform 82 5.197 0.000 5.197 
3 8-29-63 3.04 Nonuniform 82 9. 511 0.000 9 .511 
4 8-29-63 3. 0 4 Nonuniform 81 20.50 0.000 20. 50 
5 8-29-63 3. 0 4 Nonuniform 81 30.35 0.000 30,35 
6 1 9-4-63 3.83 Spat. Var. 79 5.01 .65 4.36 
2 9-6-63 3.95 Spat. Var~ 77 4.95 .65 4.30 
3 9-6-63 3.95 Spat. Var. 78 9.57 .65 8.92 
4 9-6-63 3.95 Spat. Var. 81 19.53 .65 18.88 
5 9-11-63 4.12 Spat. Var. 80 28.16 .37 27,79 
6 9-11-63 4.12 Spat. Var. 81 38.46 .37 38.09 
7 10-10-63 3.86 Spat. Var, 74 5,15 .24 4. 91 
8 10-10-63 3,86 Spat. Var. 72. 9.34 .24 9.10 
9 10-11-63 3.87 Spat. Var. 72 19.81 .24 l9. 57 
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approximating uniform flow was obtainedo Five test flows, 
approximately 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30 cubic feet per second 
were run at each of three roughness conditions: just after 
mowing, a few days later, and at an arbitrary maximum lengtho 
The vegetal condition of the channel lining was described by 
determining the average length of the vegetative and flowering 
culms of the bermudagrass. A single measurement was made 
of each vegetative or flowering culm arising at a node of a 
stolon. The measurement was made from the node to the apex 
of the longest blade or racene of the inflorescenceo Some 
annual bristlegrass was present. Measurements of the length 
to the apex of the longest leaf or inflorescence of each 
individual plant were taken in a similar manner and were 
averaged with the bermudagrass measurements. In the early 
part of the season, these measurements were taken at several 
locations throughout the length of the channel. By the 
latter part of the testing season a system had been devised 
in which the grass was measured in 24 two-inch squares. The 
square was placed at random three times between each profile 
station, twice on the long flat slope and once on the short 
steep slope. 
The water surface profile was determined by using the 
average of ten point gage readings taken successively in each 
gage well down the channel" Twenty readings were taken on 
the Parshall flume~ ten before and ten after taking the 
channel readings" This same procedure was used on the 
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nonuniform and spatially varied flow experimentso 
Two nonuniform flow experiments of five tests each were 
conducted at minimum and maximum grass lengthso The only 
difference in testing procedure from that of the uniform 
flow experiments was that no end sills were usedo 
A spatially varied flow experiment of nine tests with 
total discharges of s, 10, 20, 30, and 40 cubic feet per 
second was conducted in 19630 The repetition of some tests 
was necessary because the early tests indicated that the 
inflow was not uniformly distributed as had been desired and 
that a measurement of the head on the adjustable weir was 
necessary to determine inflow distributiono During the later 
tests, head measurements were obtained at 25-foot intervals 
down the weir using the direct-measuring point gage. The 
shape of the weir crest proved to be such that both an ad-
hering and a springing-free condition were obtained. This 
dual behavior did not cause unusual difficulties because the 
transition occurred at about 12 to 13 cubic feet per second. 
Only at the 10 cubic feet per second discharge was there any 
mixed flow. The situation was handled by including the 
position of the adhering and springing-free flow in the test 
notes and watching to see that these positions remained stable 
during the testo 
Some seepage through the dikes around Forebay 2 was 
observed during preliminary tests of the adjustable weir. 
This made it necessary to estimate the amount of leakage to 
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be subtracted from the discharge measured with Parshall flume 
for the spatially varied flow testso The surface area of 
Forebays 1 and 2 at the elevation of the adjustable weir was 
determinedo Then immediately after conducting a spatially 
varied flow test the rate of fall of the water in Forebays 1 
and 2 was measuredo This rate of fall multiplied by the 
surface area gave the rate of leakage. The leakage rate was 
determined in this manner several times during the 1963 testing 
seasono The data are included in Table Vo 
Engineers' levels on the permanent mounts were used in 
1963 to reference the elevations of the point gages in the 
channel gage wells and of those in the wells in Forebay 2. 
The levels were also used to level the adjustable weir. The 
length of sight ranged from approximately 30 to 105 feet. 
Bottom elevation readings were taken across the channel 
at half-foot intervals at each profile station. This was 
done five times during 1963. -Examination of the data showed 
negligible erosion, and the data were averaged. 
Weir Rating Procedure 
A 5066-~bot length of the adjustable weir was tested in 
., 
the model basin under both adhering and springing-free 
conditions o During'::the earlier tests the head on the weir 
was obtained at the gage well located upstream from the weir. 
However, this did not prove entirely satisfactory, and during 
later tests the head was obtained with both the gage well and 
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the direct-measuring weir-head gage. Readings with the 
direct-measuring gage were taken along the weir at four 
places spaced so that each reading was for an equal length 
of weir. These head .readings were averaged. Discharges 
were measured using orifice plates located in the pipeline 
leading to the testing basino 
Details of the i964 Experimental Procedure 
Experience in 1963 indicated the engineers' levels used 
with a length of sight of up to 105 feet to be unsatisfactory 
for precision referencing and for leveling of the adjustable 
weir. In 19~4 the manifold system connecting the gage wells 
was used to reference the gage wells. The system proved to 
be quite satisfactory. The engineers' levels were used in 
referencing only for short lengths of sight such as obtaining 
the reference of the gage well at Station 1 + 75 from the 
elevation of the bench mark so tha.t the other gages could 
be referenced, and for the referencing of the wells of 
l 
Forebay 2 to the nearest channel wells. ·The adjustable weir 
was leveled by using the portable gage wells to establish 
reference points at SO-foot intervals and using an engineers' 
level to set the elevations between these reference points. 
With this method it was possible to obtain accuracy of 
approximately± 0.001 foot in leveling the weir. 
A summary of the experiments conducted in 1964 is presented 
in Table VI. The experimental procedure was changed somewhat 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF TESTS CONDUCTED, re 31, 1964 
Discharge 
Length Of .Through 
Culms And Type Water Parshall Corrected 
Expt. Test Branches Of Temp, Flume Leakage Discharge 
No, No, Pate (in.) Test or, (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
7 1 7-21-64 2,89 Uniform 85 2,166 0,000 2,166 
2 7-21-64 2,89 Uniform 85 5,105 0,000 5,105 
3 7-21-64 2,89 Uniform 84 9,675 0.000 9,675 
4 7-21-64 2, 89 Uniform 84 20,40 0,000 20,40 
5 7-21-64 2,89 Uniform 85 33,38 0,000 33,38 
8 1 7-22-64 2.92 Nonuniform 86 2, 119 0.000 2, 119 
2 7-22-64 2.92 Nonuniform 86 5,109 0,000 5.109 
3 7-22-64 2.92 Nonuniform 86 9,422 0, 0.00 9,422 
4 7-22-64 2,92 Nonuniform 85 20,50 0.000 20,50 
5 7-22-64 2,92 Nonuniform 85 33,35 0,000 33.35 
9 1 7-28-64 2.45 Uniform 83 1. 964 0.000 1. 964 
2 7-28-64 2.45 Uniform 83 4,629 0,000 4,629 
3 7-28-64 2.45 Uniform 83 8,181 0.000 8,181 
4 7-28-64 2.45 Uniform 82 20,30 0.000 20,30 
5 7-28-64 2,45 Uniform 82 32 .• 89 0.000 32.89 
10 1 7-29-64 2,48 Nonuniform 82 2,268 0.000 2.268 
2 7-29-64 2.48 Nonuniform 82 5,046 0.000 5. 046 
3 7-29-64 2,48 Nonuniform 84 9.174 0,000 9,174 
4 7-29-64 2.48 Nonuniform 83 20,58 0.000 20,58 
5 7-29't"64 2.48 Nonuniform 83 33.48 0,000 33.48 
11 1 8-4-64 2,80 Uniform 86 2,264 0.000 2,264 
2 8-4-64 2.80 Uniform 86 4, 801 0.000 4,801 
3 8-4-64 2,80 Uniform 86 0.101 0.000 8.701 
4 8-4-64 2,80 Uniform 83 20,48 0.000 20,48 
5 8-4-64 2,80 Uniform 84 33.42 0.000 33,42 
12 1 8-5-64 2.94 Nonuniform 86 2,379 0.000 2,379 
2 8-5-64 2.94 Nonuniform 86 4.976 0.000 4,976 
3 8-5-64·. 2., 94 Nonuniform 85 9,021 0,000 9,021 
4 8-5-64'!lt:: .·. 2,94 Nonuniform 84 20,40 0.000 20.40 
5 8-5-64 2,94 Nonuniform 83 33,06 0.000 33,06 
13 1 8-27-64 -.': Nonuniform 80 1. 961 0,000 1. 961 
2 8-28-64 .. i: !'Ion uniform 77 5,048 0,000 5,048 
3 8-28-64 °'': Nonuniform 82 8,983 0.000 8,983 
4 8-31-64 2, 2 8 Nonuniform 81 18,98 0,000 18, 9 8 
5 8- 31-6 4 2.28 Nonuniform 80 29,04 0.000 29,04 
14 1 9-22-64 ** Spat, ·Var. 75 4.08 0,29 3,79 
2 9-23-64 ·~* Spat, Var. 74 9,59 0,29 9,30 
3 . 9-24-64 ·:.':'/: Spat. Var. 19,50 0,29 19.21 
4 9-24-64 'I,=': Spat, Var. . 75 29,99 0,29 29.70 
5 9-25-64 -.'o': Spat; Var, 73 39,62 0.29 39, 33 
•~Estimated 2.28 
·~*Estimated 2.35 
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from that us.ed in 1963 o An attempt was. made to remove the 
effect of vegetal condition when compari~g uniform and 
nonuniform flow experiments by conducting a uniform flow 
experiment on one day and a nonuniform flow experiment on 
the following dayo The vegetal condition was assumed to 
change very little between the two experiments. The inten-
tion was to conduct ::three sets of uniform and nonuniform flow 
experiments at three grass lengthso However, the vegetation 
JL.7 
length data in Table VI show that Experiments 7 and 8 and 
Experiments 11 and 12 were conducted at approximately the 
same grass length. The water surface and discharge measure-
ments were obtained in the same manner as in 19630 The 
method used to describe the vegetal condition differed from 
that used in 1963 in that the length of all vegetative and 
flowering culms and branches in each two-inch square were 
measured and averagedo Very few weeds or undesirable grasses 
were present in 19640 For nearly.all determinations the 
two-inch square was placed randomly three times in each 
reach. An alternate method was tried whereby the material in 
a six-inch square was clipped, dried, and weighed. The same 
pattern of 24 samples, three per reach with two taken from 
the long slope and one taken f'rom the short slope, was tried. 
The samples were air-dried for several days and then were oven-
dried at approximately 180 to 190 degrees Fahrenheit for 24 
hours and weigh.edo A check on a sample left for 12 more 
~ 
hours showed no further weight change. 
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Following these experiments the three current metering 
stations were installed and a nonuniform flow experiment of 
five tests was conducted and velocity distribution informa-
tion was obtaineclo Velocity observations were taken at 
different depths at the marked vertical stations across the 
channelo For the tests with smaller discharges at Stations 
A and B, and for all tests at Station C, the half-foot stations 
were usedo For the tests with larger discharges at stations 
A and Bj one=foot stations were usedo The observations were 
taken at intervals of one-tenth of the depth along each 
vertical except near the edges of the channel, where the 
interval between vertical settings would have been quite 
smallo Observations could not be obtained closer to the 
bottom than approximately Do2 foot because of grass tangling 
in the current meter cupso 
A current direction vane and protractor were mounted on 
the current metering rod and a spatially varied steady flow 
experiment of five tests was conducted. Velocity direction 
and magnitude observations were taken at approximately the 
same vertical s~ations as for the nonuniform flow experiment. 
Observations were taken closer to the surface and closer to 
the bottom than in the previous experiment in an attempt to 
better define the isovels in those regionso The head on 
the adjustable weir was obtained every 25 feet down the weir 
using the direct-measuring point gage. There was no problem 
with mixed flow because with the new improved leveling system 
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there were only very small differences in head down the weiro 
Leakage determinations were made during the spatially 
varied flow tests in the same manner as in 19630 Before the 
start of the testing season the dike around Forebay 2 was 
raised and strengthened, and the leakage rate was decreased 
from that observed in 19$3. The observed leakage rates from 
1964 are included in Tab-le VI. 
Bottom elevation readings were taken across the channel 
at half-foot intervals at each profile station as in 19630 
This was done four times during the 1964 testing season and 
the elevations were averageda 
CHAPTER VI 
PRESENTATION, ANALYS_IS, AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Introduction 
The object of all testing prior to the spatially varied 
steady flow experiments was to provide knowledge of resistance 
and velocity distribution in the channel and to enable measure-
ment of inflow during the spatially varied flow experimentso 
This information was necessary for computing theoretical 
water surface profiles to compare with the observed profiles 
obtained from the spatially varied flow experiments. Therefore, 
the data from these prior experiments are not presented in 
order of collection, but rather as it seems.logical to mention 
them in leading up to the profile prediction methods and the 
comparison of the results from these methods with the observed 
profileso 
Velocity Distribution 
The data from the current meter measurements of the 
velocities in the channel during n.onunif orm flow and spatially 
varied steady flow.Experiments 13 and 14 in 1964 were used 
to determine Boussinesq coefficients. The analysis was 
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performed by a method similar to that of O'Brien and Johnson 
described in Chapter IIo 
The depth and velocity data obtained at each vertical 
station during Experiment 13 were plotted log depth versus 
velocityo A smooth curve was drawn through each set of 
points, and the depth values corresponding to desired isovels 
were taken from the plots and plotted on a drawing of the 
cross section o· The isovels were then drawn similarly to 
those shown in Figure 160 The areas within the isovels, or 
between the isovels and the water surface, were planimetered 
and tabulated. These data are presented in Table A-1 in 
Appendix Ao 
The corresponding portion of the analysis of the spatially 
varied flow data from Experiment 14 was slightly more com-
plicated than that for Experiment 13. The velocity observa-
tions were corrected for the component down the channel. The 
vane was OolO foot higher than the meter at Stations A and B, 
so the correction could not be made directly for these 
stations. The angle-from-axis-of-channel and depth data 
were plotted for each vertical station, the angle at the 
depth of a given velocity reading was determined from this 
plot, and the velocity was multiplied by the cosine of the 
angle. The depth and thi.s velocity component were then· 
plotted log depth versus velocity and the analysis proceeded 
as for Experiment 130 The velocity-area data from Experiment 
14 are presented in Table A-2 in Appendix A. 
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When the data were taken the current meters could not 
go within approximately 0.2 foot of the bottom because of 
grass tangling in the cups, so velocity data were unavailable 
for this region. Using the method of O'Brien and Johnson 
and assuming the velocity to be linearly distributed from the 
last known isovel to the bottom yielded discharges. greater 
than the total measured flow,. This led to the belief that 
the grassed portion of the channel was carrying very little 
flow and that perhaps some effective bottom elevation or 
effective cross-sectional area could be determined. Various 
schemes such as a trial and error method of findi~g a constant 
value to raise the channel bottom were tried. The method 
finally chosen was to plot velocity versus area similarly 
to Figure 17, and to integrate between zero area and the 
area of the lowest defined isovel to obtain the discharge 
within that portion of the cross section. This was always 
less than the total measured discharge. The difference was 
computed and was assumed to be conveyed at one-half the 
value of the lowest defined isovel. The additional area 
needed to convey this residual discharge was computed. This 
value was added to the value of the total enclosed area at 
the lowest known isovel to give an effective area which was 
plotted at zero velocity as shown in Figure 17. With this 
point determined it was possible to calculate velocity 
distribution coefficients by the method of O'Brien and Johnson. 
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A part of the O'Brien and Johnson method was replaced 
by two computer programso The velocity and area data were 
obtained as in the O'Brien and Johnson method. The velocity 
was then related to area by a least-squares polynomial using 
the Polyfit Fortran IV program for the IBM 1410 listed in 
Table B-1 in Appendix Bo This program fitted the data with 
a least-squares. polynomial of up to degree foure The co-
efficients of the polynomial obtained from the Polyfit 
program were used in the Alphabet 3 program listed in Table 
.. 
B-2 in Appendix B which integrated beneath the fitted polynomial 
down to the value of the last known isovel by Simpson's rule, 
then determined the residual discharge and the effective area. 
The program determined the Boussinesq and Coriolis coefficients 
by squaring a.nd cubing the velocity-area relationships, 
integrating the resulting relationships over the effective 
area, and dividing the integration sums by the product of the 
total area and the mean velocity squared and by the product 
of the total area and the mean velocity cubed, respectively. 
Polynomials of second, third, and fourth degree were 
tried in the program. The best fit of most of the data was 
obtained by using the maximum observed velocity at each station 
as the velocity for zero area·and using a polynomial of degree 
fouro The maximum observed velocity was not used for the 
·data from Station C of Test 4 of Experiment 14, because it 
was so high in relation to the other maximums at Station C 
from Experiment 14 as to be of questionable value. 
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Part of the input to the Alphabet 3 program included the 
number of increments into which the integration interval was 
brokeno A range of values was tried with some trial datao 
Breaking the interval into about twenty-five increments gave 
good resultso 
The Boussinesq coefficient results as well as the dis-
charge, total area, and effective area values from Stations 
Band C for Experiment 13 are presented in Table VII. The 
data from Station A were so erratic as to be useless and are 
not presentedo Apparently the observer at that station was 
not picking up all of the signals on his headset at the 
higher velocitieso The Boussinesq coefficient results and 
the dischargej total area, and effective area values from 
Experiment 14 are presented in Table VIII. 
The Boussinesq coefficients presented in Tables VII and VIII 
are considerably higher than most of the values cited in 
Chapter II, Review of Literature. Only Ree (43, p. 187) pre-
sented a value, 1.70, within the range of those presented in 
Tables VII and VIII. Ree's value was also for a small grassed 
channeL These high values of the Boussinesq coef:..icient 
for small grassed channels are caused by the vegetation 
blocking a sizable portion of the cross section. Comparatively 
little water flows in the grassed portion of the channel. 
This effect can be seen by examining Figure 16 and noting 
the large area outside the last known isovel. 
Test 
Noo Discharge 
cfs 
1 >--1.961 
2 5.048 
3 8.983 
4 180978 
5 290041 
TABLE VII 
BOUSSINESQ COEFFICIENTS FROM NONUNIFORM FLOW 
EXPERIMENT 13, re 31 
Station A Station B 
x = 27 x = 200 
Total Effective Total Effective Total 
Area Are' Beta Area Are' Beta Are' fto2 fto ft. 2 · ft. ft. 
Data Erratic, 4.064 3.175 1.754 2.548 
Not Presented 
6.837 5.298 1.638 3.972 
9.160 7.926 1.482 5.370 
13.776 12.289 1.383 7.820 
170630 15.653 lo356 10.524 
Station C 
x = 396 
Effective 
Area 
ft.2 
2.053 
3.236 
4.481 
7.104 
9.350 
Beta 
lo 801 
1.705 
10673 
1.433 
1.395 
...... 
...... 
<D 
TABLE VIII 
BOUSSINESQ COEFFICIENTS FROM SPATIALLY VARIED 
STEADY FLOW EXPERIMENT 14, re 31 
Station A Station B Station C 
x = 27 x = 200 x = 396 
Test Total Effec. Total !:£tee. Total Effec. 
No. Disch. Area Area Beta Disch. Area Area Beta Disch. Area Area Beta 
cfs ft.2 ft.2 cfs ft. 2 ft.2 cfs ft.2 ft.3 
1 a. 2 89 3.714 1.958 2.494 1.912 5.109 3.128 1.950 3.766 3.939 2.980 1.794 
2 .687 6.695 5.0.64 1.789 4.720 8.626 6.978 1.592 9.237 5.831 4.536 1.692 
3 1. 381 11.493 8.545 1.669 9.712 13.788 11.980 1.483 19.084 8.546 7.267 1.535 
4 2 0 0 79 16.000 13.628 1.482 14.884 18.564 15.390 1.513 29.485 11.138 9.109 1.502 
5 2.746 19.326 12.418 1.677 19.722 22.668 19.470 1.467 39.037 13.420 10.463 1.478 
I-' 
I'.) 
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The Boussinesq values from Experiment 14 varied con-
siderably with distance down the channelo This was a result 
of two factorso First, there was a very low mean velocity at 
Station A for the size of the cross section as compared to 
that at Station Co The range of the variables was not the 
same from one end of the channel to the other. Second, the 
inflow currents from the side had a stronger influence at the 
upper end of the channel since they were larger there in 
relation to the mean velocity in the channel. Figure 16 
shows the effect of the inflow at Station B. There was a 
rather large area to the right of the cross section that had 
almost no effective velocity component down the channel. 
The area of maximum velocity was located at the left of 
the point of maximum depth in the channel, whereas for 
nonuniform flow this area occurred almost directly over 
the point of maximum deptho 
Because the Boussinesq coefficient data showed con-
siderable variation it was thought desirable to try to 
relate the Boussinesq coefficient to various parameters 
rather than to simply use an average value when computing 
resistance or water surface profiles. Possible relations 
were sought between the Boussinesq coefficient and area, 
mean velocity~ discharge, hydraulic radius, Reynolds number, 
and Froude number, singly and in various combinations. The 
only attempt that showed any real promise was a log-log 
plotting of the Boussinesq coefficient and discharge, as 
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shown in Figures 18 and 19 for Experiments 13 and 14, 
respectively. The data from each station for each experiment 
were transformed to logarithms and fitted using the LS02 
program presented in Table B-3 in Appendix Bo The resulting 
coefficients and exponents of the relation 
Beta 
c 
= c Q 4 3 (27) 
are presented in Table IX and the fitted lines are plotted in 
Figures 18 and 19. The coefficient and exponent from Experi-
ment 13 varied only slightly from Station B to Station c, 
so the data were lumped and an average line fitted. The 
resulting coefficient and exponent are also presented in 
Table IX and the average line drawn on Figure 18. The loss 
of the data from Station A for Experiment 13 was a definite 
handicap in this analysis. 
Only a fair fit of the data would have been obtained 
by lumping all of the data from Experiment 140 An attempt 
was made to relate the coefficient and exponent to distance 
down the channel. The three data points each for the 
coefficient and exponent were found to plot linearly on 
log=log paper as shown in Figures 20 and 21. A line was 
fitted through each set of data using the 1802 program. 
The resulting relationships were 
c3 L 598 
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:: x 
c4 =0.5026 -0.2862 ::: x 
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TABLE IX 
COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT IN RELATIONSHIP 
c 
BETA= c3Q 4 
Experiment 
13 
13 
14 
Station Coefficient 
C3 
A 
B L 888 
c L980 
B & c L934 
Lumped 
A L 824 
B· 20012 
c 2a024 
Exponent 
c4 
-0.1018 
-.1006 
- 01012 
-01935 
-01153 
-008779 
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The fitted lines are drawn in Figures 20 and 2L The fit 
was so close that final fitted lines of Boussinesq coeffi-
cient versus discharge on Figure 19 would have been difficult 
to distinguish from the lines individually fitted to each 
stationo Therefore, the final lines are not shown. 
Resistance 
The resistance of the test channel was determined using 
the water surface elevation and cross section data from the 
uniform flow and nonuniform flow ~xperiments in 1963 and 1964,l 
presented in Tables A .... 3 through A ... 8 in Appendix A, and the 
corresponding discharge and temperature data presented in 
Tables V and VI. Resistance was computed by two different 
methodso One method consisted of ignoring the variation in 
velocity across the channel and using Equation (19) 
(19) 
to determine a head loss v,a1ue. The other method consisted 
of assuming that the conditions of flow were such that 
Equation (12) 
+ y 
2 
+ z + 
2 
(12) 
was applicable and using the Boussinesq coefficient relation-
ship from Experiment 13 
(27) 
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' One of the most important restrictions on Equation (12) 
is that the variation between 1\ and a2 be less than the 
variation between v1 and V2 o Since Equation (27) gives the 
Boussinesq coefficient as a function of discha:r'ge'· alone, this 
requirement is fulfilled and Equation (12) is indeed applicable. 
By the conclusions reached in Chapter II, Review of 
Literature, it is possible to use the Manning formula, 
Equation (18) 
V =lo486 R2/3 81/2 
n 
(18) 
with either Equation (19) or (12), so long as the resulting 
resistance coefficients are not used indiscriminately. The 
slope term ~imply has a different meaning and v\alue·, in 
each caseo 
The amount of data to be analyzed was quite vast and 
a Fortran IV program for the IBM 1410 was used to carry 
out the analysiso The Retardance 3 program presented in 
Table Bi~)of Appendix B was used to compute resistance using 
Equation (12)o A slightly modified version computed resistance 
coefficients using Equation (19). The programs computed 
resistance using the data from three profile stations at a 
timeo A resistance value was computed for the reach between 
the upstream and middle stations, the reach between the up-
stream and downstream stations, the reach between the middle 
and downstre.am stations, and finally, an average for the 
entire three-station reacho The output included Manning's n, 
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the Chezy coefficient, the Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficient, 
Re}nolds number, velocity, hydraulic radius, and other 
variableso 
The output was examined for possible relationships to 
systemize the datao One of the methods tried was a log-log 
plotting of Manning 8 s n versus velocity times hydraulic 
radius. This method was presented by Ree and Palmer (44, 
ppo 21-23) and is cited in Chapter II, Review of Literatureo 
The range of the 1963 and 1964 data computed using both Equa-
tion (19) and Equation (12) plotted in a straight band for 
each experimento The averaged resistance values for the 
three~station reach gave the narrowest bando The results 
from analysis of the 1963 and 1964 nonuniform flow experi-
ments using Equation (19) .are presented in Figures 22 through 
270 The results obtained using Equation (12) are presented 
in Figures 28 through 330 Comparison of the two figures for 
the same experiment shows the effect of considering the 
Boussinesq coefficient when computing the resistance for 
nonuniform flow in the test channel, FC 31. Consideration 
of the Boussinesq coefficient made very little difference 
in the resistance values at the upstream end of the channel. 
However, use of Equation (12) and the Boussinesq coefficient 
rather than Equation (19) tended to decrease the resistance 
values near the downstream end of the channel where the flow 
·was acceleratingo The combination of these two effects de-
creased the width of the band of data in Figures 28 through 330 
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An average line was fitted to each n - VR log-log plot 
using the LS02 program, giving the equation 
c2 
n :: C (VR) 
l 
The coefficients and exponents of these fitted lines are 
presented in Table~ X and XI and the average lines are 
(30) 
shown in Figures 22 through 33. The coefficients and exponents 
from the uniform flow experiments are also included in Tables 
X ant:i XI, Examina.tion (.)f the da.ta in Tables X and XI showed 
that considering the Boussinesq coefficient in computing 
resistance for the nonuniform flow experiments tended to 
decrease the value of the coefficient and increase the 
absolute value of the exponent. For the nearly uniform flow 
tests 9 exactly the opposite effects were noted. 
An attempt was made to relate resistance to the vegetal 
condition of the channel. The average culm length data for 
1963 presented in tabular form in Table A~9 in Appendix A 
were plotted versus date as in Figure 34-. Lines were drawn 
to connect the data points on the culm length versus date 
plot. The culm length at the time of a given experiment 
could then be read from this plot, Similarly, the average 
length of culms and branches for 1964 and the sample weight 
data presented in Tables A~-)o and A-11 in Appendix A were 
plotted versus date as in Figure 35. Whereas the length of 
culms and branches showed reasonable variation and trend in 
relation to the time of mowing, the vegetation sample weights 
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TABLE X 
COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT IN RESISTANCE 
c 
RELATIONSHIP n = c1 (VR) 2 , FC 31 9 1963 
Average 
Culm 
Experiment Length 
(in.) 
Uniform Flow 
1 3o08 
2 4o00 
3 4.19 
Nonuniform Flow 
4 4o30 
5 3.04 
Resistance 
Computed Assuming 
Uniform ,Velocity 
Distribution 
C1 C2 
0003580 -002110 
003954 
-
02468 
004474 
-
.2109 
.04919 
-
.2540 
.03811 
-
.1595 
TABLE XI 
Resistance 
Computed Considering 
Boussinesq Coefficient 
C1 . C2 
0003593 -0.2099 
.03964 
-
.2456 
.04474 
-
.2713 
.04866 
-
.2606 
,03769 
-
.16 77 
COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT IN RESISTANCE RELATIONSHIP 
c2 
n = c1 (VR) ·, FC 31, 1964 
Experiment 
Average. 
Culm And 
Branch 
Length 
( in o ) 
Uniform Flow 
7 2 0 89 
9 2.45 
11 2o80 
Nonuniform Flow 
8 2.92 
10 2.48 
12 2o94 
13 2.28 
Resistance 
Computed Assuming 
Uniform Velocity 
Distribution 
C1 C2 
0.03995 -0.2798 
.03663 
-
.2411 
.04057 
-
02872 
.04673 
-
.2581 
.04195 
-
.2240 
004615 
-
.2559 
.03814 
-
.2497 
Resistance 
Computed Considering 
Boussinesq Coefficient 
C1 C2 
0.04003 -0.2792 
003667 
-
.2417 
.04058 
-
.2872 
.04630 
-
.2645 
.04153 
-
.2309 
.04572 
-
.2624 
.03775 
-
.2566 
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were extremely variable and of very little value. Apparently 
the sample was not sufficiently large or some unknown 
factor was acting. Therefore, the sample weight data were 
disregarded and lines were drawn to connect the data points 
of culm and branch length versus date. 
The coefficients and exponents in Table X from both 
uniform and nonuniform flow experiments in 1963 were plotted 
versus average culm length as in Figures 36 and 37. The 
coefficients and exponents for the 1964 data were plotted 
versus average culm and branch length as in Figures 38 and 39. 
The culm length data collected in 1963 seemed to have much 
more promise of being related to resistance than the culm 
and branch length data collected in 1964. The culm length 
showed a wider range and the data were much less clustered. 
The coefficients and exponents for the uniform flow and 
nonuniform flow average lines in 1964 seemed to be unlike. 
The spatially varied flow experiments with free outfall were 
reasoned to be more like the nonuniform flow experiments than 
the uniform flow experiments, so the uniform flow data from 
1964 were deleted . The 1963 uniform flow data were also 
deleted for the sake of consistency, although the 1963 data 
showed less tendency to fall into two groups than did the 
1964 data. Possibly, deleting the last three-station group 
of data down the channel when computing the average line for 
each experiment would have made the uniform flow and nonuniform 
flow data more alike. Examination of the data in Figures 24 
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through 27 and 30 through 33 showed that the resistance data 
from reach combination 789 were considerably higher than 
that from the other reach combinations for 1964. The data 
in Figures 22, 23, 28, and 29 showed the effect to be less 
pronounced for the 1963 data. 
Examination of the data from the nonuniform flow experi-
ments in Figures 36 through 39 led to the decision to relate 
the coefficient and exponent in the retardance relationship 
linearly to vegetation length. This was done using the 
Fortran IV Multivariate program listed in Table B-~ in 
Appendix B. The resulting equations were of the form 
c1 = B1 + B2 (Vegetation length) 
c2 = B3 + B4 (Vegetation length) 
(31) 
(32) 
The equations from the data analyze d assuming uniform velocity 
distribution are presented in Tab le XI~ and the fitted lines 
are plotted in Figures 36 and 38 . The equations from the 
data analyze d consi deri ng the Boussinesq coefficient are 
presented i n Table XIII, and the fitted lines are plotted in 
Figures 37 and 39 . 
The Manning's n data plotted in Figures 22 through 33 
varied considerably within each experiment. The general 
trend was for the resistance to increase from the upstream 
to the downstream end of the channel. This trend was investi-
gated . The data from each reach combination computed considering 
the Boussinesq coefficient were fitted separately using the LS02 
TABLE XII 
EQUATIONS RELATING COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT IN RESISTANCE 
RELATIONSHIP n = C1(VR)C2 TO LENGTH OF VEGETATION, 
RESISTANCE COMPUTED ASSUMING UNIFORM VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION, NONUNIFORM FLOW, 
re 31, 1963 AND 1964 
1963: 
cl = 0001138 + 00008794 (Culm Length) (33) 
c2 = 0006850 - 0.07500 (Culm Length) (34) 
1964: 
cl ::::: 0001122 + 0001206 (Culm and Branch Length) (35) 
c2 ::: -0.1771 = 0002631 (Culm and Branch Length) (36) 
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TABLE XIII 
EQUATIONS RELATING COEFFICieNT AND EXPONENT IN RESISTANCE 
RELATIONSHIP n = C (VR) 2 TO LENGTH OF VEGETATION, 
RESISTANCE COMPUTED CONSIDERING BOUSSINESQ 
COEFFICIENT, NONUNIFORM FLOW, FC 31, 
1963 AND 1964 
196 3: 
cl = 0.01122 + 00008706 (Culm Length) (37) 
c2 = 0.05644 - 0.07373 (Culm Length) (38) 
1964: 
c = 0.01094 + 0.01201 (Culm and Branch Length) (39) ,1 
c2 = -0.1858 - 0.02555 (Culm and Branch Length) (40) 
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program . The resulting lines are shown in Figures 28 through 
33 and the coefficients and exponents are presented in Tables 
XIV and XV. The distance down the channel to the middle of 
each reach combination is also given in Tables XIV and XV. The 
coefficient and exponent were plotted versus distance down the 
channel as in Figures 40 through 43 . The trend in coefficients 
was for a slight increase with distance down the channel. The 
trend in exponents was for a slight decrease . The general 
trend in the coefficients and exponents and also in the 
vegetation length data led to the consideration and use of 
a multivariable relationship to relate the coefficient and 
exponent in the resistance relationship to vegetation length 
and distance down the channel. The Multivariate program was 
used to fit the data . The 1963 and 1964 data were fitted 
separately because of the difference in the methods of 
measuring the vegetation lengths. The equations relating 
the coefficient and exponent to distance down the channel 
and vegetation length were of the form 
c1 = B1 + B2 x + B3 (Vegetation length) (41) 
c2 = B4 + B5 x + B6 (Vegetation length) (42) 
These equations for the 1963 and 1964 nonuniform flow data ;: 
~ 
analyzed considering the Boussinesq coefficient are presented 
in Table XVI. The resulting final fitted resistance lines 
for Experiment 13 are presented in Figure 44 . 
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TABLE XIV 
COEFFICIENTS AND EXPONENT IN.-RESISTANCE RELATIONSHIP 
n = C (VR)C2 FITTED TO EACH 3- SECTION REACH, 
_RES)S':rANCE COMPUTED CON$:IDERING BOUSSINESQ 
COEFFICIENT, FC 31, 1963 
Distance 
Reach Down Culm 
Experiment Combination Channel Length Coefficient Exponent 
(ft O) (ino) 
4 123 73.6 4 0 30 0.04243 -0.2723 
234 123.6 4.30 .04636 
-
.2614 
345 173.6 4.30 .05171 
-
.2708 
456 223.6 4.30 .04958 .... .2716 
567 273.6 4.30 .04873 
-
• 2875 
678 323.6 4. 30 .04946 
-
.2506 
789 365.5 4.30 .05200 
-
.2414 
5 123 73.6 3.04 .03301 - .• 1652 
234 123.6 3.04 .03452 
-
.1410 
345 173.6 3.04 .03807 
-
.1661 
456 223.6 3.04 .03678 
-
.1996 
56 7 273.6 3.04 .03867 
-
.2128 
678 323.6 3.04 .03986 
-
.1776 
789 365 .·5 3.04 .04279 
-
.1825 
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TABLE XV 
COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT IN RESISTANCE RELATIONSHIP 
n = C (VR)C2 FITTED TO EACH 3-SECTION REACH, 
RE$J~TANCE COMPUTED CON~IP~RING BOUSSINESQ 
COEFFICIENT, re 31, 1964 
Culm 
Distance And 
Reach Down Branch 
Experiment Combination Channel Length Coefficient Exponent 
(ft.) (in.) 
8 123 7306 2o92 0.03899 -0.2604 
234 123.6 2o92 003905 
-
.2257 
345 173.6 2.92 004537 
-
.2445 
456 223.6 2.92 .04695 
-
.2813 
567 273.6 2.92 .04888 
-
.3047 
678 323.6 2o 92 .05061 
-
.3031 
79 8 365.5 2.92 .05510 
-
.3322 
10 123 73.6 2.48 0 0 36 34 
-
.2408 
234 123.6 2.48 .• 03580 
-
.2014 
345 173.6 2.48 .04006 
-
.2206 
456 223.6 2.48 .04085 
-
.2575 
567 273.6 2.48 .04202 - • 2681 
678 323.6 2.48 .04448 
-
.2435 
789 365.5 2.48 .05160 
-
.2928 
12 123 73.6 2.94 .04039 
-
.2775 
234 123.6 2.94 .03949 
-
.2340 
345 173.6 2.94 .04378 
-
.2485 
456 223.6 2.94 .04470 
-
.2815 
567 273.6 2.94 .. 04612 
-
.2948 
678 323.6 2.94 .04919 
-
.2842 
789 365.5 2.94 .05646 
-
.3340 
13 123 73.6 2.28 •. 03306 
-
02651 
234 123.6 2.28 .03327 
-
.2099 
345 173.6 2.28 .03659 
-
.2378 
456 223.6 2.28 .03728 
-
.2909 
567 273.6 2.28 .03842 
-
.2960 
678 323.6 2o28 .03925 
-
.2763 
789 365.6 2.28 .04664 
-
.3212 
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TABLE XVI 
EQUATIONS RELATING COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT IN RESISTANCE 
RELATIONSHIP n = c1 (VR)C2 TO DISTANCE DOWN CHANNEL 
AND LENGTH OF VEGETATION, RESISTANCE COMPUTED 
CONSIDERING BOUSSINESQ COEFFICIENT, 
NONUNIFORM FLOW, FC 31, 
1963 AND 1964 
1963: 
cl = 00005427 + 0000002631 x 
+ 00008681 (Culm Length) 
(43) 
c2 = 0003905 - 0.00002857 x 
-
0006925 (Culm Length) 
(44) 
1964g 
cl = 0.0002846 + 0.00004775 x 
+ 0.01204 (Culm and Branch Length) 
(45) 
c2 = -001412 - 0.0002515 x 
-0002701 (Culm and Branch Length) 
(46) 
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Inflow Distribution 
The data from the rating tests of the adjustable weir 
were analyzed using Equation (23) 
Q =CL h 312 
The equation was rearranged into the following form: 
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(23) 
(47) 
and the discharge coefficient was determined for each test. 
These coefficient values were plotted versus head as in 
Figure 45, and separate rating curves were drawn for the 
springing-free and adhering conditions. Some. of the data 
points were determined using the gage well and Lory point 
gage and some using the direct-measuring weir-head gage. 
The measurements obtained with the Lory gage were used only 
for purposes of extending the springing-free rating curve. 
The rating curves shown in Figure 45 were used with the 
heads on the adjustable· weir measured in the field using the 
direct-measuring weir-head point gage to determine the inflow 
distribution into the channel for the spatially varied flow 
experiments. The heads measured at two consecutive places 
along the weir were averaged. The weir coefficient corres-
ponding to this average head was determined from the appro-
priate rating curve. The coefficient was multiplied by the 
weir length between meas~rements, and the resulting product 
by the average head raised to the three-halves power to give 
the increment of inflow along that length of weir . The total 
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calculated inflow was determined, and each increment of inflow 
was corrected by multiplying by the total corrected discharge 
from Tables V or V 1: and di vi ding _by the total calculated 
discharge over the weir. The measurement spacing, measured 
headsi calculated increment of discharge, corrected increment 
of discharge, and total discharge at a given distance down the 
channel are presented in Tables A-12 and A-13 in Appendix 
A. Test 1 of Experiment 6 was not included because an 
insufficient number of head measurements was obtained to 
define the inflow distribution accurately. Better agreement 
was obtained in 1964 than in 1963 between the calculated 
discharges over the weir and the measured discharges corrected 
for leakage. This was attributed to the rebuilding of the 
Forebay 2 dike prior to the 1964 testing season, the improved 
weir leveling techniques developed in 1964, and the greater 
number of head measurements obtained in 1964. 
Water Surface Profile for Spatially Varied Flow 
Methods __ of Computing Theoretical Profiles 
The observed water surface profiles for spatially varied 
steady flow Experiments 6 and 14 are presented in Tables A-14 
and A=l5 in Appendix Ao Also presented in Tables A-14 and 
A-15 are four computed water surface profiles for the condi-
tions corresponding to each spatially varied flow test. Each 
of t.he four computed profiles for each test was computed 
with a different technique~ each representing a different 
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degree of refinement of the theory of spatially varied steady 
flow and of the information on resistance and velocity 
distributiono Briefly, the four methods were as follows: 
Method 1 
This method consisted of assuming uniform velocity 
distribution and using Equation (19) 
(19) 
for nonuniform flow with uniform velocity distribution to 
calculate water surface profiles for spatially varied steady 
flowo This method was approximately equivalent to assuming 
s1 = s2 = loOO and deleting the term containing hQ from 
Equation (24)j which gives 
Ql (Vl + V2) 
hy = (V - V) + (S - S) hx (48) 
-g(Ql + Q2) 2 1 o s 
and ignoring the difference between Q1 and (Q1 + Q2)/2. 
The head loss term in Equation (19) was computed by multiplying 
6x by a slope value obtained using Eq~ation (26) 
2 2 
s = Qavg n s 
2o21 A2 2/3 avg Ravg 
(26) 
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Values of Manningvs coefficient were obtained by using the 
resistance relationship, Equation (30) 
c 
n = c1 (VR) 2 (30) 
with Equations (33) through (36), presented in Table XII, 
which related c1 and c2 to vegetation length. Equations 
(33) through (36) were determined assuming uniform velocity 
distributiono For the 1963 tests the vegetation lengths 
were determined from Figure· 34. Because no vegetation length. 
measurements were taken at the time of conducting the 1964 
spatially varied flow tests, and because the 1964 spatially 
varied flow tests were conducted shortly after mowing the 
channel, the average of the culm and branch lengths after 
two previous mowings, 2.35 inches, was used. 
A starting point for the water surface computations was 
neededo Because the test channel, FC 31, was a mild channel 
with free outfall, the water surface elevation at the farthest 
downstream gage weli was chosen. The measured inflow 
distributions presented in Tables A-12 and A-13 were used. 
The measured channel cross section data presented in Tables 
A-7 and A=8 were used. The computer program Hydel 2 listed 
in Table B=6 computed tables of area and hydraulic radius 
from the cross section data. 
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Method 2 
Method 2 consisted of assuming uniform velocity distribu-
tion and using Equation (24), which gave 
/:J.y = 
The change from Equation (19) to Equation (49) was the only 
difference between Method 1 and Method 2; all of the other 
variables remained the sameo 
Method 3 
Nonuniform velocity distribution was considered in 
Method 3o Equation (24) 
+ (S 
0 
- S ) /:J.x 
s 
1:J.Q) 
(24) 
and the Boussinesq coefficient relationship, Equation (27), 
c 
Beta= C Q 4 
3 
(27) 
were usedo The values for c3 and c4 in Table IX obtained by 
lumping the data from Stations Band C for nonuniform flow 
Experiment 13 were used in Equation (27)o The shear slope, 
S 9 was computed using Equation (26) 
s 
2 2 
Qavi n s :: 
s A2 .R2/3 2o21 
avg avg 
(26) 
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Values of Manning's n were obtained by using the resistance 
relationship, Equation (30} 
c 
n = c1 ( VR) 2 (30) 
with Equations(37) through (40), presented in Table XIII, which 
related c1 and c2 to vegetation length. Equations (37) 
through (40) were determined considering the Boussinesq 
coefficient. The starting point, inflow distribution data, 
and channel cross section data remained the same as for 
Methods 1 and 2. 
Method 4 
Method 4 was the most refined technique available. It 
consisted of using Equations (24) and (26) with the relation-
ships for c3 and c4 as a function of distance down the 
channel developed from data from spatially varied flow 
Experiment 14 and given in Equations (28) and (29) 
c3 = 1.598 
0.04106. 
x 
c4 = -0.5026 
-0.2862 
x 
(28) 
(29) 
The shear slope in Equation (24) was obtained using Equations 
(26) and (30) and Equations (43) through (46) presented in 
Table XVI which relate c1 and c2 to vegetation length and 
distance down the channel and which were developed from the 
resistance data with Boussinesq coefficient considered. 
Other variables remained the same as for the previous 
methods. 
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Four digital computer programs were written to accomplish 
the four methods. All used the Euler method with iteration 
as explained in Chapter III, Thepretical Analysis, to project 
up the channel from the starting point at the farthest down-
stream gage well. The programs were set to project at one-
foot intervals. The iterations were continued until a 
-calculated 6y at a station agreed with the preceeding 
calculated 6y at that station within 0.00001 foot. The 
inflow dist~ibution was read into the computer in tabular 
form and the programs interpo.lated linearly between two 
locations where the total discharge was known. The tables 
of area and hydraulic radius obtained with the Hydel 2 
program were used as input for the profile computation 
programs. The predictor programs interpolated between the 
cross section stations and also within each table of areas 
and hydraulic radii, since these were set up for elevation 
intervals of OaOl foot. The program used with Method 4, 
SVF 5Fj is presented in Table B~i'in Appendix B. The 
\ c 
programs used with Methods 1 through 3 were simplifications 
of this program. 
Discussion of Observed and Computed Profiles and 
Methods of Computation 
The observed and calculated water surface profiles from 
the test for which the differences between the observed and 
calculated water surface profiles were greatest, Test 5 of 
Experiment 14j are presented in Figure 46. Even for this test, 
plotting elevation versus distance down the channel revealed 
very little. Therefore, another means of comparing the 
results of the different prediction methods was sought. The 
scheme chosen was to compute the differences between the cal-
culated and observed profiles and to plot these differences 
versus distance down the channel. The differences are pre-
sented in Tables A-·l'+ and A-15 and are plotted in Figures 47 
through 50 0 
The differences plotted as in Figures 47 through 50 
· showed that the predicted profiles agreed with the observed 
profiles in order of the refinement of the prediction method. 
Method 2 was better than Method l; Method 3 was better than 
Method 2, and Method 4 was better than Method 3. The largest 
differences for all methods occurred near the downstream end 
at either nominal station 3 + 75 or 3 + 25. From those 
stations upstream, the difference plots of Methods 1, 2, and 3 
were nearly parallel. There was a general tendency for the 
parallel lines to become farther apart with increased dis-
charge, although the differences obtained with Method 3 
showed little or no increase with increased discharge. This 
meant that out of the zone of curvature of the streamlines the 
results obtained with any of Methods 1, 2, or 3 should be 
nearly the same, but that in a zone of curvature of streamlines 
the approximations involved in Methods 1 and 2 would become 
increasingly inaccurate as discharge increases. 
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The difference plots from Method 4 did not vary exactly 
as did those from Methods 1, 2, or 3, mainly because of the 
consideration of the variation of resistance with distance 
down the channel. Upstream from nominal stations 3 + 75 or 
3 + 25~ the profiles obtained with Method 4 tended to become 
more parallel to the observed profiles than did those 
obtained with Methods 1, 2, or 3. 
The differences in water surface elevations obtained 
near the downstream end of the channel from Methods 3 and 4 
were attributed in large part to the consideration of the varia-
tion of resistance with distance down the channel, because 
the Boussinesq coefficients from nonuniform flow Experiment 
13 used in Method 3 and those from spatially varied flow 
Experiment 14 used with Method 4 were of the same order of 
magnitude at both Stations Band C. This initial better 
prediction with Method 4 made the Method 4 profiles fit 
better all the way up the channel. 
The plotted differences between the observed and computed 
profiles for Experiment 14 revealed the effect caused by 
estimating a constant culm and branch length. The differences 
for Method 4 were mainly positive for Test 1 and decreased to 
a negative value for Test 5. The bermudagrass grows consider-
ably in four days, as shown in Figures 34 and 35. Probably 
the estimated culm and branch length of 2.35 inches was too 
long for Tests land 2, about right for Test 3, and was too 
short for Tests 4 and 5. Apparently, the decrease of the 
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differences was not caused by the increase of the discharges 
from Test 1 to Test S, because Tests 7, 8, and 9 of Experi-
ment 6, conducted within 36 hours, did not show the same 
effect with increasing discharge. 
The large differences near the downstream end between 
the observed and computed profiles in 1964 were rtoted and 
contemplated. An initial hypothesis was that these differences 
might be caused by the steep slope between the observed low 
points in the channelo This steep slope would have the 
effect of decreasing the 6y ~alues and lowering the profiles. 
However, this would be in direct contradiction to the results 
obtained for Tests 7, 8, and 9 o_f Experiment 6 in 1963, where 
the differences show a larger increase from nominal station 
3 + 75 to 3 + 25 than from 4 + 00 to 3 + 75, and where the 
observed low points in the channel show no such break as in 
1964. No explanation was thought satisfactory for explaining 
the differences. However, rather than u~ing the minimum 
bottom elevations at each station it probably would have 
been better to have used an averaging method, such as 
averaging the lowest point at a cross section and the two 
elevations adjacent to it. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Spatially varied flow, where water enters a channel all 
along its length, is the usual mode of flow for many natural 
and constructed channels. Theoretical equations describing 
spatially varied steady flow have been obtained by use of 
the principle of the conservation of linear momenttim. How-
ever, the theory had not been tested previously for applica-
bility to small agricultural conservatiori channels. 
The problem was investigated at the Stillwater Outdoor 
Hydraulic Laboratory in an asymmetrical V-shaped bermudagrass-
lined test channel approximately 410 feet long with design 
side slopes of 3 on 1 and 6.6 on l, maximum depth of 2.7 
feet, and design bottom slope of 0.001. Free 9utfall occurred 
at the outlet, although there was a provision for outlet 
sills. Flow could enter the channel either at its upper 
end or all along the upper 399.2 feet over an adjustable 
weiro Thus it was possible to conduct uniform flow, nonuniform 
flow, and spatially varied steady flow experiments in the 
channeL Three current meter stations were located 2 7, 200, 
) . 
and 396 feet, respectively, from the upstream end of the channel~ 
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Uniform and nonuniform flow e.xperiments were conducted 
in the channel to determine the resistance characteristics 
of the channeL Discharges of 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30 cubic 
feet per second were used during each experimen~o Velocity 
distribution measurements were taken during one nonuniform 
flow experiment. Spatially varied steady flow experiments 
with total discharges of s, 10, 20, 30, and 40 cubic feet 
per second were conducted to provide a check for water 
surface profile predictions made using theoretical equations 
solved by digital computer with the resistance and velocity 
distribution characteristics as input information. 
The first experiments were conducted in 1963. Three 
uniform, two nonuniform, and one spatially varied flow 
experiment were conducted. Analysis of the spatially varied 
flow data indi~ated the need for obtaining a rating curve 
for the adjustable weir. This was done in the winter of 
1963-64. Experiments were continued in the summer of 1964. 
Three uniform; four nonuniform, and one spatially varied 
steady flow experiment were conducted. Measurements of 
velocity distribution were taken during one nonuniform flow 
experiment and during the spatially varied steady flow 
experiment. 
Water surface profiles were computed by four different 
methods, each representing a different degree of refinement 
of the theory of spatially varied steady flow and of the 
information on resistance and velocity distribution. The 
results were co~pared. 
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Conclusions 
1. The spatially varied steady flow equation as developed 
from the momentum concept yields a. good prediction of 
water surface profiles if suitable Boussinesq co-
efficient and resistance relationships are used. 
2. Boussinesq coefficients and resistance coefficients 
determined from steady nonuniform flow can be used 
with reasonable accuracy in predicting spatially varied 
steady flow water surface profiles. 
3. The use of Boussinesq coefficients and resistance 
coefficients computed considering Boussinesq co-
efficients is essential in computing spatially varied 
steady flow water surface profiles where there is 
appreciable curvature of flow. 
4. The limiting factor in predicting spatially varied 
steady flow profiles in small vegetated channels 
is not the theory nor the computational method, but 
rather the estimation of Boussinesq and resistance 
coefficients and possibly of the hydraulic elements 
of the channel. 
5. Boussinesq coefficients in small vegetation-lined 
channels are much larger than commonly quoted text 
book values of lolo 
6. For fairly dense clipped bermudagrass sod, average culm 
length seems to be a satisfactory criterion for 
relating resistance to vegetal condition. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 
The original statement of the problem and the findings 
of these experiments suggest several topics that need 
investigationo 
The effect on the predicted profiles of using different 
integration increments of distance up the channel, and the 
. . 
differences in predicted profiles between the various.methods 
for other bottom slopes could be easily investigated. 
The difference between the resistance values obtained 
under the nearly uniform and the nonuniform flow conditions 
in the experimental channel should be studied. 
The extent of the variation of the Boussinesq coefficient 
with culm length in the experimental channel is of interest. 
If significant variation is found, this should be considered 
when computing resistance .iusing the Boussinesq coefficient. 
Because of the importance of the Boussinesq coefficient 
in computing water surface profiles in zones of appreciable 
streamline curvature in small vegetation-lined channels, more 
research needs to be conducted on velocity distribution and 
methods of estimating the Boussinesq coefficient for different 
types of flow in vegetation-lined channels. 
The most important area for future research is in 
obtaining experimental and predicted spatially varied 
unsteady flow profiles for small vegetation-lined channels. 
Some work is being done on the general problem of spatially 
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varied unsteady flow, but very little is being done on small 
vegetation-l{ned channels. The research facility at 
Stillwater offers unique opportunities for working with 
this problem. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEORETICALLY 
PREDICTED WATER SURFACE PROFILES 
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TABLE A-1 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION DATA FROM EXPERIMENT 13 
Section A Section B Section c 
Test Velocity Area Velocity Area Velocity Area 
-
1 Data Erratic, L40 OoOOO 2o36 OoOOO 
Not Presented lolO 0370 L75 0329 
loOO 0599 LSO .569 
090 .; 881 1.25 .694 
0 75 1.,267 LOO 0839 
.so lo 793 .90 .898 
2 L79 oOOO 3.40 o tlOO 
lo SO .823 3o00 0249 
1.25 10737 2.so .730 
LlO 2.298 2o00 1.166 
LOO :2. 69 3 :i O 5 0 1. 652 
.90 3~056 1..25 1.846 
.75 :L473 LOO 1.921 
3 2oll .ooo 4.18 .ooo 
lo 75 L514 4o00 .118 
lo50 2,;66,4 3~50 0703 
L25 3.758 3.00 L268 
1.00 l~.732 2o50 L 809 
075 $.512 2.00 2.319 
1. 50 2.683 
1.00 2.955 
2.68 .ooo 4.95 .ooo 
2.50 .971 4.50 .720 
2.25 2~640 4.00 1.786 
2.00 40116 3.50 2.572 
1. 75 5.698 3.00 3.360 
1.'so 7.006 2.50 4.068 
L25 8.198 2.00 4.629 
LOO 9.122 LSO 5.045 
5 3.09 : .·; 0 000 5.17 .ooo 
3.00 •··· .. 0170 5.oo .723 
2.75 2.304 4o75 1.443 
2.50 40439 4.50 20170 
2.25 6.237 4.00 30376 
2o00 7.830 a.so 40516 
1.75 9.443 3o00 50522 
L50 10.893 2.00 6.746 
1.00 12.613 
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TABLE A=2 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION DATA FROM EXPERIMENT 14 
Section A Section B Section c 
Test Velocity Area Velocity Area Velocity Area 
1 0.,306 0.,000 1.05 OoOOO 2 .. 55 0.000 
0275 .118 L,00 .119 2o50 .085 
.250 .258 .90 .421 2.25 .368 
0225 .406 .80 0773 2.00 .634 
.200 .586 .75 L279 L75 .965 
ol75 .803 .70 L474 L50 1.268 
0150 L002 .60 L 802 L25 L516 
.so 2.142 LOO L 711 
0 40 2.457 
2 .298 oOOO L30 0 000 3.94 .ooo 
.240 0595 lo20 .424 3.50 0540 
0225 0766 1.10 .960 3o25 .855 
0200 1.345 LOO L548 3.00 Ll89 
.175 1.842 .90 2.284 2o75 L530 
.150 20291 .80 3.048 2.50 1.803 
.130 20531 .70 30650 2.25 2.074 
.60 4.124 2.00 2.386 
050 4.564 1.75 2.655 
L50 20855 
3 0297 oOOO lo59 .ooo 4o95 oOOO 
.275 0265 L50 .272 4.50 .622 
.250 .986 L40 L016 4.00 10655 
0225 20168 lo30 1.850 3o50 2.522 
0200 3.490 lo20 2.740 3.00 30414 
0175 40542 1.10 30736 2o50 4.141 
.150 50225 LOO 4.668 2.00 4.651 
090 5.612 L50 50078 
.80 6.532 
0 70 7.170 
.60 7.866 
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TABLE A=2 (CONTINUED) 
Section A Section B Section C 
Test Veiocitx, Area Velocity Area Velocity Area 
4 00307 OoOOO lo82 OoOOO 5o25 00540 
0300 .030 lo70 0499 5,.00 10227 
0275 0266 lo60 10359 4o50 2 .. 469 
0250 0923 lo50 20438 4o00 30530 
0225 20839 lo40 30468 3o50 40603 
0200 50071 lo30 40666 3,.00 5 .. 450 
0175 6.677 1.20 50819 2.50 60290 
1.10 60953 2.00 6.867 
loOO 80000 1 .. 50 70442 
090 80961 
080 100019 
5 0347 oOOO lo92 oOOO 5o74 oOOO 
0275 L207 lo80 0710 5o00 2.373 
0250 40046 1. 70 1.752 4o50 30815 
.240 50768 L60 30084 4o00 5.261 
0225 70632 L50 30998 3o50 60564 
0200 90547 lo40 50270 3o00 70513 
0115 100601 L30 60635 2o50 80373 
0150 lL 463 L20 7.949 2o00 9.031 
lolO 90145 
loOO 100465 
090 110665 
0 80 130033 
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TABLE A=3 
WATER SURFACE ELEVATIONS FROM UNIFORM 
FLOW EXPERIMENTS 1, 2, AND 3, 1963 
Experiment 1 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
2306 9140000 914 .. 302 9140602 9150040 915 .. 253 
7306 9130958 9140266 914.570 915.012 915.218 
12306 9130910 9140223 914.535 9140987 9150184 
17306 9130852 914.176 9140494 9140954 9150142 
22306 8130803 9140139 9140463 9140927 9150107 
27306 9130750 9140104 9140432 9140903 9150073 
32306 9130706 9140074 9140405 9140878 915.035 
37306 9130643 914.028 914.363 9140843 914.982 
39902 9130622 914.017 9140354 914.838 914.976 
Experiment 2 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
23.6 914.051 9140346 9140602 9150027 915.294 
7306 914.007 9140305 914.572 914 .. 990 915.,256 
12306 913.958 9140264 914 .. 534 914.956 915.222 
17306 913.895 9140212 9140491 914.907 915 .. 175 
223.6 9130842 9140166 9140454 914.867 915.134 
27306 913.784 914.127 914.422 9140832 9150102 
323.6 913.731 914.090 9140390 914.,790 915.,058 
37306 913.652 914.030 914~344 9140734 914.,999 
39902 9130618 914.011 914.,330 9140720 9140989 
Experiment 3 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
2306 9140133 9140435 9140657 9150072 9150329 
7306 9140087 9140394 9140613 9150028 9150286 
12306 9140038 9140350 9140568 9140983 9150240 
17306 913.;976 9140300 9140514 9140929 9150185 
22306 9130924 9140255 9140463 9140879 9150135 
27306 913.873 9140218 9140419 9140833 9150090 
32306 9130829 9140183 9140378 9140785 9150040 
373.6 9130772 9140137 9140317 9140716 914.968 
39902 9130746 9140121 9140294 914.695 914.948 
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TABLE A=4 
WATER SURFACE ELEVATIONS FROM NONUNIFORM 
FLOW EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5~ 1963 
Experiment 4 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
2306 9140143 9140407 9140623 9150004 9150238 
7306 9140093 9140355 9140568 9140946 9150176 
12306 9140043 9140301 9140513 9140888 9150115 
17306 9130967 9140223 9140432 9140801 9150026 
22306 9130897 9140147 9140353 9140716 9140937 
27306 9130824 9140070 9140273 9140631 9140847 
32306 9130742 9130977 9140175 914.520 914.725 
373.6 9130594 9130792 9130963 9140272 914.458 
399.2 913.o 479 913.637 913.775 914.041 914.209 
Experiment 5 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
~= 
2306 9140010 9140258 914.484 9140853 9150091 
7306 913.960 9140206 9140430 914.797 915.033 
12306 9130915 9140158 9140380 9140745 914.978 
17306 9130855 9140097 9140315 914,,674 9140906 
22306 9130801 9140040 914.256 9140610 9140838 
27306 9130743 9130981 9140194 9140544 9140770 
32306 9130667 9130898 9140101 9140436 914.648 
373.6 9130549 9130749 9130932 9140230 9140424 
39902 9130442 9130604 913.747 9130999 9140161 
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TABLE A-5 
WATER SURFACE ELEVATIONS FROM UNIFORM 
FLOW EXPERIMENTS 7, 9, AND 11, 1964 
Experiment 7 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
23.6 914.095 914.380 914.633 915.035 915.430 
73.6 914.048 914 .. 338 914.590 914.995 915.397 
123.6 9140016 914.307 914 .. 558 914.965 915.371 
173.6 913.977 914.271 914.518 914 .. 928 915.341 
223.6 913.938 914.233 914.478 914 .. 889 915.311 
273" 6 913.896 914.197 914.436 914.852 915.282 
323.6 913.852 914.158 914.388 914.804 915.242 
373.6 913.795 914.109 914 .. 326 914.748 915 .. ,2..00 
399.,2 9130770 914.093 914.303 914.730 915.187 
Experiment .. 9 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
23.6 914.039 914.292 914.483 911.L,933 915.264 
73.6 913.991 914.249 914.448 914,887 915.219 
123.6 913.954 914.215 914.410 914.849 915.182 
173.6 9130917 9140181 9140372 9140806 9150141 
223.6 9130879 9140148 9140333 9140764 9150101 
273.6 9130845 9140117 9140296 9140722 9150064 
32306 9130813 9140087 914~255 914.668 9150010 
373.6 9130770 914.048 9140199 9140596 9140946 
399.2 9130753 9140034 9140176 914.574 914.927 
Experiment 11 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
2306 9140118 9140355 914.581 915.038 9150340 
7306 9140 062 9140302 914.527 914.994 915.292 
12306 9140021 9140263 9140487 9140959 915.,251 
17306 9130978 9140224 9140446 914.921 9150212 
22306 9130935 9140183 914 0 1+_0;3 9140882 9150167 
273.6 9130892 9140147 914.360 914.848 915.131 
32306 9130849 9140104 9140313 9140806 915.074 
37306 9130779 9140042 914.241 9).40 748 915q004 
39902 9130738 9140014 914.210 9140728 914p976 
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TABLE A-6 
WATER SURFACE ELEVATIONS FROM NONUNIFORM FLOW 
EXPERIMENTS 8, 10, 12 AND 13, 1964 
Experiment 8 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
2306 9140104 9140372 9140605 9140972 915.261 
7306 9140053 9140319 9140552 914.914 915.198 
12306 914.015 914.276 9140506 9140868 9150149 
173.6 913.974 914.228 914.453 914.807 915.085 
223.6 913.920 914.167 · · 914. 387 9140734 915.007 
27306 913.864 914.103 9140317 914.658 914.925 
32306 9130792 9140014 914.216 914.540 914.792 
37306 9130647 913.837 9140014 9140310 914.542 
399.2 913.455 913.616 913.760 914.011 914.226 
Experiment 10 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
23.6 914.077 914.310 914.528 914.910 915.202 
73.6 914.022 914.253 914.471 914.849 915.138 
123.6 913.978 914.206 914.423 914c799 9150086 
173.6 9130934 914.157 914.370 914.741 915.024 
223.6 913.883 9140102 914.310 9140675 914,955 
27306 913c828 914.043 9140250 914..,609 914.884 
323.6 913,770 913.974 9140170 9140510 914.770 
373.6 913,647 913.823 9130996 914,302 914.538 
399.2 9130464 913.612 913.757 914.024 914.241 
Experiment 12 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
2306 914.143 914.364 914 .. 780 914.966 915.256 
73.6 914.084 914.304 914.520 914.903 915.189 
123.6 914.037 914.255 914.469 914.850 915.132 
173.6 913.994 914.207 914.415 914.789 915.069 
223.6 913.941 914.150 914.356 914.721 914.995 
273.6 913.887 914.089 914.291 914.652 914.921 
323.6 9130827 914.015 914.208 914.548 914.801 
373.6 913.691 913.853 914.019 914.324 914.557 
399.2 913.489 9130626 9130763 914.033 914.228 
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TABLE A-6 (CONTINUED) 
Experiment 13 
Station Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Tes.t .4 Test 5 
2306 9140016 9140282 914.486 914.792 915.046 
7306 9130961 9140227 9140434 914.737 914Jj986 
12306 9130916 914Q180 9140383 914.688 914.934 
173.6 9130874 914.130 914.329 9140628 914,,873 
223.6 9130824 914.075 914.272 914.572 91~ .. 810 
273.6 913.765 914.013 914.209 914.502 914.738 
32306 913.711 913.946 914.133 914.412 914.637 
373.6 9130602 913.806 913.977 914.231 914.438 
399.2 9130438 9130612 913.756 9140006 914.202 
TABLE A-7 
BOTTOM ELEVATIONS 
ACROSS re 31, 
INTERVALS 
ROW-WISE) 
AT HALF-FOOT 
19 6 3 (RE;AD 
NOMINAL STATION 0+25 
915. 54 915.35 915.20 915, 00 914. 78 914.b6 914.46 914,31 
914.12 913.94 913, 77 913.69 913,58 913,41 913,19 913. lO 
913,21 913.29 913 • 4U 913153 913,60 913,65 913,76 . 913,85 
913192 914.0l 914.10 914,15 914,19 914.23 914130 914140 
914, 44 914.49 914.58 914 .68 914.74 914.79 914.90 914.97 
915.Q8 915;..l 3 915.16 915.23 915.35 915.39 915• 41 915 • 49 
915149 
NOMINAL STATION 0+75 
915 • 46 915.26 915.17 914.97 914.81 914.63 914,51 914.31 
914.14 913.94 913 • 85 913.69 913.61 913145 913,11 913107 
913.20 913.31 913.43 913,47 913.52 913158 913 • 68 913170 
913.77 913.8 l 913.88 913.98 9!4.C4 914·10 9141 17 914123 
i914,35 914. 35 914,45 914.52 914,62 91'4,73 914,69 914.88 
914197 914,99 915,07 915,15 915,17 915,19 915,25 91~.>.29 
915. 36 
NOMINAL STATION .. +25 
915,53 915,36 915.20 914,96 914.79 91416~ 914. 51 9·14. 27 
914,09 913, 9't 913 • 79 913,60 913,46 913,34 913,07 913 • 04 
913,18 913.29 913,36 913,39 913,44 913,53 913.52 913,61 
913.65 913,71 913,75 913.77 913.82 913.69 914.00 914,12 
914,21 9.14,27 914,:H 914,37 914,43 914,52 914, 59 914, 71 
914. 76 914,84 914,91 914,97 915, lJO 915,06 915. 14 915.24 
915,29 
NOMINAL STATION 1+75 
915, 36 915,23 915,02 914,82 914., 6'4 914,50 914 • 29 914.17 
913 ,96 913, 84 913,70 913,51 9131142 913, 2-6 913,07 913·03 
913,16 913,31 913, 36 913 ,'38 913.42 913,52 913,53 913, 60 
913 ,65 913,69 913,73 913,80 913.87 913,90 914.02 914.07 
914, 13 914,18 914,27 914,35 914,43 914,51 914, 55 914.64 
914,76 914,82 914 • 93 915.02 915.08 915,16 915,20 915,21 
915, 28 
NOMINAL STATION 2+25 
915,28 915, 12 914, 92 914,76 914, 56 914,33 914. 18 914,.06 
913.87 913,71 913,58 913,52 913,40 913,16 912,99 912.90 
912,98 913, C'6 913, l l 913,22 9_13.2'+ 913,32 913.37 913·48 
913, 48 913.55 913,59 913.63 913,73 913.BO 913.86 913,95 
913,99 914,08 914, 17 914,22 914.26 914,37 914 • 46 914.54 
914,65 914.75 914 • 83 914,90 914,97 915,04 915,12 915,18 
915,26 
NOMINAL SHTION 2+75 
915,10 914.92 914,71 914. 50 9-14. 32 914·,19 914. 02 913,80 
913,66 913,55 913,45 913,35 913, 19 913,06 912,93 912, 87 
912.97 913, 10 913. 18 913,20 913,29 913,32 913 • 37 913,47 
913.57 913,64 913,69 913.76 913,62 913,93 914.00 914·05 
914 el 5 914, 20 91.4, 25 914,34 914,44 914.46 914,55 914,63 
914.68 914, 74 914,79 914,88 914,94 915.01 915 •. 07 915.16 
915.23 
NOMINAL STATION 3+25 
915,15 914, 97 914, 75 914.60 9'14. 36 914 .! 7 913.-99 913,77 
913.63 913,50 ~ 13, 36 913.26 913, lb 913,07 912,94 912,63 
912.96 913,07 913, 17 913,26 913,34 913,32 913.37 913,42 
913. 53 913,60 913,67 913,76 913,89 913.96 914,04 914.14 
914,23 914. 30 914,36 914,50 914;53 914.00 914. 74 914,79 
914.81 914,91 914, 98 915.03 915.13 915,18 915,23 915,28 
915 • 36 
NOMINAL STATION 3+75 
915 • 04 914,89 914,71 914,49 914,30 914·21 914,01 913 • 80 
913.76 913, 54 913,41 913.23 913 • (.)7 912,97 912,80 912, 81 
912t96 913.09 913,21 913,26 913.36 913.40 913. 50 913,59 
913,67 913,74 913.81 913,90 913,96 914,06 914,13 914,22 
914.29 914.36 914,45 914.51 914,58 914,63 914.73 914,84 
914.91 914,95 915.00 915.04 915,12 915.19 915.28 915,33 
915.40 
NOMfNAL STATION 4+00 
914,93 914, 75 914,59 9!4,41 914,30 914,06 913,92 913, 77 
913,59 913,47 913. 32 913,17 913.06 912,89 912,75 912,74 
912.88 912,96 913, 00 913,10 913,18 913,24 913 .39 913,43 
913,53 913.62 913.73 913.;93 913.94 913,96 914,06 914, 10 
914,24 914, 2 7 914,31 914,36 914.49 914,57 914 • Pb 914,74 
914 .• 72 91'+. 80 914.81 914,68 914,95 914,98 915,03 915·06 
915,13 
191 
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TABLE A-8 
BOTTOM ELEVATIONS AT HALF-FOOT INTERVALS 
ACROSS FC 31, 1964 (READ ROW-WISE) 
,NOMINAL STATION 0+25 
915,53 915,34 915, 18 914,99 914,77 914,62 914,43 914,30 
914, IZ 913,93 913,76 913,67 913,58 913,38 913,22 913,09 
913,20 913,28 913 • 36 913,53 913,59 913,65 913,H 913,85 
913,92 913,99 914,06 914,12 914,18 914,21 914,27 914, 36 
9.14,43 914.49 914,58 914.66 914,72 914,81 914,88 914,96 
915,06 915, 12 915, 16 915,21 915,33 915,37 915,39 915, .. 7 
915,46 
NOMINAL STATION 0+75 
915,47 915, 26 915, 16 914.96 914,82 914,63 914, 51 914,32 
914, 14 913,96 913,86 913,70 91'3,60 913,45 913,14 913,08 
.913,18 913,32 913,42 913,47 913, 52 913,58 913,68 913,69 
9i3, 77 913.81 913,89 913,98 91'4.04 914,10 914,17 914,22 
9.14,32 ·914, 35 914,45 914,52 914,61 914,72 914,68 914,86 
914,96 914,98 915,06 915,14 915,15 915, 18 915,23 915,29 
915,36 
NOMINAL STATIPN 1+25 
915,50 915,34 915, 17 914,95 914,80 914,68 914,50 914,28 
914,09 9)3,92 913, 83 913,62 91:3.46 913,35 913,06 913,03 
913,15 913,26 913,35 913,39 913,44 913,50 913,52 913,60 
913,64 913,71 913,74 913,78 913,82 913,88 913, 98 914,lQ 
914, 19 914,26 914.30 '914,37 914,40 914,50 914, 58 914,68 
914, 74 914,81 .914~88 914!195 914,97 915,04 915, I I 915,21 
915,n 
NOMINAL STATION 1+75 
915,38 915,24 915, 02 914,85 914,65 91'4,54 914,28 914, 18 
9U,97 913,83 ·913, 70 913,51 913,43 913,29 913,08 913,04 
913,14 913,29 913, 36 913,38 •913,42 913,52 913,54 913,61 
913,64 913,70 913,72 913,80 913,87 913,88 913,98 914,07 
914, 13 914, 18 914,25 914,35 914,42 914,53 914,56 914,63 
914,76 914,80 914,91 915,00 915,06 915,14 915, I 7 915,22 
915,28 
NOMINAL STATION 2+25 
915 ,28 915,13 914, 90 914,75 914,57 914,33 914,17 914,0.6 
913 ,88 913,71 913,59 913,52 913,38 913,16 913,0 l 912,90 
912,98 91'.3.07 913, ll 913,22 913.,25 913,30 913,37 .913,46 
913,47 913,55 9i3,59 913°164 913; 72 9!3',80 913,88 913,94 
914,00 914,08 914, 18 914,23 914,28 914,38 914,47 914,55 
914,67 914, 7S 914,82 ~14,89 914,94 915,02 915, 12 915,16 
915,24 
NOMINAL STATION 2+75 
915 ,08 914,9U 914,68 914,47 914,32 914, ra 913,98 913, 80 
913,64 913,54 913,45 ~13,34 913, 18 913,08 912,95 912,88 
913,00 913, 10 913, 18 913.21 913,28 913.32 913, 38 913,48 
91.3,5.8 91-3,65 913, 70 913, 77 913,84 913,92 ·914,01 914,07 
914,16 914,21 914.26 914,34 914,1145, 914,50 914,5,6 914,-64 
914,68 914,73 914,78 914,87 914,93 915,00 915,06 915• 16 
915,21 
NOMINAL STAT ION 3+25 
915,16 914.98 914.77 914 •. 63 914.,39 9\'4, 17 914,02 913,80 
913,66 913,52 913,41 913,30 913, 18 913, IO · 912,96 912, 83 
912,92 913.06 913,13 913,22 91'.3.33 913,33 913,36 913,42 
913,50 913.61 913,68 913, 76 913,89 '913.96 914,03 914,10 
9i4,20 ,914,30 914,36 914,48 914,53 914,58 914,72 914,80 
914,79 914,91 914. 98 915,0i 915, ll 915,17 915,22 915,25 
915, 32 
NOMINAL ~TATION 3+75 
915,05 914,9"1 9i.4, 76 .914,51 914,31 914,~2 .914,04 913,84 
913,77 913,60 91.3,44. 913,28 913, 12 913,01 912,86 912,84 · 
912,93 913,08 913, 20 913,26 913,35 913,43 "913,46 913, 60 
913,65 913.74 913, 82 .. 913,88 913,96 9.14,04 914, 10 914,22 
914,28 914,36 91't,44 914 ,53 914,57 914,64 914, 73 914.80 
914,90 911:t,,94 914,.98 915,04 915, ll 915, 18 9'15,26 915,31 
915,38 
NOMINAL S.TATION 4+00 
915,02 ·.914,77 914,61 914,45 914,34 914,21 913,96 913,81 
913,64 9:13.50 913, 38 913,21 913·, 11 912,97 912,78 912,76 
912,86 912.:96 9i3·.oo 913,07" 913,io 913.23 913,35 913,42 
913,48 913,61 913, 70 913,80 913 ,91 913,95 914,06 914,08· 
914,17 914,28 914, 30 91·4,36 914,44 914,54' 914,62 914.70 
914,H 914,77 914,80 914,81 914,93 914,.93 915,01 915,04 
915,oa 
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TABLE A-9 
CULM LENGTH AND DENSITY DATA, FC 31, 1963 
Total Total Avg. 
Area Culm Number Culm Culm 
Measured Length Of Length Density 
Date (in.2) Grass (in.) Culms (in.) culms/in.2 
8/20/63 288 Bermuda 1,908.25 627 
Crabg3:ass 16.50 6 
Bristlegr. 135.00 36 
2,059.75 ~ 3.08 2.32 
8/22/63 64 Bermuda 551.00 154 
Bristle gr. 143.50 23 
694.50 rrr 3.92 2.77 
8/26/63 96 Bermuda 833.50 203 
Crabgrass 37.25 7 
Bristlegr, 21.25 3 
~92 o'00 'IT! 4.19 2.22 
8/28/63 96 Bermuda 1,267.50 299 
Crabgrass 116.75 17 
Bristlegr. 100.00 16 
i,484.25 ~ 4.47 3.46 
8/29/63 32 Bermuda 143.25 49 
Crabgrass 2.75 1 
Bristle gr. 39.50 11 !as.so 'IT 3.04 1.91 
9/4/63 64 Bermuda 460.00 121 
Bristlegr. · 4.75 1 
464.75 ~ 3.81 1.91 
9/6/63 24 Bermuda 263.75 83 3.18 3.46 
9/10/63 96 Bermuda 876.25 214 
Crabgrass 30.25 7 
906.50 m 4.10 2.30 
10/7/63 96 Bermuda 859.50 224 3.84 2.33 
10/21/63 96 Bermuda 1,001.00 255 
Bristlegr. 20.00 4 
1,021.00 'TS"g' 3.94 2.70 
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TABLE A-10 
BERMUDAGRASS CULM AND BRANCH LENGTH AND 
DENSITY DATA, FC 31, 1964 
Total 
Total Culrn Number Avgo Culm Culm And 
Area And Branch Of Culms And Branch Branch 
Measured Length And Length Density 
Date (ino2) ( in o) Branches ( ino) c and B/ino2 
Tl''·{':!:""'"."'"!"= 
7/20/64 52 534.88 187 2.86 3.60 
7/23-24/64 96 1,579.25 531 2.97 5.53 
7/31/64 96 1,210.75 477 2. 5·4 4.97 
8/3/64 96 1,432.25 528 2.71 5.50 
8/6-7/64 96 1,937.00 626 3.09 6.52 
9/1-2/64 96 1,444.00 632 2.28 6.58 
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TABLE A- l l. 
VEGETATION SAMPLE WEIGHTS, FC 31, 1964 
Area Dry 
Sampled Weight 
Date (ino2) Csrams) 
7/24/64 864 27009 
7/30/64 864 31206 
8/3/64 864 262.0 
8/6/64 864 30406 
8/30/64 864 282.5 
9/2/64 864 282.2 
9/25/64 864 360.9 
Distance From 
Upper End Of 
Weir 
(ft .• ) 
0 
25 
75 
125 
175 
225 
275 
325 
375 
395 
399.23 
Total 
TABLE A-1? 
INFLOW DISTRIBUTION, EXPERIMENT 6 
Head 
( ft O) 
0.021 
.017 
.017 
.020 
.021 
.027 
.027 
.024 
.021 
Test 2 
Flow·Adhering 
C~lculated Adjusted 
6Q 6Q 
(cfs) (cfs) 
Ol.237 Q:.240 
.387 .392 
.306 .310 
.384 .389 
~480 .486 
.646 .654 
.804 .814 
.732 .741 
.229 .232 
.040 .041 
4.245 4.299 
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Total Adjusted 
Discharge At 
Station 
(cfs) 
0. OO'Q> 
.240 
.632 
.942 
1.331 
1.817 
2.471 
3.285 
4.026 
4.258 
4.299 
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TABLE A-12 ;(CONTINUED) 
Test 3 
Flow Adhering Except From 290 to 350 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head t.Q AQ Station 
(fto) (fto) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 0.000:> 
,Q;. 46 7 Q;. 48 4 
25 10.029 .484 
.837 .867 
75 .026 1.351 
.760 .787 
125 .. 026 2.138 
.887 • 919 
175 .030 I 3.057 
1.048 '1. 0 8 5 
225 .032 4.142 
1.284 1.330 
275 .037 5.472 
1.400 1 .. 450 
325 .036 6.922 
1.367 1 .. 416 
375 .035 8.338 
.517 .535 
397 .030 8 .. 87 3 
• 045 .047 
399.23 8.920 
Total 8 .. 612 8.920 
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TABLE A-1? (CONTINUED) 
Test 4 
Flow Springing ' Free 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head llQ llQ Station 
(fto) (fto) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 0 .. 000 
1 .. 170 1.125 
25 0' 0 051 1 .. 125 
2 .. 234 2.148 
75 .047 3.273 
2.194 2.110 
125 .050 5.383 
2.340 2.250 
175 .. 052 7.633 
2.430 2.336 
225 .053 9.969 
2.600 2.500 
275 .058 12.469 
2.742 2.636 
325 .058 15.105 
2.705 2.601 
375 .057 17.706 
1.016 .977 
395 .052 18.683 
.. 205 .197 
399.23 18.880 
Total 19.636 18.880 
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TABLE A-12 (CONTINUED) 
. Test 5 
Flow Springing Free 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted·' Discharge At 
Weir Head liQ liQ Station 
(ft.) (ft.) (Cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 0.071 0. 0 O-;Q) 
1. 794 1.738 
25 .075 1.738 
1.835 1. 777 
50 .072 3.515 
1. 757 1.702 
75 .071 5.217 
1. 739 1.684 
100 .070 6.901 
1. 762 1. 707 
125 .072 8.608 
1. 798 1. 741 
150 .074 10.349 
1.876 1. 817 
. 175 .076 12.166 
1.889 1. 830 
200 .075 13.996 
1. 798 1.741 
225 .071 15~737 
1. 739 1.684 
250 .070 17.421 
1.720 1.666 
275 .070 19.087 
1.720 1.666 
300 • 0 70 20.753 
1. 753 1. 698 
325 • 0 72 22.451 
1.794 1.738 
350 .073 24.189 
1. 876 1.817 
375 .077 26.006 
1.526 1. 478 
395 .075 27.484 
.317 .307 
399.23 27.791 
Total 28.693 27.791 
Distance From 
Upper End of 
Weir 
(ft O) 
TABLE A-12 (CONTINUED) 
Test 6 
Flow Sprinjing Free 
Head 
(ft O) 
Calculated Adjusted 
LlQ LlQ 
(cfs) (cfs) 
Windy And High Heado 
Uniform Inflow 
Assumed 
200 
Total Adjusted 
Discharge At 
Station 
(cfs) 
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TABLE A-12 . ( CONTINUED) 
Test 7 
Flow Adhering 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjus·ted Discharge At 
Weir Head ~Q ~Q Station 
(ft.) (ft.) (ofs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 b. 0 30 0 ~ OQJO: 
0.504 ,0.369 
30 .025 0 369 
.269 .19 7 
50 .024 .566 
.316 .232 
75 .;023 • 79 8 
.286 .210 
100 .022 1. 008 
.265 0194 
125 .022 1. 202 
• 30 7 .225 
150 ... 025 1.427 
.373 0273 
175 .,027 1.700 
.427 .313 
200 .028 2.013 
.437 .320 
225 .027 2.333 
.455 .333 
250 • 0 30 2.666 
., 543 • 39 8 
275 .033 3.064 
.584 .428 
300 .,032 3.492 
.,551 .404 
325 .031 3.896 
.509 .373 
350 0 0 30 4.269 
.462 • 339 
375 .028 4.,608 
.342 .251 
395 .027 4.859 
.069 .051 
399.23 4.910 
Total 6.699 4 0 910 
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TABLE A-12 (CONTINUED) 
Test 8 
Flow Adhering Except From 300 To 350 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head AQ AQ Station 
( ft, ) (ft O) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 0. 0 36 0. 000 
0.737 0.728 
30 ., 030 .728 
.400 • 395 
50 .030 1.123 
.473 .467 
75 .029 1.590 
.441 .435 
100 .027 2.025 
.416 .411 
125 .027 2.436 
.444 .438 
150 .029 2.874 
.520 .513 
175 .032 3.387 
.584 .577 
200 .033 3.964 
.584 .577 
225 0 0 32 4.541 
.615 .607 
250 .035 5.148 
.715 • 706 
275 .038 5.854 
.747 .738 
300 .037 6.592 
.702 .693 
325 • 0 36 7.285 
.652 .644 
350 .034 1o 929 
.622 0 614 
375 .033 8.543 
.468 .462 
395 .032 9.005 
.096 .095 
399.23 9.100 
Total 9.216 9.100 
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TABLE A-12 (CONTINUED) 
Test 9 
Flow Springing Free 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head l\Q l\Q Station 
( ft O) (ft.) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 0). 0 5 8 OoOOO 
1. 556 1.480 
30 .054 1.480 
.972 .925 
50 .051 2.405 
1.166 10109 
75 .051 3.514 
1.160 1.104 
100 .oso 4.618 
1.153 1.097 
125 .oso 50715 
1.190 1.132 
150 .053 6.847 
1.246 1.185 
175 .ass 8,032 
1.297 1. 234 
200 .057 9.266 
1. 307 1. 244 
225 .055 10.510 
1. 323 1.259 
250 .058 11.769 
1. 403 L 335 
275 .061 13.104 
1. 430 1. 361 
300 .060 14.465 
1.409 1.341 
325 .059 15.806 
1. 375 1.308 
350 .057 17.114 
1.326 1.262 
375 .056 18.376 
1.038 .988 
39 5 .oss 19.364 
.218 .207 
399.23 19.571 
Total 20.569 19.571 
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TABLE A-13 
INFLOW DISTRIBUTION, EXPERIMENT 14 
\ 
Test 1 
Flow Adhering 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head AQ L:iQ Station (ft.) (ft.) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 ,0.025 0. 000 
&l.119 0>.122 
10 .021 .122 
.194 .199 
30 .021 .321 
.189 .193 
50 .021 .514 
.209 .214 
75 .018 .728 
.222 • 22-7 
100 .022 .955 
.246 .252 
125 .020 1.207 
.230 • 2 35 
150 .021 1.442 
.230 .235 
175 .020 1.677 
.135 .138 
190 .020 1.815 
.192 .196 
210 .021 2.011 
.144 .147 
225 .021 2.158 
.226 .231 
250 .020 2.389 
.226 .231 
275 .021 2.620 
.236 .242 
300 .021 2.862 
.236 .242 
325 .020 3.104 
.251 .257 
350 .022 3.361 
.228 .233 
375 . .019 3.594 
.039 .040 
380 .019 3.634 
.151 .155 
399.23 3.789 
Total 3,703 '3.789 
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TABLE A-13 (CONTINUED) 
Test 2 
Flow Adhering 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Up·per End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head AQ AQ Station 
( ft O) (ft.) (cfs) ( cfs) (cfs) 
0 ().037 0. ooo-
0.276 0.273 
10 0035 .273 
• 49 8 .493 
30 .033 .766 
.477 .472 
50 .033 1. 238 
.563 .557 
75 .031 1. 795 
.584 .578 
100 .034 2.373 
.610 .604 
125 .032 2.977 
.590 .584 
150 .033 3.561 
.587 .581 
175 .032 4.142 
• 350 .346 
190 0033 4.488 
.479 .474 
210 .033 4.962 
.357 .353 
225 .033 5.315 
.577 .571 
250 .032 5.886 
.580 .574 
275 .033 6.460 
.593 .587 
300 0033 7.047 
.587 .581 
325 .033 7.628 
.603 .597 
350 .034 8.225 
.571 .565 
375 .031 8.790 
.106 .105 
380 .031 8.895 
.409 .405 
399023 -- 9.300 
Total 9. 39 7 9.300 
TABLE A-13 (CONTINUED) 206 
Test 3 
Flow Springing Free 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head l:IQ l:IQ Station 
( ft O) (ft.) ( cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
~1Wi!';..,;~.,,,..,.,._,s,,:~,;;.,,,,, 
0 Q.061 0.000 
0.562 0.529 
10 .058 .529 
1.064 1. 001 
30 .056 1. 530 
1. 0 39 .978 
50 .055 2.508 
l. 261 1.187 
75 .053 3.695 
1. 272 1.197 
100 .056 4.892 
1.296 1. 219 
125 .ass 6.111 
1. 283 1.207 
150 .ass 7.318 
l. 272 1.197 
175 0 0 5 4 8.515 
• 75 7 .712 
190 .054 9.227 
1. 018 .958 
210 .055 10.185 
.770 .725 
225 .055 10.910 
1. 265 1.190 
250 .054 12.100 
1.265 1.190 
2 75 .055 13.290 
1.273 1.198 
300 .055 14.488 
1. 273 1.198 
325 .054 15.686 
1. 290 1. 214 
350 .056 16.900 
1.265 1.190 
375 .052 18.090 
.244 .230 
380 .053 18.320 
.946 .890 
399.23 19~210 
Total 20.415. 19.210 
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TABLE A-13 (CONTINUED) 
Test 4 
Flow Springing Free 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper Erid of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head 6Q AQ Station 
(ft~ ) ( ft O) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
0 0.079 0.000 
o.787 0.795 
10 .076 .795 
1.515 1. 530 
30 .075 2.325 
1.480 1.495 
50 .074 3.820 
L 796 1.814 
75 .072 5.634 
1. 825 1. 843 
100 .075 7.477 
1. 861 1. 879 
125 .074 9.356 
1. 839 L 857 
150 .074 11. 213 
L 825 1. 843 
175 0073 13.056 
L 089 1.100 
190 .073 14.156 
1. 483 1. 498 
210 .075 15.654 
1.117 1.128 
225 .074 16.782 
L 832 1. 850 
250 .073 18.632 
1. 832 1. 850 
275 .074 20.482 
1. 854 1. 872 
300 .075 22.354 
1. 861 1. 879 
325 .074 24.233 
1. 872 1. 890 
350 .075 26.123 
1. 836 1. 854 
375 .072 27.977 
.355 .358 
380 .072 28.335 
1. 350 1. 36 3 
399.23 29.698 
Total 29.409 29.698 
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TABLE A-13 (CONTINUED) 
Test 5 
Flow Springing Free 
Distance From Total Adjusted 
Upper End of Calculated Adjusted Discharge At 
Weir Head L\ Q L\Q Station 
( ft O ) (ft.) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 
--~~~~~ 
- --
~~=~,tr,,,,,,;;;>e1·;,""~"-'''",..,'"'~~ 
0 0,095 0.000 
1.032 L 036 
10 .094 LO 36 
2.023 2.032 
30 .092 3.068 
1. 986 1.995 
50 .091 5.063 
2.409 2.419 
75 .088 7.482 
2.434 2.445 
100 .093 9.927 
2.478 2.489 
125 .090 12.416 
2.434 2.445 
150 .091 14.861 
2.421 2.L~32 
175 .090 17.293 
L 1~50 1. 456 
190 .090 18.749 
1. 954 1. 96 2 
210 ,,091 20.711 
1.465 1.471 
225 .090 22.182 
2.416 2.426 
250 .090 24.608 
2.421 2.432 
275 .091 27.040 
2.454 2.465 
300 .091 29.505 
2.450 2.461 
325 .091 31.966 
2.486 2.497 
350 .093 34.463 
2.466 2.477 
375 .090 36.940 
.487 .489 
380 .091 37.429 
L 894 1.902 
399.23 39.331 
Total 39.160 39.331 
TABLE A-14 
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED WATER SURFACE PROFILES, 
EXPERIMENT~ SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW 
Test 2 
(1) {2) (3) (4) (5) {6) {7) {8) (9) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Diff. Diff. Diff. Diff. 
(2)-(1) (3)-{l) (4)-(1) (5)-(1) 
23.6 914.050 914.017 914.022 914.030 914.043 -Oc033 -0.028 -00020 -0.001 
73.,6 9140042 914.009 914.014 914.022 914.037 -.033 -.028 -,, 020 -.oos 
123.6 914.034 913.994 913.999 914.008 914.025 -.040 -.035 -.026 -.009 
173.6 914.021 913.972 913.977 913.985 914.006 -.049 -.044 -. 0 36 -.015 
223.6 913.999 913.946 913.951 913.960 913.983 -.053 -.048 
- 0 0 39 -.016 
273.6 913.967 913.913 913.918 913.926 913.951 -.053 -.049 -.041 -0016 
323.6 913.902 913.856 913.860 913.868 913.894 -.046 -.042 -.034 -.008 
373.6 913.758 913.717 913.719 913.721 913.742 -.041 - • 0 39 -.037 -.016 
399.2 913.586 913.586 913.586 913.586 913.586 -.ooo -.000 -.ooo -.000 
Test 3 
23.6 914.314 914.272 914.283 914.298 914.315 -~042 -.031 -.016 +oOOl 
c73.6 914.306 914.265 914.276 914.290 914.309 -.041 -.030 - .. 016 +.003 
123.6 914 .. 296 914.251 914.261 914.275 914.297 -.045 -.035 -.021 +.003 
173.6 914.280 914.227 914.238 914.252 914.277 -.053 -.042 -.028 -.003 
223.6 914.252 914.197 914.207 914.221 914.249 -.ass -.045 -.031 -.003 
273.6 914.213 914.157 914.166 914.179 914.209 -.056 -.047 -.034 ..:.. • 004 
323.6 914.137 914.087 914.094 914.107 914.137 -.oso -.043 -.030 -.ooo 
373.6 913.965 913.919 913.924 913.931 913.956 -.047 -.041 -.034 -.009 
399.2 913.746 913.746 913.746 913.746 913.746 -.ooo -.ooo -.ooo -~000 
·!',.) 
0 
tO 
TABLE A-14 (CONTINUED) 
Test 4 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method·2 Method 3 Method 4 Diff. 
(2)-(1) 
?3.6 914.673 9140623 914.643 914.665 914.686 -0.050 
7306 914.665 914.615 914.635 914.657 914.678 -.050 
123.6 914.653 914.598 914.618 914.638 914.663 -.ass 
173.6 914.631 914.569 914.588 914.608 914.637 -.062 
22306 914.598 914.532 914.550 914.570 914.603 -.066 
273.6 914.530 914.480 914.497 914.516 914.552 -.070 
323.6 914.452 914.393 914.407 9140426 914.463 -.059 
373.6 914.242 9'14 .193'> .. 914. 202 914.215 914.248 -.049 
399~-2 913.973 913.973 913.973 913.973 913.973 =. 00 0 
Test 5 
23.6 914.946 914.860 914.888 914.913 914.937 -'~ 086 
73.6 914.930 914.851 914.8·79 914.903 914.928 -.079 
123.6 914.916 914.832 914.858 914.881 914.910 -.084 
173.6 914.884 914.799 914.824 914.846 914.879 -.085 
223.6 914.838 914.757 914.780 914.803 914.839 -.081 
273.6 914.777 914.697 914.718 914.740 914.780 -.080 
323.6 914.,668 914.598 914.617 914. 6 3 8 914.679 -.070 
373.6 914.433 914.378 914.391 914.408 914.445 -.ass 
399.2 914.133 914.133 914.133 914.133 914.:)..33 -.000 
(7) (8) 
Diffo Diff. 
(3)-(1) (4)-(1) 
-0.030 =0.008 
-.030 -.008 
-.035 -.015 
-.043 -.023 
-.048 -.028 
-.053 -.034 
-.045 -.026 
-.040 -.027 
-. 00 0 -oOOO 
-.058 -.033 
-.051 -.027 
-.058 -.035 
-.060 -.038 
-.058 -.035 
-.059 -.037 
-.051 -.030 
-.043 -.025 
-.ooo 
-.ooo 
(9) 
Diff. 
(5)-(1) 
+0.013 
+.013 
+.010 
+0006 
+.005 
+.002 
+.011 
+.006 
+.ooo 
-.009 
-.002 
- .. 006 
-.oos 
+.001 
+.003 
+.011 
+.012 
+.ooo 
N 
I-' 
0 
TABLE A-14 (CONTINUED) 
Test 6 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Diffo 
(2)-(1) 
23.6 915.158 915.054 915.092 9150121 915.148 -0/104 
73.6 915.141 915.045 915.082 915.110 915.139 -.096 
123.6 915.126 915.025 915.060 915.087 915 .. 119 -.101 
173.6 915.093 914.991 915.024 915.050 9i5.087 -.102 
223.6 915.044 914.949 914.979 915.005 915.046 -.095 
273.6 914.981 914.886 914.913 914.939 914.982 -.095 
323.6 914.860 914.780 914.802 914.827 914.872 -.080 
373.6 914.606 914.547 914.561 914.581 914.621 -.059 
399.2 914.284 914.284 914.284 914.284 914.284 =.DOD 
Test 7 
23.6 914.079 914.063 914.070 914.080 914.093 -.016 
73.6 914.077 914.055 914.061 914.071 914.086 .- • 0 2 2 
123.6 914.059 914.040 914.046 914.055 914.073 -.019 
173.6 914.049 914.017 914.023 914.032 914.053 -.032 
223.6 914.033 913.988 913.994 914.003 914.027 -.045 
273.6 914.001 913.951 913.957 913.966 913.992 -.050 
323.6 913.934 913.890 913.894 913.902 913.930 -.044 
373.6 913.748 913.743 913e747 913.749 "913.771 -.005 
399.2 913.610 913 .. 610 9130610 913.610 913.610 -.ooo 
(7) ( 8) 
Diff. Diff. 
(3)-(1) (4)-(1) 
-0.066 =0.037 
-.059 -.031 · 
-.066 -.039 
-.069 -.043 
-.065 -.039 
-.068 -.04-2 
-.058 -.033 
-.045 -.025 
-.ODO =.000 
-.009 +.001 
-.016 -.006 
-.013 -.004 
-.026 -.017 
-.039 -.030 
-.044 -.035 
-.040 -9032 
-.001 +.001 
- • 00 0 + .• 00 0 
(9) 
Diff. 
(5)-(1) 
-0.010 
-.,002 
-.007 
-.006 
+.002 
+.001 
+.012 
+.015 
+.ooo 
+.014 
+.009 
+.014-
+.004-
-.006 
-.009 
-.004 
+.023 
+. 00 O 
l'v 
I-' 
I-' 
TABLE A-14 (CONTINUED) 
Test 8 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (. 6) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method 2 · Method 3 Method 4 Diffo 
(2)-(1) 
23.6 914.313 914.287 914.298 914.312 914.329 =0.026 
73.6 914.311 914.278 914.289 914.303 914.322 -.033 
123.6 914.292 914,262 914.273 914.286 914.308 
- 0 0 30 
173.6 914.279 914.237 914.248 914.261 9140286 -.042 
223.6 914.259 914.205 914.215 914.229 914.257 -.054 
273.,6 914.,222 914.163 914.171 914.184 914.214 -.058 
323.6 914.148 914.091 914.097 914.109 914.140 -.057 
373.6 913.937 913.,922 913.926 913.933 913.959 -.015 
399.2 913.753 913.753 913.753 913.753 913.753 -.000 
Test 9 
23.6 914.692 914~638 914.659 914.681 914.702 -.054 
73.6 914.689 914.630 914.651 914.671 9140695 -.059 
123.6 914.667 914.613 914.633 914.653 914.679 -.053 
173.6 914.647 914.584 914.603 914.623 914.653 -.063 
223.6 914.621 914.547 914.565 914.585 914.619 -.074 
273.6 914.574 914.495 914.512 914.531 914.568 -.079 
323.6 914.483 914.408 914.421 914.440 914.477 -.075 
373.6 914.237 914.209 914.219 914.230 914.264 -.028 
399.2 914.000 914.000 914.000 914.000 914.000 - 0 0 oo, 
( 7) (8) 
Diffo Diff. 
(3)-(1) (4)-(1) 
-0.015 =0.001 
-.,022 -.008 
-.019 -.006 
-.031 -.018 
-.044 - ,, 0 30 
-.051 -.038 
-.051 -.039 
-.011 -.004 
- 0 0 oo, 
- 0 0 oo 
-.033 -.011 
-.038 -.018 
-.034 -0014 
-.044 -.024 
-.056 -.036 
-.062 -.043 
-.062 -.043 
-.018 -.007 
- • 000 ~.ooo 
(9) 
Diff. 
(5)-(1) 
+0.,016 
+.,011 
+0016 
+.001 
-.002 
-.,008 
-.,008 
+.022 
+;. 000 
+. 010 
+.006 
+.012 
+.006 
-.002 
-.006 
-.006 
+.027 
+ 0 0 00 
N 
l-' 
N 
TABLE A-15 
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED WATER SURFACE PROFILES, 
EXPERIMENT 14, SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW 
Test 1 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Diffo DifL Diff, Diff "' 
(2)-(1) (3)-(1) (4)-(1) (5)-(1) 
23.6 914.011 913.994 913.999 914.007 914.027 -00017 -0.012 =0.004 +0.017 
73.6 914.003 913.986 913.990 913.998 914.022 -.017 -.013 -.005 +.019 
123.6 913.989 913.967 913.972 913.979 914.010 -.022 -.017 -.010 +0021 
173.6 913.972 913.937 913.941 913.948 913.989 -.035 -.031 -.024 +.017 
223.6 913.944 913.903 913.907 913.914 913.963 -.041 -.037 - • o 30 +.019 
273.6 913.910 913.865 913.869 913.876 913 .. 928 -.045 -.041 -.034 +.018 
323.6 913.863 913.809 913.812 913.818 913.872 -.054 -.051 -.045 +.009 
373.6 913.;752 913.688 913.690 913.691 913.731 -.064 -.062 =.061 -.021 
399.2 913.599 913.599 913.599 913.599 913.599 -.ooo -.000 -.ODO .., • 0 00 
Test 2 
2 3. 6 914.319 914.281 914.294 914.310 914.338 -.038 -.025 -.009 +.019 
73.6 914.310 914.273 914.285 914.300 914.332 -.037 -.025 -.010 +.022 
123.6 914.297 914.255 914.267 914.281 914.320 -.042 -.030 -.016 +.023 
173.6 914.276 914.226 914.237 914.250 914.298 -.050 -.039 -.026 +.022 
223.6 914.248 914.191 914.201 914.215 914.269 -.057 -.047 -.032 +.021 
273.6 914.208 914.148 914.157 914.169 914.227 -.060 -.051 -.039 +.019 
323.6 914.148 914.081 914.088 914.099 914.157 -.067 -.060 -.049 +-. o o 9 
373.6 914.004 913.931 913.935 913.9.38 913.983 -.073 -.069 -.066 -.021 
399.2 913.811 913.811 913.811 913 •. 811 913.811 =.000 -.000 -.000 -.000 
"" I-' 
w 
TABLE A-15 (CONTINUED) 
Test 3 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Diffo 
(2)-(1) 
2306 9140672 9140588 914.612 914.636 914.669 -0.084 
73.6 9140663 9140579 914.603 9140625 914.662 =0084 
123.6 914.647 914.561 914.584 9140605 914.648 -.086 
173.6 914.624 914.532 914.553 9140574 914.623 -0092 
223.6 914.589 914.496 9140515 914.536 914.591 =.093 
273.6 914.542 9140447 914.464 914.484 914.543 -.095 
323.6 914.465 914.368 914.382 914.401 914.460 -.097 
373.6 914.287 914.196 914.204 914.213 914.260 -0091 
399.2 914.054 914.054 914.054 914.054 914.054 =•o,00 0 
Test 4 
23.6 914.940 914.815 914.852 9140882 914.918 -.125 
73.6 914.931 914.807 914.842 914.871 914.911 -.124 
123.6 914.912 914.789 914.823 914 850 914.895 -.123 
173.6 914.887 914.759 914.791 914.817 914.869 -.128 
223.6 914.847 914.723 914.752 914.778 914.835 -.124 
273.6 914.793 914.671 914.696 914.721 914.782 -.122 
323.6 914.702 914.584 914.605 914.628 914.688 -.118 
373.6 914.500 914.397 914.411 914.422 914.470 -.103 
399.2 914.244 914.244 914.244 914.244 914.244 -.000 
(7) (8) 
Diffo Diffo 
(3)=(1) (4)-(1) 
-00060 =00036 
-.060 =.038 
-.063 -.042 
-.071 -.050 
-.074 -0053 
-.078 -.058 
-.083 =.064 
-.083 -.074 
... ,000 
- 0 0 00 
-.088 -.058 
-.089 -.060 
-.089 -.062 
-.096 -.070 
-.095 -.069 
-.097 -.072 
-.097 -.074 
-.089 -.078 
-.000 -0000 
(9) 
Diff. 
(5)-(1) 
-00003 
-.001 
+.001 
-,,001 
-.002 
+.001 
-.oos 
-.027 
= 0 0 00 
-.022 
-0020 
-.017 
-.018 
-.012 
-.010 
-.014 
- 0 0 30 
-,,000 
N 
I-' 
-I= 
TABLE A-15 (CONTINUED) 
Test 5 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) 
Station Observed Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Diff. 
(2)-(1) 
23.6 915.150 914.987 915.033 915.066 915.104 -0.163 
73.6 915.140 914.978 91'+o023 915.055 915.096 -.163 
123.6 915.120 914.959 915.002 915.033 915.080 -.161 
173.6 915.091 914.929 · 914.969 914.999 915.052 -.162 
223.6 915.048 914.891 914.928 914.958 915.015 -.157 
273.6 914.990 914.836 914 .. 869 914.898 914.959 -.154 
323.6 914.887 914.745 914.772 914.798 914.860 -.142 
373.6 914.666 914.553 914.560 914.583 914.632 -.113 
399.2 914.396 914.396 914.396 914.396 914.396 -.000 
\ 
(7) (8) 
Diff. Diff. 
(3)-(1) (4)-(1) 
-0.117 -D.084 
-.117 -.085 
-.118 -.087 
-.122 -.092 
-.120 -.090 
-.121 -.092 
-.115 -.089 
-.106 -.083 
-.000 -.000 
(9) 
Diff. 
(5)-(1) 
-0.046 
-.046 
..... 040 
-.039 
-.033 
- .. 031 
-.027 
-.034 
-.000 
.l'v 
..... 
c.n 
APPENDIX B 
LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
216 
TABLE B-1 
LISTING OF POLYFIT FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 
MONII JOB 211140007. MCCOOL JANUARY,1965 
MONII ASGN MGO,A2 
MONSS ASGN MJB,A3 
,MONSS MODE GO,·TEST 
MONSS EXEO FORTRAN,SOF-,siu,oa,o·s .. ,POLYFIT 
C POLYF IT 
C THIS PROGRAM JS FOR THE 1410 
C CALCULATES A POLYNOMIAL OF UP TO DEGREE 4 TO FIT OBSERVED DATA, 
C GIVES OBSERVED ANO CALCULATED VALUES OF Y, THEN RUNS REGR~SSION 
C ON YOBS ANO YCAL, 
C N•DEGREE OF EQUATION 
C K•NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
DIMENSION XI 1001,YC IOOl 1At7,71,Bl61,'ICALl1001 
150 FORMAT t 21X, F 10• 3, 5X ,Flo. 3 ,6X ,F 10•3, 5X ,f 101 3 I 
175 FORMATl12Xtl9HEQ. Of XOPl-VS XCP2,/l,12X,2HY*tF914,lH+,F9,41lHX13X 
1,12MCORR, COEF•=,F9,3,3X,10HSTD, DEV •,F9,31//J 
300 FORMATl2131 
310 FORMATIIOFB,31 
323 FORMATl5X,9HPOLY EQ. ,2HY~,Fl0,3,3H +,Fl0,3,3HX +,Fl0,3t9HlX**21 
1 +,F10,3,9Hcx••31 +,Fl0,3,9H(X**41 +,Fl0~3,6Htx••51,,,, 
324.FORMATll316El2,61 . 
400 FORMA Tl 27X,4HXPR2·, 1ox,6HXOBSPI ,9·X,6HXCALPI ,9X,3HDEV,// I 
500 FORMAT&°IHI I . 
600 FORMA Tl // I 
2 WRITEC3,5001 
REAOll,3001N,K 
M•K 
JJ•N 
·wRITEl3o6001 
REAOI 1,3101 IYI I I ,XI I I ,I•! ,Ml 
00 40 IC.IC.:s 1 , JJ 
N•KK . 
NPl•N+l 
00. 10 J• l ,NP I 
DO 10 K•l,NPI 
Kl•J+K-2 
AIJ,I0-=0, 
00 10 l•l ,M 
10 AIJ,Kl•AtJ,Kl+Xlll••Kl 
All,-U•M 
NP2•N+2 
OOllJ•l.,NPI 
II AtJ·,NP21•0, 
D0141•1,M. 
14 Ali,NP2l•All,NP2l+YIII 
0015J•2 ,NPI 
DOJ51•1,M 
K2•J-l 
15 AIJ,NP2l•AIJ,NP2J+JIXllll.•K2l•IYllll 
00 16 l•l,6 
16 Bii i•O, . 
00 420 K•l•N 
KPl•K+l 
L•K 
00 402 ll•KPl,NPI 
IFJABSIAlll,Kll,LE,ABSIAIL,Kl!)GO TO 402 
401 L•I I 
402 COIH INUE 
IFIL,LE,KIGO TO 420 
405 DO 410.J•ltNP2 
TEMP•AIK,JI 
AIK1Jl•AIL1JI 
410 AIL•Jl•TEMP 
420 CONTINUE 
00 102 l•ltN 
200 REC•i;/All, 11 
IPl•l+l 
DO 111 J•IPltNP2 
Ill All ,Jl•All ,Jl•!!EC 
217 
TABLE B-1 (CONTINUED) 
DO 102 l(•IPloNPI 
IFIAIK,11,EQ,O,IGO TO 102 
12 REC,.le/AIK.•11 
DO 101 J• 1PloNP2 
101 AlK,Jl•AlK,Jl•REC-All,JI 
102 CONT INU·E 
BlNPll•AlNP!,NP21/AlNPl,NPll 
NNN•O 
DO 103 MM• ·l ,N 
l•NPI-MM 
Bl I l•Al I ,NP21 
NNN•NNN+l 
DO 103 J•l ,NNN 
M3•NP2-J 
103 Blll•Blll-All,M31*BlM31 
GO TO lSloSZ,S3tS4,SSI •N 
Si WRITEJ3,3231Bllh0121 
WRITEl2,324JKl(,0l 11,0121 
GO TO 22 
S2 WRITEl3,3231BllhBl2h0l31 
WRITEl2,3241KK,Olll,012J,0131 
GO TO 22 
S3 WRITE13,3231BllhBl21,Bl31,0141 
WRITEl2,3241KK,Blllo0l21,0l31,Bl41 
GO TO 22 . 
S4 WRITE 13,32318111 ,Ol 2 loB 131 ,0141,BI SI 
WRIT El 2 ,324 IKK,BI 11 ,Bl 21,6131 ,Bl 41 ,Bl SI 
GO TO 22 . 
SS WRITE13,3231Bl I 1,0121,Bl31 •Bl41 oBlS 1,8161 
WRITE12,3241KK•Blll,Bl21,0l31,Bl41•BlSl,Bl61 
C CALCULATING YCALlll . 
22 WRITEl3,6001 
WRITEll,4001 
DO 21 l•l,M 
YCALI I I •Bl 11+8121 •x l I 1+813 l*X 111 •Xl 11+8141 *Xl 11•x 1.11•x1 I 1+111 S l*Xl I 
11•x111•x1 I l*Xl 11 
DEV•YIII-YCALIII . 
21 WRITE13,lS01XllhYlll,YCALlll,DEV 
WRITEl3,61l01 
REGRESSION OF YOBS VS YCAL 
LEAST SQUARES EQUATION Y •A+ BX 
SUMX•O, 
SUMY•O• 
SXSQ•O• 
SUMXY~O. 
SYSQ'=O• 
C•O, 
DO 20 Js.1,M 
(1:C+l• 
SUMY•SUMY+Y 111 
SUMX•SUMX+YCAL l 11 
SXSQ•SXSQ+YCALll1**2 
SUMXY•SUMXY+YCALlll*YIII 
SYSO•SYSO+Y 111 **2 
20 CONTINUE 
SLYSQ•SYSO-l l S.UMY*•2 lll:I 
SLXSO•SXSQ-1 fSUMXHZ I IC I 
SLXY•SUMXY-llSUMX•SUMYI/CI 
Z•I ISUMY/CI-ISUMXYISUMXI 1/I ISUMXICl-lSXSO/SUMXl I 
W•lSUMY-Z•SUMXI/C . 
R•SLXY/lSORTlSLXSO•SLYSQII 
SDSO•SLYSO-llSLXY**21/SLXSOI 
SSQ•SDSO/IC-2 ,O I 
S •SORTISSQI 
WRITEl3,llSIW,Z,R,S 
40 CONJINUE 
GO TO 2 
END 
MONS$ EXEU LINKLOAD 
PHASEENTIREPROG 
CALL POLYFIT 
MONU EXEQ ENTIREPROG,MJB 
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LISTING OF ALPHABET 3 FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 
MONSS j08 211140007 MCC.l)OL• jANUARY• 1965 
MONSS ASGN MGO,A2 
MONSS ASGN Mj8,A3 
MONSS MODE GO,TEST 
MONSS ·EXEQ.FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,8,5,,,ALPHABET3 
C ALPHABET] 
C THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE 1410 
C PROGRAM IS FOR FINDING BOUSSINESQ AND CORIOLIS CQEFFICIENTS 
C PROGRAM USES SIMPSON RULE TO FIND AREA UNOER CURVES OF V VS,A, 
C v••2 VS,A, ANO v••3 VS,A . 
C THIS PROGRAM TAKES OUTPUT FROM POLYFIT PROGRAM 
C Biii ·ARE COEFFICIENTS ·OF A POLYNOMIAL FIT OF·VELOCITY TO AREA 
C Bl 11 ARE READ IN ORDER OF INCREASING POWERS OF A 
C NN=DEGREE OF PQL YNOMI AL 
C N•TOTAL NUMBER OF TESTS TIMES NUMBER OF SECTIONS IN EACH 
C EXPERIMENT . 
C NE•EXPERIMENT NUMBER 
C NT•TEST NUMBER 
C TION•SECTION NUMBER 
C QT•TOTAL DISCHARGE AT SECTION 
C AT•TOTAL AREA 
C XFIRST •lERO 
C XLAST•AREA WI THIN LAST I SOVEL 
C DELX•INTERVAL OF AREA FOR INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON RULE 
OIMENSION 8161 
300 FORMATl3F8,31 
301 FORMAT(A4,I3,A4tAS,I3,A41A81A31A61F7,3,A7,F7,31 
317 FORMA Tl 21 31 
318 FORMATt3HAl=,El2,6,6HALPHA=,El2,61SHBElA•1El2,61 
319 FORMATllHl//57X,17H5VF EXPERIMENT ,13/1 
320 FORMATl31X,4HTEST,5X,7HSECTION,7X,2HQT,)OX,2HAT,lOX,2HAl,BX, 
15HALPHA ,6X, 4HBE TA// I 
321 FOR.MA Tl 31X• 13 ,8X,A3 ,6X ,3 ( f7, :h§X 1,F6, 3 ,sx,F6,3n 
322 FORMATllHll. . 
324 FORMATll3,6El2,61 
I READll,3171 N,NE 
WRITEl3,3191 NE 
~~~TEl3,3201 ! 
REA011,3011EXP,NE,SKIP1,TEST,NT,SKIP2,SEC•TION,DISCH,OT,AREA,AT 
READll,3001 DELX,XFIRST,XLAST 
READll,3241 NN,IBUloj•l,61 
rtNN•NN+l 
NNNN•NNN+i 
DO 6 j=NNNN, 6 
6 BIJl=O, 
K•llXLAST-XFIRSTI/DELXl+l, 
L•IK.-11/2 
ALPHA=·O, 
BETA=O, 
Q=O, 
Xl•XFIRST 
X2•Xl+OELX 
X3•X2+0ELX 
CALL VALUEIBlll1Bl21,8131,Bl41,Bl51,Bl61,Xl,Yl•YSl,YCll 
CALL VALUEIBlll,Bl21•Bl31,Bl41,Bl51•Bl611X2,Y2,YS2,YC21 
CALL VALUE 18111,BI 21 ,a 131,8141 ,a 151 ,a 161 ,X3,Y3,YS3oYC3 I 
DO 40 11•1'L 
ALPHA•ALPHA+OELX•IYC1+4,•YC2+YC31/3, 
BETA=BETA+DELX•IYS1+4,•YS2+YS31/3, 
Q=O+OELX*IY1+4,*Y2+Y31/3, 
Xl•X3 
Yl=Y3 
YSl•YS3 
YCl•YC3 
X2aX3+DELX 
X3•X2+DELX 
CALL VALUE I Bl 11,BI 21,B 131,B 141,B 151 ,B 161 ,X2 ,Y2,YS2 ,YC2 I 
CALL VALUE I Bl I .. ,Bi 21,B 131,8141,8 ( 51 ,B161,X3 ,y3,YS3,YC31 
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40 CONTINUE 
IFIIK-12•Ll-lloEQoOI GO TO 50 
ALPHA•ALPHA+OELX~IYCl+YC21/2o 
BETA•BETA+DELX* I YSl+YS2 I/ 2, 
Q•Q+OELX•IYl+Y21/2, 
Xl•X2 
Yl•Y2 
50 QR•QT-0 
Al•2,•0R/Yl+Xl 
S•Yl/lXl-All 
ALPHA•ALPHA+s•s•s• 1 111 Ai/4, -Al I *Al+l,5*Al*Al I *Al-Al •A1•A11 •A1-
·II I I X1 /4,-AI J*X l+l, 5•Al *Al I *XI-Al •Al *Al I* Xl I 
ALPHA•IAT•AT/IQT•QT•QTll*ALPHA 
BETA•BETA+S*S*IIIAl/3,-All*Al+Al*All*Al-llXl/3,-All*Xl+Al•All*Xll 
BETA•IAT/IQT•QTll*BETA 
WRITE12o3011EXP,NE,SKIP1,TEST,NT,SKIP2,SEC,t10N,OISCH,QT,AREA,AT 
WRITEI 2,3241NN, IBI J 1,J•l ,NNNI 
WRITEl2,3181Al,ALPHA,BETA 
WRITE13,3211NT,TION,QT,Al,Al,ALPHA,BETA 
l•l+l 
IFll,LT,NI GO TO 2 
WR.ITE13,3221 
GO TO 1 
END 
MON$$ EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,8,5 
SUBROUTINE VALUEIB1,B2,B3,B4,B5,B6,X,Y,YS,YCI 
Y•IIIIB6•X+B51*X+841•X+B31*X+821*X+Bl 
YSmY*Y 
YC•Y*Y*Y 
RETURN 
END 
MON$$' 
MON$$ 
EXEQ LINKLOAO 
PHASE ENT I REPROG 
CALL ALPHABET3 
EXEQ ENTIREPROG,MJB 
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TABLE B-3 
LISTING OF 1802 FORTRAN lV PROGRAM 
c 
c· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
MONU. JOB 2111.0007 D K .MCCO~ ,AUGUST, ·1961t•LINEARLS02. 
MONSS ASGN MGO,A2 
MONS$ ASGN MJB,A3 
HONS$ HOOE GO,TEST 
HON$$ EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,16,2U,,,LINEARLS02 
PROGRAM TO TRANSFORM DATA AND Fil LINEAR EQ\IAT-ION BY I.EAST SQUARE 
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE litlO 
THIS PROGRAM WRITTEN BY W, R, GWINN 
IDENT IS TWO c'ARDS CONTAINING HEAOING 
NOE=NUMBER Of EOUAT JONS _ 
CONTROi. CARO, ZERO•NO TRANSFORMATION 
LOGX•O OR · l LOGX 
ONX=O OR 1 l/X 
XN•O OR EXPONENT .. · X**XN 
LOGY•O OR 1 LOGY 
ONY•O OR 1 1/Y 
XONY•O OR 1 X/Y 
N•NUMBER OF POINTS .. 
SIX DIGIT ACCURACY, FIVE DIGITS IF LOc; TRANSFORM 
CAUTION, WATCH NUMBER OF.DIGITS TO LEFT OF DECIMAL• 
BOTH PUNCH 'At\D PRINT. OUTPUT 
INTEGER ONX, XONY,ONYoSUMX,SUMY,SUMXY,SUMXXiSUMYY,SXY,SXX,SYY 
REAL NP . 
100 ~~=~:~:o:A~~~o~!i~~ l~~!::~;Ni~!6 :2, ~X, 12, ltX, m,6, 7X, 12, 5Xo 
1 12, 5X, 121 . 
101 FORMAT 118X, 14/132X• F8,3t FI0,411 
102 FORMAT I 8Al0/ 8Al0//I 
103 FORMAT .JlHl, 27X, 8Al0/27X, 8Al0//I 
104 FORMAT t3El2,6, 1+3X, lHli . 
105 FORMAT l44X,12HINTERCEPT • ,El2,6, 9H SLOPE• , £12,6/ 25X,31H STA 
INDARD ·ERROR OF INTERCEPl • , El2,6,27H STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE • , 
2 El2,.6/./l5x, 1HX,13x; lHY,SX,llHESTIMATE.Q Y, IX, 14HDEVIATION· OF Y 
3, 2X, 16HSQ, .OF DEVIATION, 5X,7HINPUT X,7X,7HINPUT Y,5li.,11HJNPUT. E 
4ST,Y/I . . 
106 FORMAT 129HSTANDARD ERROR OF INTERCEP'T .•, Ei2,6,.25HSTANDARD ERROR· 
J.Qf SLOPE =,El2,6// 'ex, lHX, ux;. lH'Y, e·x, llHESTIMATED v, u, 14HD 
2EVIATION OF·Y, 2X,l6HSQ, Of' DEVIATION/-1 
107 FORMAT I 4E14,6,El7,61 
108 FORMAT I ix, 4El4,6'. E17,6t El6,6,2El4,61 . 
109 FORMAT I/ PHINTERCEPT. •,EU,6t1Xt7HSLOPE •,El2·,1>,U123.HSJANDA 
lRD ERROR OF EST,•,fl2,6/21X,l7'HCORRELATION CO!;:FFIC.IENT .R· •.,El2.,6 
Zt/11 
110 FORMAT 1127X, llHINTERCEPT •,fl2,6,1Xo7HSLOPE •,El2,6olX,23tlSTANDA 
lRD ERROR Of EST,•1.E12!6/48X,27HCORRELATIOH COEFFICl'ENT R •,El2,6) 
111 F·ORMAT._llHll 
17 CONTINUE 
READll,lOUIIDENT,NOEoLOGX,ONX,XN,~O~Y,ONY•XONY 
WRITE 13,1031 IDENT 
WRITE 1.2,1021 IDENT 
READ 11,1011 N• IXlll,Yfllll•ltNI 
NP • ·FLOAT INI 
L • 4 . 
K • 4 ·· 
:SB1-= o.o 
seo • o.o 
IF ILOGX,EQ,01 GO TO 3 
L = 1 
J • 0 
DO 2 l•htl 
J • J .j. i 
XIJI •,434294*ALOGIXIJI I 
IF IONX,E0,01 GO TO 5 
L • 2 
J • 0 
DO 4 l•l,N 
J • J + 1 
4 XIJI, • 1,/XCJI. 
5 IF IXN,EQ,0,01 GO TO 7 
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;J_ 
L • 3 
.J • 0 
DO 6 l•l1N 
J. J+ l 
TABLE B-3 (CONTINUED) 
IFIXI.Jl,GT,O~Ol XI.JI • XIJl**XN 
6 IFIXI.Jl,Lf,0,01 XI.JI• XI.Jl••IIFIXIXNll 
7 IF ILOGY,EO,Ol GO TO 
K • l 
.J • 0 
DO 8 l•loN 
J • .J +l 
8 YI.JI • ,434294*ALOGIYI.Jll 
9· IF IONY,EQ,01 GO TO 11 
K • 2 
J • 0 
·DO 10 l•l•N 
J • J + 1 
10 YI.JI • 1;111.11 
11 IF IXONY,E0,01 GO TO 13 
K • 3 
J • 0 
DO 12 l•!,N 
Jc J +l 
12 YI.JI • XIJI/YIJl 
13 SUMY • 0 
SUMXY. • 0 
SUMX 11 0 
SUMXX • 0 
SUMYY • 0 
J •. 0 
DO 14 l•loN 
J .. J + 1 
NX • .IFIXIIXIJl*I000000,1+0,51. 
NY• IFIXIIYIJl•lOOOOOO,l+O,SI 
SUMX II SUHX +NX 
SUMY :.: SUMY + NY 
SUMXY • SUMXY + INX•NYI 
SUI-IXX • SUMXX + I NX •NX I 
14 SUMYY • SUMYY + I NY• .. 'IY I 
SXY • SUMXY ~ IISUMX*SUMYI/NI 
SXX.• SUMXX - IISUMX*SUMXI/NJ. 
SYY • SUMYV - IISUMY*SUMYI/NI 
Bl•IFLOATIISXY*lOOOOOOI/SXXII0,000001 
Ei0• 11 FLOAT I SUM'f./NJ I-Bl* IFLO·AT I SUMX/N 111* ,000001 
IF lNP,LE,2ol GO TO 15 
SSY•IFLOATIISYY-IISXY•SXYIISXXII/IN-Zlll*•OOODOOODOOOl 
SY • SQRT I SSYI 
5581 • SSYlllFLOAHSXXI 1•,00000Q000.0011 
·sBl • SQRTISSBII . . . 
SSBU • SSY*lll,/NPI +ilFLOATIIISUMX/Nl*ISUMX/Nl*lOOOOOOI/SXXll* 
1,00000111 . 
SBO = SORTISSBOI 
I~ R•SQRTI I FLOAT I 11sxv•10.0000011sxx1•11sxv•1ooi100011sYY l 11 
l •,000000000001 i . 
WRITE 13,1051 B0,B!oS80,SBl 
WRITE 12,1061 58J,S81 . 
J • a 
SUMDfS • 0,0 
DO 16 l•l,N 
J • J + l 
YHAT •'BO+ IB)*XI.JII 
DEVY• YI.JI - YHAT 
SQOEV =DEVY• DEVY 
, SUMOES • SUM0£5 + SQOEV 
GO TO 120,?-1,22,231,L 
19 WRITE 12,1071 XIJloYIJl,YHAT,OEVY,SQOEV 
16· WRITE 13,1081 XIJl,YIJl,YHAT,OEVY,SQOEV,XIN,YIN,YHATIN 
SiREST • 0,0 . 
IF INP,LE,2.1 qo TO 18 
SEREST• SQRTISUMDES/INP-2,11 
18 WRITE 12,1.041· SO, Bl•SEREST 
WRITE 12,1091 80,Bl,SEREST,R 
WRITE n,1101 00·,si,SEREST,R 
NOE • NOE - l 
20 
21 
22 
·23 
24 
25 
IF INOE,GE,11 GO T.O 
WRITE 13,1111 
GO TO 17 
XIN • 10,••1x1 . .11, 
.GO TO 24 
XIN = 1.1XIJ) 
GO TO 24 
XIN • XIJl**q,/XNI 
GO To 24 
XIN • XI.JI 
GO TO 125,26,27,281.'K 
YIN IC 10,HIHJII 
YHAT IN • 10,"*IYHATI 
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GO TO 19 
26 YIN• lo/YIJI 
YHATIN • lolYHAT 
GO TO 19 
27 YIN• XIJI/YiJI 
YHATIN • XIJI/YHAT 
GO TO 19 
28 y.JN • YIJI 
YHATIN • YHAT 
GO TO 19 
END 
MONU 
HOIISS 
EXEQ L INKLOAD 
PHASEENTIREPROG 
CALL LINEARLS02 
EXEQ ENTIREPROG,MJB 
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TABLE B-4 
LISTING OF 
USED TO 
RETARDANCE 3 FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 
COMPUTE RESISTANCE CONSIDERING 
BOUSSINESQ COEFFICIENT 
MON55 JOB 211140007 MCCOOL FEBRUARY, 196~ RETAROANCE3 
MON$$ ASGN MGO,A2 
MON5S ASGN MJ6,A3 
MONU :10DE GO, TEST 
MON$$ EXEQ FORT RAth SOF t S l U,·6, 3.,, ,MANN INGSN 
C R!TARDANCE3 PROGRAM FOR 1410 
C RETARDANCE PROGRAM ALTERED TO UTILIZE BOUSSINESQ COEFFICIENTS 
C THIS IS AN ADAPTATION Of A PROGRAM WRITTEN BY W, R, (;WINN 
C DELTX •OISTANCE BETWEEN READINGS ACROSS CHANNEL 
C SCALE• MODEL LENGTrl SCALE 
C NGT • TOTAL NUMBER OF GAGES 
C NI • TOTAL NUM8£R Of TESTS 
C lilSNUEIII = <!NEMATIC VISCOSITY IFT2/SECI il•l FOR 33 DEGREES f I 
C STAU • UPSTREA'"1 STATION OISTANCE IN FEET 
C NYU • NUMBER Of UY READINGS,UPSTREAM !EQUAL OR LESS THAN 1001 
C NOGAU • UPSTREAM GAGE NUMBER IO lO 9 ONLY I . 
C ZEROU = UPSTREAM GAGE ZERO .!PROTO fEETI ISHQULD BE THE SAME FOR 
C BOTTOM READINGS AND WATER SURFACE ELEVATIO~l 
C UY • ELEVATION Of GROUND SURFACE ACROSS SECTION,UPSTRfAM SECTION 
C NOTE, UY AND DY , MA(NCHANNELREAD IN FIRST WITH PEAKS FOLLOWING 
C ~AIN CHANNEL 
C STAO = DOWNSTREAM STUION DISTANC!: IN FEET I SHOULD BE GREATER THAN 
C STAU I 
C NYD • NUMBER OF OY READINt;;S,DOWNSTREAM !EQUAL.QR LESS THAN 1001 
C NOGAD • DOWNSTREAM GAGE NUMBER I O TO· 9 Of;LYI 
C ZEROD • DOWNSTREAM GAGE ZERO ETC, 
C DY = ELEVATION .OF GROUND SURFACE ACROSS SECTION, DOWNolREAM 5ECTION 
C STA3 • THIRD STATIQN DOWNSTREAM !PROTO.TYPE FEETI 
C NY3 • NUMBER OF Y3 READINGS . 
C NOGA3 • THIRD GAGE DOWNSTREAM NUMBER 10 TO 9.0NLYI 
C ZER03 • THIRD GAGE ~OWNSTREAM ZERO ETC, 
C Y3111 = ELEVATION OF GROµNO SURFACE ACROSS SECT!Olh Tl11RD GAGE DOWNS 
C NOTEST • TEST NUMBER 
C NEX • EXPERIMENT NUMBER 
C MO • MONTH 
C OA_Y • DAY ·of. MONTH 
c Vl;AR. LAST rwo DIGITS Of YEAR 
C OM • MODEL DISCHARGE IC,F,S, l 
C TEMP • WATER TEMPERATURE !DEGREES F I 
C UELEVM = UPSTREAM WATER SURfAC( ELEVATION !MODEL FEETI 
C DELEVM • DOWNSTREAM WATER SURFACE ELEVATION !MODEL FEETI 
C ELEVM3 WATER SURFACE; ELEVATION THIRD STATION DOWNSTREAM (MODEL fTI 
C TIMEFA TIME FACTOR IBETWl;EN O ANO 111 0 • BEFORE READINGS, 
C l = AFTER TEST BOTTOM READINGS USEDI 
C DURFLO • DURATION OF FLOW IMIN,1 
C JOENT • !DENT !Fl CATION i.l3SPACESI 
C NREACH = REACH NUMBER ICOMPOSED Of GAGE NUMBER.SI 
C QP ~ PROTOTYPE Ol~CHARGE lC~f·S•) 
C AVHYRP • .AVERAGE HYDRAULIC RADIUS I PROTOTYPE I 
C AVVEL = AVERAGE VELOCITY 
C AVVR = AVERAGE VELOCITY TIME5 TnE HYDRAULIC RADIUS 
C AVAREA • AVERAGE AREA 
C CHEZY • CHEZY C 
C ROUGHN • MANNINGS N !PROTOTYPE! 
C WETPER • WETTED PERIMETER 
C CENOEP • CENfER DEPTH I PEET i 
C SCOUR • RATE OF SCOUR I IN/HR l 
C KN • KuTTERS N 
C AVHYRM • AVERAGE HYORAULIC RADIUS IMOOELI 
C RENO.LO • REYNOLDS NUMBER 
f • DARCY-WEISBACH RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT 
ROUGNM • MANNINGS N IMODELI 
REAL KN ,MAXD3 ,MAXDU,MAXOD, MAXD3E ,MAXOUE ,MAXDOE, I DENT l, I DENT 2, 
11DENT3 
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INTEGER DAY ,YEAR, TEMP,.SRYUiERYU,BRYD ,ERYD,BRY3,ERY3,DURFLO 
DIMENSION UYl.100hlilSNUEl6811Y3qOOltDYI 1001 
90 FORMAT '114X,F8,2,24x,1so12x,u,sx,F9.,1/19F8,311 
91 FORMAT I 7X, F6, 2, 13X ,F7,2., 17X, 12, 20X, l 4/18E 10,411 
92 FORMAT Cl3,412,El0~5,13, 3Cl2,El0,51,F4,2,13,A6,A6,All 
93 FORMAT l/ll/i9X,8HCHANNEL 1A6,A61Al,l7H EXPERIMENT .NQ,0131 
94 FORMAT113,l8,1X,313,F9,2,F9,2, F6,3;F7,21F8,21F7,3,15o7X11Hl,/l3i 
118,F6,2,F8,S,F7,2,F7,4,F8,4,F7,3~Fl3,0,F9,4,JX,1H21 
95 FORMAT C80X·I 
96 FORMAT ClHl· /46X,8HCHANNEL ,A6oA6,Al,16H EXPERIMENT NO,oUI . 
91 FORMAT I 6X,J3.,16,lX,313,F9,2,F8,2,F7,2,F8,2,Fl,3,F7,4,F7,2,2J5, 
lf8,2,F7,2tf8,4,F7~4,P9,3) 
.99 FORMAT 1////lXI . 
100 FORMAT 1//lXI 
101 FORMATDHII 
103 FORMATl80HTEST REACH. MUN MEAN 
I TTED· · HYO, WATER l/80H fiO, NO, DATE DISCHAIIGE 
2 VEL, BETA PERIM, RADIUS TEMP, lj/80M 
3. 
58'0HTEST REACH 
605 . FACTOR 
7 VR 
104 FORMATl2El2,61 
CENTER 
2180H NO, 
.NO, . 
VALUE Flll<;TION 
CHElY MANNIN.G IWHEII OF 
HQ, . DEP.TH SLOPE · . C 
F 211 · . 
N 
2/ 
REY NOL 
N 
106 FORMAT C/19X,4HDATEol4X,27HMEAN MEAN WETTED HYO,il7X,4HPUR,, 
. 17X14HRATEt27X15HilALUE/ 5X•l;!.2HTEST REACH Of DISCHARGE AREA 
2 VEL,. PERIM, RAl)IUS SLOPE CENTER OF WATER OF CHElY M 
31\NNING KUTTER OF I t,X, 19HNO, 
;MP~0s,ou~EST 1 ~~ 1!!1~~~;~!1M~~; :x, }~CR~, i l~~: m:::~m!~x, ~~~~a!; 
61H4 ,.7X, 1H5 ! 7X, 1H6, 7X, 1H7, 6X, 1H8, 7X, 1H9 ;6X12Hl0, 4X ,2Ht°l, 3X, 2Hl2 ,4X; 
72H,3, SX ,2Hl4,6Xo2Hl 5 o6X ,2Hl6 ,7X,?Hl 71 //28X-.35tK,F ,So $Q,FT, F,P, 
85, FT, FT,,13X,21HFT, MIN, DEG,F IN/HR/I 
200 WRITE 13olU!I 
READ l.l,9l1DELTX,SCALE•NCiT•NT, VISNUE 
READC l ,104 ICOEFF, EX PON 
23 NOT•NT 
NOL.• .40 . .. . .. 
~~A~O~ 1;9~ I t!:~~NYU,NOGAU,ZERQU, C!JY I 11, I •hNYU.1 
3.01 ilYIII • UYIII + ZEROU 
READ 11,901 $UD1NY01NOGADtZfROD,lDYil1,l•loNYDI 
DO 302 I • loNYD . 
302 OYlll • DYIII + ZEROD 
IF INGT,LT,3JGP TO 2l. 
READ 11,901 STA·3,NY:i;NQGA3•ZER0hlY31 ict.l•l!NY3) 
DO 303:I • ltNY3 . . . . . . 
303· Y31ll • Y3111 + ZER03 
21 K•l 
INDEJ•O · 
11 READ 11,921 NPTEST,NEXtMO, OAY,YE ... R ,QM, TEMP1NOllAIJ,UELEY.M,NOG.AD1· 
1DELEVM,·NOGA3 ,ELEVM3, HMEFA,DURflO, )QE'NT 1,IDEN.f2t lDENT3. . 
·1p. IELEVM3.EQ,O,OIGO lO 13 . . .. . . 
E.LEV3P= I ELEVM3•SCALE )+lERO:i 
·CALL. AREAHR I ELE;V·3P ,AREA3 ,HYRAD3. Y3 1DEL TX· 
13 NREACH•INOGAU•lOJ+NOGAD . 
QP= QM• I SCALE*"2,.S I 
UELE.VP• I UELEVM•SCALE l+ZERO\J 
DELEVP• IOELEVM•SCALEl+ZEROD· 
CALL ARE AHR tUELEVP ,l,IAijE.A ,UHYRAO ,!JY ,P.E~f )( 
CALL ARE AHR I OE LE.VP·; DAREA1.DHYRAO I DY• Dfi;L TX 
IF ITIMEFAeNE,U,.OIGO TO· .14 
SCOURO = o.o . 
SCOURU •. 0,0 
SCOUR3 • O,O 
SCOURA. • Q,O 
14 If IDAREA,EQ,0,01 GO T0.5 
IF IUAREA,EQ,0,01 GO·TO 5 
1000 :~::~:mI~•QP ... EXPON 
1NY\l,l!AXQUI 
•.NYIHII.AllDP! , . 
BETA•BETAU · · · .. 
SLOPE• IUEL.EVP+ I fl BE'TAU•QP•QP I/ CUAREA*UAREA! I /61t,3 l•OELEVP-
l CC I SEIAD·*OP*QP Ill DAREA*DAREAI 1164, 311 /ISTAD-STAUI 
IFISLOPE,LE,O,OIGO TO .5 
AVAR23•CUAREA•CUHYRAOH,6661>67 ltli>ARE.A•CDHYRADH,66flla67 11.112• 
ROUGHN•ll,486/QPl•AVAR23•1SLOPE••,51 
AVR16•1·IUHYR'A0**,166667 l+IDHYRADH,166667 I i/2, 
CHEZY • I l,4$6/ROUGHIU*AVR16 
AVAREA•AVAR23/ IAVR16*H,O I. 
AVVEL • QP/AVAREA 
AVHVRP=AVR16**6•0 
C•41,65 +1,00281/SLOPEI . 
KN• IC IC cc-CHEZY l*IC-CHEZY l'l+C1,244tCHEZY*CIIAVHYRP**•5:l 11"*,5·l• · 
lCHEZY+Cl/112,•CHEZY~CIICAVHYijP••,51l· . 
6 AVVR • AVHYRP*AVVEL 
AVH_YRM•AVHYRP/S'CALE. 
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ROUGNM•ROUGHN/ISCALE**•l666671 
SCOUR•ISCOURU+SCOURDI/Zo 
RENOL0•4.0•AVVRII I SCALEHlo5 l*IV ISNUE I TEMP-3Z 111 
WETPER • OoO 
IF IAVHYRPoNEoOoOI WETPER • AVAREA/AVHYRP 
CENDEP • IMAXDU + MAXDDI/Zo 
18 IF lNOLoNE,401 GO TO 8 
WRITE 12,9111DENT1,IDENl2,IDENT3,NEX 
WRITE12,1011 
WRITE 13,96110ENT1,IOENT2,IOENTl,NEX 
WRITE 1Jtl061 
NOL• 0 
8 WR I TE 13 ,971 NOT EST •NREACH ,MO, DAY t YEAR, QP ,AVAREA,AVVEL ,WET PER, 
lAVHYRP,SLOPE,CENDEPtDURfLOtTEMP,SCOUR,CHEZY,ROUGHN,K.N,AVVR 
f •257 o 21 I CHEl Y•CHEZ YI 
WRITE12,941NOTEST,NREACH,MO,DAY,YEAR,QP,AVAREA,AVVEL, BETA,WETPER, 
lAVHYRP,TEMP,NOTEST,NREACH,CENDEP,SLOPEtCHEZY,ROUGHN,KN,AVVR,RENOLD 
2,F 
IIOL•NOL+l 
A•(FLOATINOLll/4o0 
8 • FLOATINOL/41 
If IAoNEoBI GO JO 
WRITE 11,951 
WRITEIZ,951 
If INOLoNEo401 GO TO 9 
IF IELEVM3oEQoOoOI GO TO 19 
GO TO tl5,l6iil7,19) ,K 
15 If IELEVMJ,EGoOoOI GO TO 19 
ABETA•BETA 
AMAXD • MAXDD 
ASTAD • STAD 
AELEVP•DELEVP 
AAREA •DAREA 
AHYRAD•DHYRAD 
ASCOUR•SCOURD 
SCOURD• SCOURJ 
STAD • STAI 
"MAXDD. • MAXD3 . 
DELEVP • ELEV3P 
DAREA • AREAi 
DHYRAD • HYRAD3 
NREACH • lNOGAU•lOl+NOGAJ 
AHRP = AV.HYRP 
AV • AVVEL 
AVR • AVVR 
AA = AVAREA 
AS • SLOPE 
AC • CHEZY 
ANP • ROUGHN 
ANK•KN 
AHRM • AVHYRM 
AR• RENOLD 
ANH • ROUGNM 
K • 2 
AVMAXD • CENDEP 
GO TO 14 
ROUGHN • a.a 
SLOPE !I a.a 
F = o.o 
CHElY -.- o.O 
AVAREA • O.O 
BETA•O,O 
"AVVEL • Oe O 
AVHYRP 11: OtO 
KN • Oo O 
INDEX•\ 
GO TO (616161-89),K 
89 AVVR=OoO 
AVHYRM•OoO 
WETPER•O.O 
ROUGHM=OoO 
GO TO 18 
24 READ ll,9~1 STAU,BRYU,ERYU,ZEROUtlUVlll,l•BRYU,ERYUI 
READ 11,901 STAD,BRYD,ERYDtZEROD,IDYlll,l•BRYO,ERYOI 
IF INGToLTo31 GO TO 25 
· READ 11,901 STAJ,BRY3,ERYJ,ZER03,IY3111,l•BRYJ,ERY31 
CALL AREAHRIELEVJP,AREA3E,HYRA3E,Y3,DELTX ,NY3,MAXD3EI 
If IHYRAD3oNEoOoOI SCOUR3•111AREA3E-AREA31•720ol/lttAREA3/HYRAD3l+ 
11AREA3E/HYRA3Ell/2,II/FLOAT IOURfLOI 
MAXD3• IMAXDJ•ll,O-TIMEfAll+IMAXD3E•TIMEFAI 
AREAi • IAREA3*1loO-TIMEfAll+IAREA3E •TIMEfAI 
HYRADJ• I HYRADJ• I lo 0-T IMEF Al I+ I HYRAJE *Tl MEFA I 
IFIHYRAD3oEG,OoOI SCOUR3• HYRA3E• 720;/ fLOATIDURFLOI 
25 CALL AREAHRIUELEVP,UEAREA,UEHYRA,UYtOELTX ,NYU,MAXDUEI 
lflUHYRADoNEoOoOI SC0URU•IIIUEAREA-UAREAl•720ol/CttUAREA/UHYRAOl+ 
llUEAREA/UEHYRAll/2oll/FLOATIDURfLOI 
MAXDU • IMAXDU*lloO-TIMEFAll+IMAXDUE •TIMEFAI 
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. . . 
UAREA • IUAREA .• n.o-TIMEFAI l+I ·UEAl!EA•TIMEFAI . 
UHYR·AD• IUHYRAD•11.o-r IMEFAI l+IUEHYRA•TIMEFAI 
IF IUHYRAD.EQ.O,OJ SCOURU. • IUEHYRA•720• IIFLC)ATIDURFLQI 
CAL\; AREAHR·IDELEVP, DEAREA.,DEHY·RA,liY ,DELT X ,NYO,MAXl>Dt: I 
. IF .. OHYRAD•l!EoO•OI SCOUR!> • II IOEAR£A-DAREAl'720•lll llDAIIE:AIDHYRAO 
U+I DEAREA/DEHYRAI 112• I I/FLOATIDURFLOJ 
. IF l()HYRAD•EQ.u.01 SCOURO •· IDEHYRA.•720,IIFLOATIDURFLOI 
DAREA• IOAREA •11·0-TIMEFAJJ + IDEARU, ·• TIMEFAI 
DHYRAD•IDHYRAO•ll•O-TIMEFAJI + IDEHYRA • TIMEFAI 
SCOURA • !SCOURU+SCOURD+SCOUR31/3,0 
MAXOD • IMAXDO ·•11,Q-TIMEFAII + IMAXOOE •TlMEFAI 
GO TO 14 . 
l6·UELEVP• AELEVP 
SCOURU • ASCOi.JR 
UAREA • AAREA 
·MAXDU • AM.\XO . 
UHY.RAP • AHYRAI> 
ljSTAD ~ sr ... u 
NREACH • IN.OGADllOI + NOGA3 
STAU· • ASTAD 
I( •. 3 . 
ABETA•AljET,t.+BETA 
AHRP • AHRP + AVHYRI> 
AV• AV.+ AVIIEL 
AVR • i.VR + AVVR 
AA ·• AA + AVAREA 
AS • AS. + SLOPE 
AC • AC + CHEZ Y . 
Al,IP •.ANP + ROUGHN 
ANK•ANK+KN 
AHRII ·• AHRM + AVHY.RM 
AR• AR+ RENOLD 
ANM • ANM + ROUGNM 
AYIIAXD • AVMAXO +·CENOEP 
GO TO 14 
17 NREACH • INOG.AU*lOOI + INOGAD•iOI + N.>GU 
STAJ·•.STAD 
S.TAD • SUU 
STAU • IISTAO 
SCOUR • SCOURA 
BETA•IABETA+BETAl/3, 
AVHYRP • IAHRP + AVHYRPl/3• 
AVVEL • IAV + AVVELl/3• 
AVVR .• IAVR + AVVRJ 13, 
AVARtA • I AA + AVAREAI i3. 
SLOPE •. (AS + SLOPE I(.), 
CHEZY.• CAC + CHEZYl/3, 
ROUGHN • IANP + ROUGHNl/3, 
KN• IANK+KNl/3, . 
AVHYRM = IAHRM + AVHYRIIJ/3. 
REN!>LD • IAR .+ RENQLDl·/3, 
ROUGNM • IANM +.ROUGNMJ/Jo 
(ENDEP• t.AVMAXD. + CENOEPJ/h 
WETPER•AVARf.A/AVHYRP 
·It • ·4 
IFIINDEX,E0,11 GO yo· 
GO TO is .. 
19 N:>T•NOT-1 
1.FINOT,NE,OJ GO TO U 
NGT • NGT - l 
lf.lNGT,LT,31.GO TO ZOO. 
c,o TO 23 . 
END. 
MONU EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIUo6oJ 
SUBROUT.INE AREAHRIE1.fVtAREA,HVRAO,Y 1PELTX 
.OIME.NSION YI 100 I . 
CENDEP • O,O 
I .·o 
AREA• 0,0 
. HYRAb • 0,0 
W.TPER • 0,0 
DELTX~ • PELiX *OELTX 
I • I.+ l 
IF 11,EQ.NYI GO TO 100 
YI• ELEV - VIII· 
V2 • E1.EV. - Yli+ll 
IF t:Y~oGE,Yl I CEN!)EP • AMAX! 1ctNDEP ,v2.1 
U IY2,GE.o,o.i ·c;o Y.O 2 
IF iAREA,E0,0,01 GO TQ lo 
GO TO ·t+ . 
. 2 IF IYl•LT,O,OI GO TO 3 
AREA• AREA+ :IIIYI +· YZl*OELTXIIZ•.01 
WJPE~•WTPER+I I cv2~v11• 1V2~v11 l+OELTIIS ... ,~ 
GO. TO I . . . 
9· X • IY2t1Vl - Yl).l•DEPX 
AREA • ,AREA +. 11 U • X 112oQ I 
WTPER • WTPER + .q1x. •.Xl+IY2'.*Y11H0:••51 
·,NY,CENl>l!PI 
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GO TO l 
4 X • IYI/IYI - YZll•DELTX 
AREA •AREA+ (tYl•XJ/2,0) 
WTPER • WTPER + ll(X*XJ + (Yl*YlJJ••,51 
HYRAO • AREA/WTPER 
100 CON Tl NUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
MONU 
MONU 
EXEQ LINKLOAO 
PHASECHANNEL 
CALL MANNINGSN 
EXEQ CHANNEL,MJB 
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TABLE B-5 
LISTING OF MULTIVARIATE FORTRAN 
IV PRQGRAM 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
HONU JOB. 211140007 
HONSS ASGN HGO,A2 
MCCOOL 
HONSS ASGN HJB,A3 
HONS$ MODE GO 
MONSS EXEQ FORTRAN,,,08,05,,,RESPONSURF 
MULTIVARIATE PROGRAM . 
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE 1410 
HUL Tl VARIABLE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
H= NO, OF OBSERVATIONS 
N• NO, OF COLUMNS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABL·ES 
COLUMNS 
1964 
XI X2 X3 X4-----------ETC---
TO PASS THROUGH THE ORIGIN READ XO IN AS U, 
to ELIMINATE FORCING THE PLANE THRO\JGH THE ORIGIN READ XO IN AS 1, 
. NORMAL EQUATIONS 
Bl•XO•KO s2•xu•x1 + --BK*XO•XIK-lJ • 
Bl*Xl*XO 82*Xl•Xl + --BK•xl•XIK-11 a 
Bl•XCK-ll•XO + B2*XCK-ll•Xl + - .. -----
DIMENSIONXI 9,50 I ,Al 9,9).,BIBI 
300 FORMATC213,F5,21 
309 FORMAT(lOX,Fl~,o·,12x,Fl2,0) 
310 FORMATl1X,7El2,61 
311. FORMAT( l)(,9Fl2.•41 
323 FORMATl41X'1H8,13,9X,Elh61 
500 FORMAT I lHll 
600 FORMA Tl I II 
2 WRITE13,5001 . 
1000 
REAOC1,3001N,M,XO 
NMl•ll-1 . 
NPl•N+l" 
NP2•N+2 
DO l J•l,M 
Xll,J):sXO 
REAOC 1,309 J t IX I l ,J JI l=Z ,NP2; ,J•l ,Ml 
WRJTEl313ll 11 IXI l ,JJ ,1=11NP2J ,J•l,MI 
CONTINUE 
THESE CARDS PRINT OUT XX A~D XY MATRIX 
IIISERT. BEFORE. 1003 
WRITE13,600l . 
XO'!tY 
Xl*Y 
·XI K-1 l•Y 
1.003 
WRITEC 3,3101 I CXI I 01 ol •l•NP21,J•l,Hl 
DO 20 l•l,NPl 
c 
c 
11 
6 
15 
.zo 
1002 
16 
DO 20 J•l,NP2 
IFIJ,GE,11 GO TO 6 
J•J+l 
GO TO 11 
Al I ,JJ=O, 
00 15 K•l•M 
Al I ,J J 111:AC I ,JJ+XI I 1K 1 *XI J,K, 
AIJ,11-=Al 1 •J"I 
THESE CARDS PRINT OUT COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
INSERT BEFORE 1002 
WRITEl3,6001 
WRHE {3,310 JI I AC 1, JI ,J•l",NP21,·I• 1,NPI I 
0016 1=1,6. . . 
BUlaO, 
00 420 IC.= l tN 
KPl=K·+l 
L•K 
DO 4·ot I l•KPl,NPl 
·,Ft~e~1Ac11,K11,LE,ABSIAIL,Kil1;0 10 402 
401 L•fl . . 
402. CQNT INUE 
IFIL,LE,KIGQ TO 420 
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405 DO 410 J•l•NP2 
TEMP•A.IK,JI 
AIK1J)•AIL1JI 
410 AIL,Jl•TEMP 
420 CONTINUE 
DO 102 l•l,N 
J F CA l I , J .1 • EQ • 0, 11 • l + 1 
200 REC•i,(All,11 
IPl•l+l 
DO lll J•IP!,NP2 
Iii Al l,Jl•AI I ,Jl•REC 
DO 102 K•IP!,NPI 
IFIAI Ko 11,EO,O, IGO TO 102 
12 REC•!,/AIK, 11 
DO 10·1 J•IP!,NP2 
IOI AIKoJl•AIK,Jl•REC~AlloJI 
102 CONTINUE 
BINP! 1 •AINP l ,NP21 (AINPI ,NP! I 
NNN•O 
DO 103 MM=l,N 
l•NPI-MM 
Blll•All ,kP21 
NNN•NNN+l 
DO 103 J• I ,NNN 
M3•NP2-J 
103 8111•BIII-All,M31*BIM31 
WRITE f3o6001 
WRITE13,323111,Blllol•l,NPII 
WRfTEI 2 ,3231 I I ,Bl 11, 1•1,HP·ll 
C THESE.CARDS COMPUTE CALCULATED VALUES ANO DEVIATIONS ANO 
C STAN04RD DEVIATIONS 
C INSERT BEFORE STATEMENT NO, 1001 
WRITE13,&00I 
SRSQ•O, 
DO 76 K•l ,M 
YCAL•O• 
DO 77 J• loNPl 
YSUM•BI JI •x I J,10 
77 YCAL•YCAL+YSUPl 
RES•XINP2,KI-YC4L 
WRITE13,3lll XINP2,KloYCAL,RES 
RESSQ=RES**2 
76 SRSQ•SRSQ+RESSQ 
O•N 
C•M 
VAR•I 1,/IC-ID+XOJI J*SRSQ 
SOEV•SQRHVAR I 
WRITE13,600J 
WRITE 13 ,3111 SOEV 
1001 GO TO 2· 
END 
MONS5 EXEQ LINKLOAO 
PHASECALCRF 
CALL RE·SPONSURF 
MONSS EXEQ CALCRF,MJB 
2 30 
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TABLE B-6 
LISTING OF HYDEL 2 FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 
NONU JOB 211140007. MCCOOL FALL, 1964 
kONU ASGN MGO,A2 
MONII ASGN MJB,A3 
MONII MOQE. GO,TESl . 
NONU EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,8,6,o ,ttYDEL2 
C HYDEL2 . . 
C Ttil S PROGRAM l·S FOR THE 1410 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES HyORAU.LIC ELEMENTS FOR ANY CHANNEL WITH 
C BOTTOM READINGS AT EVEN INTERVALS, THE ONE EXCEPTION IS A 
C CHANNEL WITH A VERTiCAL SIDE, 
C HYDEL2 GIVES TABU~AR OUTPUT ·of AREA ANO HYDRAULIC RA.DIUS WHICH CAN 
C BE USE'D IN THE SVF SERIES PROGRAMS 
C DELJX • INIE.RVAL AT WHICH READINGS ARE· I AKEN 
C. NY • NUMBER OF BOTTOM READINGS 
C CHANGY • TABLE INTERVAL' 
C HIGH • HIGHEST ELEVATION IN TABL'E 
C HIGH C'°'N BE GREATER THAN ANY BOTJOM READING 
C. YI I l•BOITOM READINGS IN SEQUENCE, . SHOULD BE ROUNDED TO SAME 
C ACCURACY AS CHANGY, 
C BOTU•LOWEST ELEVATION IN CROSS SECHON 
DIMENSION AR EAU I 3001 •HYRAOUI 3001,Yl l,U I 
95 FORMATll31 
110 FORMA 11 &F 10, 3'I 
115 FORHATl4FI0,3,4X,131 
120 .FORHAll5El4,81 
READll,9:,1 NS 
WRIIE12,9:,INS 
00 300 K• ltNS 
READI 1,1151 OISTU,HIGH,CHANGY,DELTX,NY 
READU; l!cl IYI 11, l.~_l,NY I 
DO 2 N• l 1300 
AREAUCNI •0• 
HYRAOUCNJ zO• · 
BOT•lOOOO. 
00 12 l•l,NY 
12 BOT•AMINilbOT,YIIII 
ELEV•BOT. . 
NYU•I IHIGH-BOT il.CHANGY 1+1,0 
1•0 
l•l+l 
IFIYll+il,GT,(LIIIGO TO 4 
IFIYll+ll,°L-1,YIIII GD. IQ 5 
IFIYll+ll,EQ,YIIII GO TO 6 
4· IFIYl'll,()E,Hl(;HIGO TO 13 
SLOPt•IYll+ll-YIIJIIDELTX 
MiN•I IYI I l~BOT 11.CHANGY I +2,0 
MAX-.1 IYI 1+11-BOT 1/.CHANGY l.+l,Q 
GO TO 7 
IFIYll+ll,GE,HIGHIGQ TO 13 
SLOPE• I YI I I-YI 1+11 IIDEL TX 
M'IN• I fv 11 + 11-!ioT IICHANGY.1 +2, o 
MAX•I I Y 11.1-son /CHANGY l+l,O 
GO TO 7 
6 lFI.Yl_l.1,GE,HIGHIGO TO 13 
!IAX• 11 Y 11 + 11 •BOT IICHANGY I+ 1,.0 
N•MAX 
JFCN.~Q.lt NzMAX+l . 
ljYRADUI N 1 •HYRADU.1 NI +DfL TX 
GO. TO 9· 
·7 DIFF•O, 
·oo 8 N•MIN•MAX . . · 
AREAUIN.l •AREA\,I.IN 1 +CHANGY*I I CHANGYISLOPE°1+2,•DIFF'I I 2, 
HYRIIOUI NI •HYR/IDUIN-1 +SQRTCCHANGY.•CHANGY*I 1,+11, IISL,OP.E*SLOPE 1111· 
OIFF•CHANGY/SLOPE+OJFF . . . 
IFIN,GEiNY·UI GP TO 13 .. 
9 IFIMAX,GE,NYUI .GD TO 13. 
8 CONTINUE . . 
IFIN.,GE,NV\ll GO TO· 13 
MAX•MIIX+l 
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DO 10 ll•MAX ,IIYU 
10 AREAUClll•AREAUINl+CHAIIGY•DELTX 
13 IFCCl+ll,LT,IIYIGO TO 3 
DO 11 N•Z,NYU 
ELEV•ELEV+CHANGY 
AREAUllll•AREAUIN-ll+AREAUINI 
11 HYRADUINl •AREAUINll lHYRADUINl+IAREAUCN-l l/HYRADUIN-1111 
BOTU•BOT 
300 
DYU•CHANGY 
WRITE12,115lDISTU,HIGH,OYU,BOTU,NYU 
WRITE12,12011AREAUlll,l•l,NYUI 
WRITE12,12011HYRADUC1l,l•i,NYUI 
END 
-SS EXEQ LINKLOAD 
PHASE ENT I REPROG 
CALL HY0EL2 
EXEQ ENTIREPROG,MJB 
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TABLE B .. 7 
LISTING OF 
USED TO 
FLOW 
SVF 5F FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 
CALCULATE SPATIALLY VARIED 
PROFILES USING METHOD 4. 
MQIISS JOB 211140007 MCCOOL SVF SF NAY• 1965· 
NONSS ASGN MGO,A2 
MONSS A.SGN MJB,A3 
NONU MODE GO, TEST 
NONU EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,Slu,a,s,, ,SVFS 
C SVF Sf 
C THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE 1410 
C PROGRAM·TO COMPUTE SPATIALLY VARIED SIEADY FLOW PROFILE IN FC 31 
C USING TAIILES <if AREA MD HYDRAULIC RADIUS FOR EACH CROSS SECTION 
C STATION 
C AREA AND HYDRAULIC RADIUS TABLES'ARE COMPUTED WITH HYOEL 2 PROGRAM 
C Rl,,.0 IN TABLES FROM DOWNSTREAM END . 
C . S·TORE TABLES ON. TAPE . 
c oisTu•OISTANCE OF CROSS SECTION FROM UPPER END OF CHANNEL 
C HIGH •ECEVATION AT WHICH TABLES .STOP 
C BOTU•ELEV,.TION OF CHANNEL BOTTOM 
C DYU•VERTICAL INTERVAL BETWEEN TABLE VALUES 
C NYU•NUMBER OF VALUES IN TABLE 
C PROGRAM USES ACTUAL INFLOW DISTRIBUTION, 
C PROGRAM COMPUTES CHANGE IN DEPTH BETWEEN TWO POINTS USING AN 
C EULER METHOD WITH ITERATION 
C SET CLOSENESS OF ITERATION AT ST,.TEMENT 25, 
C SOLUTION STARTS FROM SOME DOWNSTREAM ELEVATION AND WORKS UPSTREAM, 
C PRINT OUT INTERVAL CAN BE CONTROLLED, 
C DITCH•CHANNEL NO, 
C DATE 0 DAY,MONTH,YEAR,ETC, 
c· NS•NUM8ER OF CROSS SECTION STATIONS 
C EXP•EXPERIMENT NO, 
c· tEST•TEST NO, 
C 00•.TDTAL DI $CHARGE 
C DELX•DISTANCE BETWEEN COMPUTATION POINTS INEGAT.IVE IF WORKING 
C UPSTREAM! . 
C GL•GRASS LENGTH, 
C ND•NUMBER OF DISCHARGE READINGS 
C .· MANNINGS "•Cl*( IV*RIHC21 
~ Cl•Bh82*X+83•G:L 
C .C:2•114+B5•X+86•GL 
C !IOU.SSiNESO COEFFICIE,..t, i1ETA•Cn11a1·HC'ol 
C C3•CS*I IXiH.C6J . . . 
c· C4•C7*11Xl'**Ci!> 
c STARJ•STARTING POINT FOR PROFILflMUST l!E CROSS 'sECTION stAUONI 
C ELEV•ELEVATION AT ST~RT 
C QI ll•lOTAL DISCHARGE AT XI I> 
DIMENSION Al!EAUl295 I ,HYRAOUI 2951 
C THIS PHASE READS IN TABLES OF AREA AND HY.DRAULIC RADIUS 
95 FORMATll31 . 
115 FORMATl4FI0.,3,4X,131. 
125 FORMA Tl 5E·l4.,8 I 
REWIND 6 . 
. READI 1,951 NS· 
D.!llK•l ,N.S 
mg: t:m:~m~~m~i~I~~~~rU•NYU 
READ.11, 1251 IHY.RADUI 1,1, 1•1 •NVl,II 
WRITE161 DISTll,BOTU.,DYU,NYUt I AREAUI 1,, 1•·1,,.YUI 
WRl1£1611HYRADU11t,l•l•NYUI . 
REWIND 6 . 
CALL NEXTPH 
~D ... 
M<iN$S E~EO f0RTRAN,SOF,S'iu.,t,.s, .. '$Vf5P2 
INTEGER EXP, TE.ST . . . 
C .THIS PHAR REAPS IN 'PRELIMINARY INFOl!MAT IDN A"D· PRINT5 11iADER 
DINEN&ION~IZZI ,Ql221 
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100 FORMAT(8X•AB,A3t9X,A8,A8,A2,21X,l3) 
105 FORMATC3X,1312Xtl3,3X,F7•3•6X1F6,214X1f5,214Xtl3) 
110 FORMATl8Fl0,31 . 
115 FORMATl6El2,61 
uo FORMAT I 1Hl//30X,l4HPROGRAM SVF 5F, ex,&HCHANNEL ,A8,A3,9X,5HOATE 
l,A81A81A2//30X18HEXP, N0,,13,lOX, 8HTEST N0,,131lOX12HQ•,F7,31lOX, 
26HOELX• , F6,2//60X,3HGLc,f5,2//35X,16HN•Cl•tlV•RJ••C21,30X, 
3 l 7H8-E TA•C3• C IQ) ••C4) / / 35X t 16HC l sBl ... 82 •X+B3•GL, 32X, 15HC3•C5• CCX I ••C 
461/35X, 16HC2•84+6S•x+B6•GL, 32X, 15HC4=C7•ccx1••C81//3~X,3HB1~, 
SE12,6,33X, 3HC5•,El2,6/35X,3H82•,El2,6t 33X, 3H(6s,El2,6/35X,3HB3• 
6,E12,6, 33X,3HC7=,El2,6/35X, 3HB4•,El2,6,)1X,3HCa•,El2,6/35X,3HB,• 
7,E12,6/35X13HB6•,El2,6////33X, lHX16X19HOISCHARu~, 4X,9HtLEVATlON,-
84X, 5HDEPTHo4X, 8HVELOCITYo4X, 16riHYDRAULIC RADIUS/I 
125 FORMATl1Hi//3Xo l4HPROGRAH SVF SF, 8Xo8HCHANNEL ,A8,A3,9X,5HDATE 
f,A(ltA8,A.2//3X, 8.HEXP• N0.,13,lOX, 8HTEST N0.,13,lOX,2HQ•,F7.3,10x, 
26HOELX~ • F6.2//33X13HGL•,Fs.2,,ax, 16HN=Cl•lCV•RJ••C2)130X, 
317HBETA•C3•(1Ql••c41//8Xi 16HCl•Bl+B2•X+B3•GL,32Xol5HC3•C5•11Xl••c. 
46)J8X1 \6HC2•B4+BS•X+06•6L, 32X, 15HC4•C7•llXJ••C8)J/8X, 3H81•, 
5El2•6,33Xt 3HC5•1El216/8X, 3H82•,El2a6, 33X, 3H(611:,El2.6/8X, 3H83= 
61El2.6, 33X,3HC7•1El2~6J8X1 3HB4=,El2e6,33X,3HC8=,El2.6J8X, 3H85• 
71El2e6/8X, 3H86•,El2e6////6X, lHXt6X,9HOISCHARGE, 4X,9HELEVAT10N, 
84Xo 5HOEPTH,4X, 8HVELOCITY,4X, 16HHYORAULIC RADIUS/I . 
1 READll,lOO,Ol,TCH,OA1T1E,~S 
READ1l,1051EXP,TES!,OD,OELX,GL,NO 
READI l, 1151 Bl ,i;2 ,S3,B4 ,85 ,66 
REAOl loll51C5oC6,C7,C8 
READllollOISTART,ELEV 
READ l l • 110 J t X l J J , Qt J l , .J 11: l • NO I 
WRJTEl31120)011TCH,DA,r,E,EXP,TEST,OO,OELX,GL1Bl1CS,82,C6183tC7, 
1841C81BS,B6 
WRITEt2,1~5J01,TCH,OA,T,~,EXP~TEST,OO,DELX,GL,81,C5,82,C6183,Cl, 
184,C8;8~>186 
WR l TE t"4 IS TART t ELEV, QO ,·DELX tGL t·Bl ,82 ,83 ,64 1 85, 86 ., 5 ,C6 ,C7 .ca ,NO, 
11x,JI ,QlJI ,J•.l ,NO, 
REWIND 4 
CALL NEXTPH 
ENO 
MONJ$ EXEO FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,8,5,,,SVF5P3 
OIMENSIONXl221,Ql221,AREADl2951,HYRA0012951,AREAul2951,HYRADUl2951 
119 FORMA~l3X,20HERROR, XO ,GT, XINOII 
120 FORMAH30Xo20HERROR, XO ,GT, XINOII 
125 fORMA 1' 29X ,Fl. 2 •4X ,Fl. 3,6X ,FS • 3 14X·tF6 •. 3,4X. 1f6 • 3 1F 16•3 J 
130 FORMAT I IHl I 
131 FORHATISOXI 
135 fORMATl2X1Fle2t4X,F7e3~6X•f8~3,4X1F6~31kX1F6.3tF16•3> 
READ ( 4 IS TART, ELEV, QO·,·DELX ,GL io Bl 182 183.,541 85, B6·, C:5 ,C6 ,C7·, C8·1N0.1 
11 X ( J J IQ t J l t J• 1 1 NO> 
J•NO 
XO•START 
CHANGY•+.001 
GO TO 303 
4 IFIXO,GT,XIJII .GO TO 7 
IFIXD,EQ,XIJII GO TO 44 
IFCXPoGToXIJ-111 GO TO 44 
J=J-1 
GO TO 4 
44 VO•ELEV-BOTU 
MO=YD/OYU+l. 
OM=MD 
PROPU•IYD-DYU•IDM-1,11/DYU 
AD•AREAUIMDl+PROPU*IAREAUIMD+ll-AREAUIMDII 
RO•HYRADUIMDl+PROPU•IHYRADUIMD+ll-HYRADUIMDII 
QO•QIJ-ll+IIXO-XIJ-lll/lXIJI-XIJ-llll•IQIJl-QIJ-111 
VD•OD/AO 
BD•BOTU 
ACCX=5• 
ACCX•ACCX-DELX 
lf(ACCX.GE•5•1 GO TO 300 
GO TO 301 
300 WRITE13oi251 X0,00,ELEV,YD,VO,RD 
WRITEt2,l351XD,QO,ELEV,YO,VD,P.D 
Accx~o.o 
301 XU•XD+OELX 
JflXUeLl.25•> GO TO 2 
lf(XUeLEeXIJ-111 J•J-l 
QU=Q I J-11 + I I XU-XI J-11111 XI J 1-X I J-11 11 *IQ I JI -QI J-11 I 
IFIXUoGE,DISTUI GO TO 304 
DISTD•DISTU 
SOTD:ioBOTlJ 
OYD=OYU 
NYD•N\'lJ 
DO 302 l•loNVD 
ARE ADI 11 =AREAUI 11 
JU2 HVRAOQI ll•HYRADUIII 
3U3 READ(6•UJSTu,eoru~oYU,NYU1(AREAUIK),K=l,NYU) 
RE b.D 16 ·, I HYRAOUl KI ,Kr; l tNY'U J 
lFIKJ,GfeDISTUI GO TO 3Q4 
234 
TABLE B-7 (CONTINUED) 
IFIXO,EQ,OISTUI GO TO 4 
GO TO 303 
304 PROP• IXU-01 STUl /IOI STD-DI STUl 
BU•PROP•BDTO +11,-PROPl•BOTU 
XA•IXD+XU)/2• 
Cl•81+82•XA+B3•GL 
C2•84+B5•XA+86*GL 
C3U•C5•11xu1••C6) 
c1+u~c1•11xu1••ca, 
C30cC5•11X.Dl••C61 
c4o•c7•1,xo1••ca1 
BETAU•C3U•IIQUJ••C4Ul 
BETAO•C3D•IIQDl*•C401 
20 YU•YQ+CHANGY 
MU•YU/OYU+l• 
MO•YU/DYO+l. 
UH•MU 
PROPU•IYU-DYU•IUM-1,11/0YU 
DM•MD 
PROPO•IVU-DVD•IOM-1,11/DVD 
AU•PROP•I AREAOIMDl+PROPO*I ARE ADI MD+l l-AREAOIHDl 11 +I 1,-PROP I* 
11 AREAUIMUI +PROPU• I AREAUIMU+l 1-AR'EAUIMUI 11 
RU•PROP*IHYRAOOIMDJ+PROPO*IHYRADOIMD+ll-HVRAOOIMDlll+ll,-PROPI* 
IIHVRADUIMUl+PROPU*iHVRADUIMU+ll-HYRADUIMUIII 
VU•OU/AU 
RA• ( RO+RU I 12, 
VA•IVD+VUl/.2, 
RUFFA•Cl•IIVA•RAl**C21 
SE• IRUFFA*RUFFA*VA• VAii 12,H* 1 RA** I 4, /3, 111 
SO•IBD-BUI/DELX 
OELY•QU•CVU+VDl*IBETAD*VD-BETAU*VU+BETAO•VO*IQD-QUI/QUl/132,15* 
llQU+QOJl•ISO*OELXI-ISE*DELXI 
DIFF•ABSIDELV-CHANGYI 
25 IFIDIFF,LT,,000011 GO TO 50 
CHANGV•OELV 
GO TO 20 
50 XO•XU 
QO•QU 
ELE~•ELEV+CHANGV-ISO•DELXI 
YO•'iU 
RO•RU 
AO=AU 
BD=BU 
VD•VU 
GO TO 5 
IFIACCX,EQ,0,1 GO TO 3 
WRITEt3,1251XD,QD,ELEVtYO,VD,RD 
WRJTEC2,135JXO,aD,ELEV,YD,VD,RD 
GO TO 3 
WRITEl3'120J 
WRITE12,1191 
WRITE13,l301 
WRITE12,l3ll 
REWIND 6 
REWIND 4 
CALL PHASEI0021 
END 
MONSS EXEQ LlNKLOAD 
PHASEENTIREPROG 
CALL SVF5 
MON SS 
PHASE 
BASElSVF5 
CALL SVF5P2 
PHASE 
BASE15VF5P2. 
CALL SVF5P3 
EXEQ ENTIREPROG,MJB 
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